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OVERSIGHT ON NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT
LOAN PROGRAM REGULATIONS

WEDNESDAY. AUGUST 18, 1982

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:47 a.m., in room
2257, Rayburn House Office 'Building, Hon. Paul Simon (chairman
of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Simon, Ford, Peyser, Weiss,
Erlenborn, and Erdahl.

Staff present: William A. Blakey, counsel; Mary ln L. McAdam,
legislative assistant. Betsy Brand, legal associate; John Dean, legal
associate.

Mr. SIMON. The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education will
come to order.

I will enter a formal statement in the record.
I am concerned about the regulation that we have before us as it

impacts the NDSL program. I am concerned for several reasons.
One is again we have a time problem. The publication of the

final rule comes 204 days after the proposed rule was first pub-
lished.

We have, secondand I think most important from my point of
viewa problem in that we are judging everyone by the same
standard. We are assuming that a community college in East St.
Louis with all kinds of problems has the same opportunity to col-
lect that Harvard or Yale has to collect.

What we do when we make no distinction is that we in fact dis-
courage the poor school. I don't mean poor academically or other-
wise, but the school that serves the low-income population. That is
frankly the major concern that I have.

The regulation, finally, provides no incentive to schools. It is
simply an arbitrary, across-the-board cutoff.

I would like to make clear also that I favor pushing loan collec-
tions. I was a sponsor of one of the bills that had the IRS cooperate
on student collections. I don't think we should be absolving schools
of their responsibility. I am not suggesting that no school should be
cut off, but I am concerned about where we are going and what we
are doing. That is the reason for the hearing today.

[Opening statement of Hon. Paul Simon follows:]

(1)
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OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESSFROM
THE STATE OF ILLINOIS AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCA-
TION

The Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education holds a hearing today on the De-
partment of Education's final regulation governing campus-based student aid pro-
grams. We are specifically concerned ..:Lh the impact of the August 2, 1982 regula-
tions on colleges and universities that, participate in the National Direct Student
Loan (NDSL) program. The August 2 regulation is identical to the proposed rule
published by the Department or J anuary 7, 1982. The final regulation makes three
specific changes: Calculation ,,f the Federal Capital Contribution (FCC) which is the
amount of new Federal dollars allocated to institutions each year; the eligibility of
institutions to receive awards based on default rates; and the method of appealing
an award determination by the Department of Education.

I am concerned about this regulation for several reasons. First, the late publica-
tion of the final rule (204 days after the proposed rule was first published in the
Federal Register) has placed participating institutions at a serious disadvantage.
Those schools that may lose their Federal Capital Contribution have received this
notice less than 30 days before school opens. Many other institutions, which remain
eligible for the NDSL Federal Capital Contribution, must await the expiration of
the 45 day statutory review period before receiving any new funds.

Second, the final regulation has a disproportionate impact on black colleges and
universities, community colleges and urban universities which service significantly
low-income student populations. While it is entirely fair to hold institutions respon-
sible for their failure to effectively monitor and collect student loans, present and
future generations of students suffer when a school is denied its Federal Capital
Contribution.

Finally, I believe the Department's final regulation reduces the incentive lb: insti-
tutions to make substantial progress in reducing their default rates. An incentive
system in the existing regulation is discarded in favor of an absolute and automatic
cutoff at 25 percent. Many institutions which have made substantial progressre-
ducing their default rate by as much as 50 percentwill be penalized under the
August 2 regulation. Additionally, schools with very low default rates are also being
penalized under this regulation.

I am pleased to welcome to the Subcommittee today my friend and colleague
Walter Fauntroy who, along with many other Members of the House, asked the
Subcommittee to look into this matter. A group of college presidents and adminis-
trators will also be presenting information on the impact of these regulations on
their institutions.

[From the New York Times, Aug. 17, 1982)

FINDING FEDERAL DEADBEATS

The Reagan Administration does well to track down borrowers who default on
Government loans. But picking on the small National Student Direct Loan Program
is a dubious way to begin.

The Department of Education's decision to terminate eligibility in the program
for schools with default rates of 25 percent will mostly hit black colleges and voca-
tional schools serving poor students, while making only a small dent in the problem.

Defaulted Government loans now total $9 billion, $3.3 billion from student loans.
h The rest is owed to 17 Government agencies including the Veterans Administration,
° the Federal Housing Administration and the Small Business Administration.

Senator Charles Percy proposes an approach that makes much more sense than
concentrating on small colleges. It would allow the Government to collect defaulted
debts from the paychecks of Federal employees. It would also let Washington charge
interest and penalties for unpaid debts, use private bill collectors and report bad
debt to credit bureaus.

Even more might be accomplished by using the Federal tax system to recoup
loans in default, a procedure used successfully at the state level. Oregon, for exam-
ple, has been deducting loan payments from tax refunds since 1971, finding it cost-
effective to collect even small amounts that might otherwise be written off.

Tax officials object that such use of the tax system would force taxpayers to hide
more of their income, overload the I.R.S. with complaints and destroy the "volun-
tary character" of the income tax. But that is a fiction. Oregon has not found sig-
nificant differences in income reporting, and complaints have been minimal.

Eventually, borrowers might even be able to use the tax system to pay off Govern-
ment loans with payroll deductions. That would make it possible to let students pay
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according to ability, stretching out payments when income is low, speeding them up
as it rises. The case for such an approach, especially for educational loan programs,
seems compelling.

The Honorable Paul Simon
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

TIIE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20202

JUL 2 1 1982

Dear Mr. Simon:

!JUL 21 1982

Thank you for your letter in which you delineated your concerns regarding the
Department of Education's proposed regulations governing the distribution of
Federal capital for the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program and the
disbursement of final awards.

The Department will not make final awards of new Federal capital to institutions
until the final regulations are approved by Congress. We informed institutions
in a JuRe 1982 "Dear Colleague" letter that 1982-83 authorization letters
containing the final awards will be sent to institutions after the regulations
governing these awards are issued. The letter gave institutions the authority,
after July 1 and until receipt of the final award authorization, to make loans
from funds already on deposit in the NDSL fund, if a level of expenditure was
contained in the tentative award for 1982-83.

It is the Department's intent to publish a final regulation with the same
criteria for institutional allocation for Federal capital as those in the
January 7, 1982 Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. The Department will follow the
statutory requirements of the General Education Provisions Act which provides
the Congress with 45 days for review ot the regulation.

I would like to share the following statistics with you concerning the effects
of the default penalty on applicant institutions:

o 2,949 institutions applied for Federal capital
o 1,622 institutions have a June 30, 1981 default rate of 0-10 percent
o 810 institutions have a June 30, 1981 default rate of 10-25 percent
o 517 institutions have a June 30, 1981 default rate of 25 percent
o Institutions with default rates over 25 percent which would not be

awarded new Federal capital for 1982-83 are as follows:
74 are public 2 year
30 are public 4 year
16 are private 2 year
51 are private 4 year
340 are proprietary
6 are vocational-technical

These institutions would not be awarded new Federal capital for 1982-83.
However, I would like to emphasize that any institution can become eli-
gible for new capital contributions by simply assigning defaulted student
loans to the Department for collection.
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Institutions were notified of the proposed default penalty and the way in which
they could appeal their default rate through two pieces of correspondence, (1)
The August-September 1981 issue of The Bulletin and (2) An August 1981 "Dear
Colleague" letter signed by James W. Moore and sent to all institutions that
participate in the NDSL program. In addition, during the training sessions
conducted by the Department of Education's regional office staff in September/
October, a draft of the appeal guidelines was shared with the workshop attendees.

The appeal guidelines provided that if an institution received no new collection
capital or reduced Federal capital it could appeal for funds. An institution
could appeal if it could show that by December 31, 1981 its default rate decreased
to 25 percent or less for the following reasons:

o by simply assigning defaulted loans to the Department of Education for
collection.

o by placing formerly defaulted loans in repayment status or deferment status.
o by placing defaulted accounts in litigation and successfully serving the

debtor with a summons.
o by not considering in the calculation of default rate those loans that

haVe been in default 9 years or more.

An institution new to the NDSL program could also appeal if it showed that its
default rate did not reflect its collection efforts as of December 31, 1981.

In addition, for your information, since we began receiving defaulted loans for
collection, th,. Department has accepted for assignment 300,000 loans. These
loans are not included in calculating an institution's default rate.

As the foregoing shows, we have provided institutions with several means for
reducing the default rate to an acceptable level. We believe it is reasonable
to allocate the limited new Federal capital to those institutions with proven
success in managing both the making and collection of loans.

We also believe that in this era of fiscal stringency institutions must redouble
their efforts to collect on past due and defaulted loans in order to make the
maximum amount of fund available to needy students who may require loans to
continue their education.

I hope that this addresses your concerns. Please let me know if I can be of
further assistance.

Sincerely,

T. H. Bell

sure



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
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J u N 1982
STUDENT

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
PROGRAMS

Dear Colleague:

The purpose of this letter is to report to the financial aid.community on
the status of the 1982-83 Campus Based and Pell Grant programs, since the
new award year begins shortly, on July 1, 1982.

Campus Based Programs

1) Tht 1982-83 authorization letters containing awards for these three
Programs will be sent to you during the second week of July. The

appropriate regulations governing these awards will be issued prior to

the time the authorization letters are released.

2) After July 1 and until receipt of the final award authorizations for the
NDSL, SEDG, and CWS programs institutions are authorized to:

(a) make loans from funds on deposit in the NDSL fund, if a level of
expenditures was contained in the tentative award for 1982-83;

continue employment under the College Work-Study program.using
funds carried forward from tht 1.981-82 allocation (not to exceed
10% of the total 81-82 allocation) or solely from institutional

funds. In the latter case the institution may reimburse itself
from the forthcoming 1982-83 Federal allocation for up to 80% of
payroll costs earlier incurred and paid entirely from institutional
funds.

(b)

3) Institutions may expect reimbursement for the 1981 tea -her cancellation
amounts in the NDSL fund before the end of this month.

Pell Grant Program

1) As of June 18, 1982 all of the final decisions concerning the validation
project in the Pell Grant program were made. A revised validation hand-

book is now being printed and will be distributed to you within the next

two weeks.

2) The Pell Grant payment schedule for 1982-83 has already been distributed
through the courtesy of NASFAA, AICS, NATS and other groups here in town.
This schedule'which runs from a maximum award of $1,674.00 to a minimum
of $115.00 is identical to the one currently being printed for release
at the end of July. You may use this early version of the schedule
which you now have to calculate awards and make payments beginning on
July 1.



3) Specific information concerning the payment to institutions of the
$5.00 per Pell Grant recipient administrative cost allowance for
1982-83 will be sent to you within the next few weeks.

Finally, I should like to point out that some number of institutions have
recently received or will receive in the next few days letters either from
the regional offices or from the Division of Certification and Program
Review advising them that the institution will not be receiving a 1982-83
authorization letter for the Campus Based programs during the general
mailing in July. These letters speak to certain_defciencies_which,must.be
-cUredby the institution concerned before program funds may be released.
The general comment with respect to the NDSL and Work-Study programs noted
in paragraph 2 above concerning the Campus Based programs does not apply to
institutions whose 1982-83 awards have been withheld.

I trust the foregoing will be of assistance to you in the development of
your 1982-83 student aid programs.

Yours sincerely,

James W. Moore
Director of Student Financial:
Assistance Programs
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

34 CFR Parts 674,675, and 678

National Direct Student Loan Program,
College Work-Study Program, and
Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program

AGENCY: Education Department.
acTtost Final regulations,

MAIO/ART:The Secretary issues
regulations for the National Direct
Student Loan (NDSL). College Work-
Study (CWS), and Supplemental
Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
Programs. commonly known as the
campus based programs. These
regulations revise the current funding
procedures as a result of program
experience and public comment The
most important change Is in the National
Direct Student Loan Program. The
changed procedure involves the
allocation of Federal capital
contributions and is intended to reward
institutions with low default rates and
penalize institutionaswith high default
rates.

EFFECTIVE DATE Unless the Congress
takes certain adjournments, these
regulations will take effect 45 days after
publication in the Federal Register. If
you want to know the effective dale of
these regulations, call or write the
Department of Education contact
person. Al later date the Secretary will
publish a notice in the Federal Register
staling the effective date of these
regulations.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Margaret Henry or John McConigal,
Office of Student Financial Assistance.
400 Maryland Avenue. SW.. (Room 4018,
ROB-3). Washington, D.C. 20202.
Telephone (202)245 -9720.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATOIC

Background

The 1062-83 award year will be the
fourth year that funds for the campus"
based programs are lobe distributed.
according to a formula which considers
both pest expenditures at each
institution and the need for additional
funds es measured against that of other
institutions in each State and in the
nation. This funding formula was
adopted in 1978 at the recommendation
of a panel of financial aid experts
serving as consultants to the then Office
of Education. Under that formula.
Institutions were guaranteed a portion of
the amounts spent in a previous. or
base. year. The formula would gradually
reduce that conditionally guaranteed
portion while at the same time
distributing the remaining funds on the

bads of relative need (fair share). These
regulations describe how allocations to
Institution!, determined under this
formula are reduced if appropriated
funds do not suffice to meet
conditionally-guaranteed amounts, and
also reflect those revisions to the
funding process Included in the NPRM
to these regulations. 47 FR 908, January
7, 1982. A summary of the comments and
responses to the NPRM Is Included as
Appendix A to these regulations.

Summary of Major Changes

The NPRM published on January 7,
1982 prppotied six changes for the
campus-based programs. All but one of
those changes concerned either the
funding or appeal process. A section
was added to the regulations for the
three programs regarding the
verification of student aid applicant
information. However, the Secrete ry has
decided against publishing at this time
the sections relating to verification.
Instead. he intends to study the issue
more closely before issuing regulations
on this subject. The following is a
discussion of each of the other proposals
adopted and promulgated In this final
regulation.

1. State apportionmentSection 3 of
each part. a.These regulations
implement funding procedures based on
the Higher Education Act of 1965, as
amended. The Act apportions among the
States funds appropriated for these
programs using formulas based on
various populations in each State.
However. for the NDSL and SEOG
Programs, apportionments of funds
among the State, for the 1982-83 award
year will be made, not according to the
formulas inthe Act but according to
those contained In Pub. I. 97-161. The
latter provides that in each of these two
programs, funds are apportioned among
the States so that each Stale receives
the same percentage of the
appropriations for award year 1082-83
as it received of the appropriations for
award year 1981-82. These provisions

'supersede the apportionment formulas
In the Higher Education Act for award -
year 1982-83.

b, The statutory Stale apportionment
formulas for each program, dividing 90
percent of the appropriated funds on the
basis of population. yield amounts
satisfying different percentages of
conditional guarantees in different
Slates. The Secretary has therefore
amended the regulations to apportion
those funds over which he has
discretion. to States receiving
apportionments (based on the
population portion of the statutory
formulas) insufficient to meet the
conditional guarantees of all their
Institutions. These discretionary funds

will be apportioned to provide each
State with a uniform minimum
percentage of the amount needed for the
conditional guarantees of all Its
Institutions. However, for NDSL and
SEOG in fiscal year 1982 the formulae
adopted In the continuing resolution for
fiscal year 1982 supersede this
procedure.

2. Allocation proceduresSection 4 of
each part. If funds apportioned to a
State do not suffice to meet the
conditional guarantees of all Institutions
in that State, as discussed In the
following paragraphs, the Secretary will
distribute those funds to each Institution
In that State so that each receives the
same proportion of its conditional
guarantee.

3. Reallocation proceduresSection 4
of each part. The Secretary is modifying

reallocation procedures for each of
the campus-based progra ma. Them
.procedures are found in section 4 of the
regulations for each of these programs.
In place of the natural disaster and
national fair share provisions for the
distribution of reallocated funds, these
regulations adopt more general language
allowing the Secretary "to reallocate
funds in a manner that beat carries out
the purposes of the programs. This
change gives the'Secretery mote
flexibility to reallocate funds to
Institutions, but does not In any way
preclude using reallocated funds for
natural disaster or national fair share
purposes if the Secretary believes that
either or both would best serve the
interests of the program for any given
year. Becauae changes In the CWS and
SEOG statutes give institutions
flexibility in the use of campus based
funda, the Secretary anticipates that a
smaller amount of unexpended funds
will be available for reallocation. Note
that the formulas governing
appropriations for fiscal year 1982,
which for NDSL and SEOC apportion
funds among the States on the basis of
their fiscal year 1981 apportionment
modify the effect of the reallocation
procedures described in the regulations.
They further reduce the funds which.
may be reallocated to Institutions
outside the State 10 which the funds
were first apportioned.

4. Conditional guaranteeSection B of
each port. a. An institution which
participated In the NDS1. Program in the
198041 award year will receive a
conditional guarantee lending level
equal to the greater 0155000 or 90
percent of its 1980-81 level of
expenditure. (Level of expenditure Is the
amount of loans made In an award year
plus the amount the institution claimed
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for administrative expenses In that
year.)

b. An Institution that did not
participate in the NDSL program In the
1980-81 award year and Is not a first or
second lime participant will receive a
conditional guarantee equal to the
greater of 93percent of Its level of
expenditure for the first Year It
participated in the NDSL program after
the 1980-81 award year or 58.000.

c. If sufficient funds are available, the
CWS statute as amended by the
Education Amendments of 1980. Pub. L.
9B-374 guarantees an institution that
participated in the CWS Program in
award year 1979 -80 on allocation equal
to at least Bs 1979-80 award year
Federal share of expenditures unless it
suffers a substantial decline in
enrollment.

The Secretary defines a "substantial
decline in enrollment" as a decline of at
least 30 percent between an institution's
award year 1979-80 total enrollment and
its base year total enrollment. (Base
year means the 12month period ending
an the Jung p preceding the closing date
fur filing an application.) If an institution
has suffered a substantial decline in
total enrollment. its funding guarantee
(conditional guarantee) will be reduced

-based on the percentage of the decline
in the number of eligible aid applicants
between the 1979-80 award year and the
base year. For example. if an
institution's total enrollment declined by
40 percent and its eligible aid applicants
declined by 5 percent, its conditional
guarantee would equal the greater of
55.000 or 95 percent of its 1979-80 award
year Federal expenditures.

d. An institution that did not
participate in the 1979-80 award year
and is not a first or second time
participant, will receive a conditional
guarantee under both CWS and SF.OG
programs equal to the greater of 90
percent of its Federal expenditures for
the first year It participated in the
programs after the 1979-80 award year
or 55.000.

e. The Secretary Is including in the
NDSL. CWS and SEOC programs a
$5.003 component of the conditional
guarantee computation for all
institutions in order to alleviate past
funding inequities of institutions
participating in the campus-based -

programs. This change provides each
institution atilt no requests at least
$5,055) as its conditional guarantee under
each of these programs.

5. Need of Institutions for SEOG
funds-34cni snia The SEOG
program statute provided a formula for
determining an institution's need for
SEOC runes for each award year. An
institution's SEOG need equals 75

percent of the cost of attendance at the
institution minus the sum of the
expected family contribution of these
students. (2) the Pell Grants received by
these students, (3) the State Student
Incentive Grants (SSIC) these students
received and (4) 25 percent of the
institutional grants they received.

The base year for reporting SSIC data
will be updated annually as Is the base
year for Pell Grants. (For the 1982-83
award year the base year for reporting
SSIC data and Pell Grant data is the
1980-81 award year.) However, the base
year for reporting Institutional aid will
remain the 1977-78 award year.

6. Calculation of Federal capital
contributionNDSL default rate 34
CFR 074.80. These regulations change
the impact of an institution's default rate
tio its receipt of Federal capital
contribution (FCC). The Secretary has
adopted this change based on the strong
recommendation of the General
Accounting Office as well as comments
from various sectors of the
postsecondary education community.
These regulations make any institution
with a default rate in excess 0125
percent Ineligible to receive FCC;
institutions with default rates greater
thiin 10 percent but not more than 25
percent will potentially receive reduced
FCC.

- The Secretary will determine the
amount of new FCC for an institution by
subtracting from Its conditionally
guaranteed level of expenditure both its
projected collections and its .

reimbursements for Direct loan
cancellations received in the base year.
The difference obtained by that
subtraction together with an institution's
State and National increases will be
multiplied by 90 percent to determine Its
FCC.

In projecting an institution's
collections, the Secretary will consider
Its default rate. This term, as used here,
excludes all defaulted loans assigned or
those defaulted loans referred as of
September 15, 1979. to the Secretary and
defaulted loans on which the Institution
has secured a satisfactory repayment
agreement. If the default rate is10
percent or less: Its collections will be
projected by multiplying the institution's
actual base year collections by 121
percent. (One hundred and twenty-one
percent is used because the Secretary
expects a 10 percent per year increase In
collections in both the current year and
the award year. A 10 percent collection
increase over a two year period equals
121 percent of base year collections.) if
an institution's default rate is greater
than 10 percent but not more than 25
percent. Its collections will be projected
by multiplying the institution's actual

base year collections by 121 percent.
plus the additional amount which the
institution would have collected if Its
balm year default rate were 10 percent.

In order to calculate the additional
amount that the Institution would have
collected if its default rate were only 10
percent (that Is. the excess overdue
amount), the Secretary determines the
amount of delleutted loans that would
equal a 10 percent default rate..This Is
done by multiplying the total amount of
matured 16a ns by 10 percent. Second,
theSecretery subtracts 10 percent of the
matured loans from the principal
amount outstanding on defaulted loans
that the Institution reports on its fiscal-
cperations report. Third. this difference
is divided by the principal amount
outstanding of defaulted loans that the
institution reports on its fiscal-
opera lions report. Fourth, the Principal
amount past due on defaulted foam is
multiplied by the percent resulting from
the division in step three to determine
the excess overdue amount.

As an example. an institution's NDSL
fund hew

Matured loans totalling $3,605,191;
Unpaid principal amount

outstanding on defaulted loans, as
reported on Its tiscaloperations report,
of $014.018

- Past due principal amount on
defaulted loans, as 'reported on Its fiscal.
operations report, of $323,414; and

Total principal and interest
collected, us reported on its fiscal-
operations report, of $110,031.

Using these figures. the institution's
excess overdue amount is calculated as
follows:

(a) Ten percent of $3,605,191 (matured
loans) equals 5360.519.

(b) $814,010 (unpaid principal amount
outstanding on defaulted loans) minus
$360,519 equals $253,491.

(c) $253,491 divided by $814.010 equals
.41.

(d) .41 times $323,414 (past due
principal) equals $132.000, the excess
overdue amount.

(e) $110,031 (the amount actually
collected in the base year) multiplied by
121% equals $133.138.

(I) 5133238 plus 5132.800 (the excess
overdue amount) equals 5265.738, the
projected collections.

7. Application review,Approvol of
requestSection 7 of each port. The
Secretary is Including section 7 elements
of the funding formula that an institution
may appeal when requesting a review of
Its computed funding level.

The elements that an institution may
appeal are: the determination of
expected collections used in determining
the FCC, Including the excess overdue
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amount applied as penalty to
Institutions with a default rota between
10 and 25 percent. the denial of FCC
applied as a penalty to Institutions with
a default rate greater than 25 perceot
and soma of the elements used In
calculating en institution's self-belp and
SEOC need. These el4mente include
costa of book, and supplies, average
expected family contributions,
enrollment data used to determine
average tuition and fee costs, nod the
year used as the base year. These
regulations also include the criteria used
to evaluate appeals of these elemeots.
The Secretary distributed to financial
aid administrators informatioo regarding
the documentation appropriate to
substantiate an appeal of particular
Items.

Further consideration NDSL default
rote Penally, Although these rules are
being leaned as final regulations for the
NDSL programs. the Secretary has ooted
that a number of commenters to the
NPRM suggested that differeot types of
Institutions should be judged by
different default rote standards. The
Secretary is therefore interested In
suggestions of ways to apply a default
rate measurement and peoeity, which
give due regard to the relevant
differences among the student bodies
and types of institutions.-A oumber of
Institutions commenting on the NPRM
expressed the view that the Income of
the student/femily, the locatioo of an
institution, and its educational minion
all bear directly on the likelihood of
borrowers to repay studeot Inane made
by that school. Among the comments to
the NPRM, the Secretary did receive a
few specific auggestioos: Two .

commenters suggested that the average
Pell Grant Eligibility Index at an
Institution could be used as a measure
of the likelihood of studeot repayment of
Its loans. Each Index or range of indices
would then be assigned acceptable
default rates oo which the amount of
FCC would be calculated.

Another commenter expressed the
opintoo that Independent students
represented a higher risk than
dependent students, sod warranted use
of separate acceptable default rates. A
number of others believed that an
Institution which "substantially"
reduced its default rate bad
demoostrated a good faith collection
effort and should receive the full FCC
for which It qualified.

In view of these comments the
Secretary is Interested in any specific
proposal regardinghow to define
different types of achoole. wha I default
rates should be acceptable, and how to
factor the IneUtutional differences Into

the default rate peoalty. Proposal should
be sent to the contact person(s)
Indicated in this preamble.

Executive Order 171261

These regulations have been reviewed
In accordance with Executive Order
12=1.

They are chiselled as nonmajor
because they do not meet the cutters for
major regulations established in that
order.

Alinement of Educational Impact
lo the notice of proposed rulemaldng.

the Secretary requested comments on
whether the proposed regulations would
require tranemisaioo of Inforrnatioo that
is being gathered by or is available from
a oy other agency or authority of the
United States.

Based on the abseoce of any
comments on this matter and the
Department's own review. It bee been
determined that the regulations In this
document do not require information
that is being gathered by or is available
from any other ageocy or authority of
the United Stales.

List of Subjects

34 CFR Part 674

Education. Loan programs
education. Student aid.

34 CFR Part 675

Colleges and universities. Education.
Employment. Grant programs
education. Student aid.

34 CFR Part 876
Education. Grant programs -'

education. Student aid.

Citatioo of Legal Authority

A citation of statutory or other legal
authority Is placed ill parentheses c the
line following each substantive
provision of these final regulations.
(Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance
Numbers 84.038 National Direct Student Loan
Program 64.033 College Work Study Program:
64.007 Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grant Program)

Dated: Ally D. Oat
T.11. 1341
Secretory of Education.

The Secretary amends Parts 674. 07S.
and 870. respectively. of1111e 34 of the
Coda of Federal Regulations to read en
follows:

PART 674 NATIONAL DIRECT
STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

1. Section 07431e emended by
revising paragraphs (a)(2) and (b) as
follower

15

6743 Apportionment and
rsepportioement of Federal capital
contributions to States.

(a)
(21(1) If fund, apportioned under

paragraph (e)(1) of this section are
InAuflicleot to pay a Federal capital
contrIbutioo (FCC) computed under
I 674.6e(b)(1) to all qualifying
Institutions, the Secretary epportioos the
remaining funds so that no State will
receive less than uniform minimum
percentage of the amount needed to pay
the FCC computed under f 674.00(b)(1)
to all qualifying Institutions.

(H) If fund, remain after meeting the
FCC computed under ¢ 074.6a(b)(1) of all
Institutions, tha Secretary apportions
them no that each institution receives
the FCC computed under la 674.6,
074.0a. or 674.7.

(b) Reapportionment. (1) The
Secretary reapportions the amount ofa
State's apportionment that exceeds the
amount of approved requermi of
Institutions In that State.

(2) The Secretary reapportions those
funds among the remaining States in
accordance with paragraph (s)(2) of this
section. (20 U.SC.1087bb).

2. Section 874.4 is amended by
revising paragraphs (a) and (b) to read
as follows:

674.4 Allocation and reallocation.
(a) Allocation. (1)The Secretary

distributes Federal Capital
Contributloos (FCC) authorized by
section 461 of the Act according to
q a 074.0. 674.88. and 674.7.

(2) 11 funds apportioned to a State do
not equal the FCC as computed under

1374.6e(b)(1) of all Instutitions
qualifying for FCC under 874.0a(a). the
Secretary reduces the FCC allocated to
each Institutioo in that State. The
Secretary allocates to each insititution
In that Stole an amount bearing the
same proportion to tha FCC for which It
qualified under $ 674.110)(1) as that
Stete's apportionment bean to the
amount needed to pay tha FCC
computed under 874.8o(b)(1) of all
qualifying Institutions in that State.

(b) Reallocation. (1)(i) If an Institutioo
anticipate. oot expending all of Its
allocated Fonda by the cod of an award
year, it must specify the anticipated
unused amount to the Secretary, wbo
reduces the Institution's allocation _
accordingly.

. fill Other institutions may apply for
the funds reported under paragraph
(b)(1)(1) of this section on the form and
at the time specified by the Secretary.

(iii) The Secretary distributes the
funds reported under paragraph (b)(1)(1)
of this sectioo to applicant Institutions
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In accordance with paragraph (b)(2) of
this section.

(2)(I) If the funds that become
available under paragraph (b)(1) of this
section come from the Slate's Initial
allotment under 41374.3(a)(1). the
Secretary reallocates these funds
proportionately to other Institutions in
that Slate.

(i1) The Secretary reapportions those
funds reported under paragraph (b)(1)(I)
of section that are not needed to
maintain the Slate's initial allotment,
and any funds that do not come from
that initial allotment, in a manner that
best carries out the purposes of the
NDSL program.

3. Section 674.6 is amended by
revising, paragraphs (a), (13). and (c)(3) to
read as shown below, and by changing
the word "education" in paragraph
(e)(4)(i) to read "attendance".

9 674.6 Funding procedure.
(a) General. (1) Ench institution

applying for NDSL funds qualifies for an
a pprovedicvel of expenditure In the
Mowing three stages

(i) A "conditonal guarantee:"
(ii) A State increase based on Its "fair

share" of the Slate apportionment; and
fill) A national increase based on its

"fair share" of the national
appropriation.

(2) The terms "conditional guarantee"
and "fair share" refer only to the level of
expenditure. The Secretary computes
the Federal capital contribution [FCC)
according to 4 674.6a.

(3) DefinitionsAs used in this
rection

(i) "Base year" means the 12-month
period ending on the June 30 preceding
the closing date for filing an NDSL
application.

(ii) "Current year" means the 12-
month period ending on the June 30
immediately following the closing date
for filling an NDSL application.

(iii) "Current year authorized level of
expenditure" means

(A) The FCC awarded for the current
year and

(B) The matching institutional capital
contributions. -

(iv) "Level of expenditure" means the
amount of loans made in en award year
plus the amount the institution claimed
from the NDSL fund for administrative
expenses In that year.

(b) Conditionol guarantee. The -
Secretary compute; a conditional
guarantee of the level'of expenditure In
the followimi war

(1) An institution that participated In
the NDSL program in the 1980 -81 award

year receives a conditional guarantee
equal to the greater of

(I) or
iii) 90 percent of Its 1980-81 award

yi.ar level of expenditures.
(2) An institution that did not

participate In the 1980-81 award year
and is not a first or second time
participant. receives a conditional
guarantee equal to the greater °f

ill S5.070; or
(ii) 90 percent of its level of

expenditure for the first year It
participated in the NDSL program after
the 1900-81 award year.

(3) An Institution applying to
participate in the NDSL program for the
first or second time receives a
conditional guarantee equal to the
greatest a

t') 55.000;
(ii) 90 percent of

105t hp...use h he
tau rm. in ebGhlo
Name of., pan..
be pop.a a insho

spprcen inseUtuf
U. pew e.o.m. orEntesd h

be. ue eta.. se.
Inittaan

(iii) 90 percent of its current year
authorized level of expenditure.

(4) Notwithstanding paragraphs (b)
(1), (2), and (3) or this section, en
Institution which was a first-time
participant In the 1980 -81 award year or
any subsequent award year up to and
Including the base year, and received a
higher conditional guarantee In the
second year of participation, receives a
conditional guarantee equal to 90
percent slits second year conditional ;

guarantee.(c) "
(3) As used in paragraphs (d) and (e)

or this section:
(i) Average cost of mtendonce means

the attendance costs for undergraduate
and graduate students. These costs
include tuition, fees, standard living
expenses, books, and supplies. (The
institution reports its total tuition and
fee revenues, and the Secretory uses this
amount to determine t),.. average cost of
attendance.)

(ii) Eligible students means students
who

(A) Where enrolled as regular
students on at least a half-time basis In
an eligible program during the base
year

(B) Met program regulation
requirements for citizenship or
residency In the United States for the
base year; and

(C) Applied for financial assistance
for the base year, and for whom the

Institution has on file taxable and non-
taxable income data and all the other
information necessary to perform a
needs analysis using a methodology
approved by the Secretory.

4. Section 674.6a is revised to read as
follows:

674.6a Funding procedure Federal
capital contributions (FCC). .

(a) For any year, on Institution may
receive a Federal capital contribution
(FCC) II its default rate is not more than
25 percent.

(b) An institution's FCC equals 90
percent or its

(1) Conditional guarantee minus the
reimbursements for Direct loan
cancellations received in the base year
and loan repayments calculated under
paragraph (c) of this section;

(2) Slate increase; and
(3) National increase.
(c) For purposes of paragraph (b) (1) of

this section
(1) U the institution's default rote is 10

percent or less. the Secretary considers
its loan repayments to equal 121 percent
of the amount it collected in the base
year. and

(2) If an institution's default rote is
greater than 10 percent and not more
than 25 percent; the Secretary considers
its loan repayments to be

(i) 121 percent of the amount collected
in the base year; plus

(ii) The additional amount it would
have collected in the base year Vita
default rate were 10 percent (excess
overdue amount).

(3) The Secretary calculates an
institution's excess overdue amountby

(i) Determining the amount or
defaulted loons that would equal a 10
percent default rate by multiplying the
total amount or matured loans of the
institution by 10 percent;

(ii) Subtracting 10 percent of the
matured loans from the defaulted
principal amount outstanding:

(iii) Dividing the amount obtained In
paragraph (b)(3)(ii) of this section by the
defaulted principal amount outstanding:
and

(iv) Multiplying the actual amount of
past due principal by the fraction
obtained in paragraph (b)(3)(iii) of this
section.

(d) The definition of "default rate,"
"defaulted principal amount
outstanding" and "matured loan" are set
forth in 1 674.2. However, for purposes
of this section. the Secretary, when
calculating on Institution's default rate.
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excludes from the numerator of that --
fraction the following:

III Notes referred to the US.
Commissioner of Education on or before
September 15. 1971 II the Institution
received either s notification of
acceptance or a receipt from the Offlca
of Education:

(2) Notes assigned to the United .

States on or before lone 30 of the haw'
year and receipted by the United Stales:
and

(3) Notes that have been in default but
on which borrower, have elide
satisfactory arrangements to resume
payment.

(e) No institution may receive more
Federal capital contribution than It
requested.

(20 U.S.C.1087bb)

5. Section 674.7 is revised to read as
follows:
1574.7 Application gipped review.

(a) An Institution may. at the time
specified by the Secretary, request a
review of its computed level of
expenditure or Its Federal capital
contribution (FCC),

(b) A National Appeal Panel
appointed by the Secretary conducts the
review.

(c) Notwithstanding 44 574.0 and
1374.6a an institution may appeal the
following elements used in determining
an instituiioo'a NDSL level of
expenditure or FCC award:

(1) For purposes of determining an
Institution's FCC award:

(i) The expected collections including
the excess overdue amount used in
determining an institution's FCC: and

(ii) The disqualification for FCC for
institutions with a default role greeter
than 25 percent and

(2) For purposes of determining an
Institution's selfhelp need:

(i) The average cost of boots and
supplies:

(ii)The established expected family
contriltionic

(iii) The enrollment data used to
determine average tuition and fee costs:
and

(iv) The award year used as the base
year.

(d) The Secretary and the appeal
panel evaluate appeals on the basis of
the following criteria and documentation
required by the Secretary:

DI The extent to which the institution
can justify that an increase in NUSL
collections of 10 percent per year Is
unreasonable.

(2)The extent to which the Institution
can justify that Its baseyear default rate
does not reflect

(I) its current default rate; or,

(II) for Institutions whose first loans
entered repayment Id the base year or
the year preceding the base year. Its
current collection efforts.

(3) The extent to which the Institution
can justify that the average cost of
books and supplies does not accurately
reflect these costs at the institution.

(4) The extent to which the institution
can justify that the standard expected
family contribution figures do not
accurately reflect the characteristics of
the student body at the Institution.

(5) The extent to which the institution
can justify that the average tuition and
fee costs derived from the institutions
enrollment deta do not accurately
reflect these coats at the Institution.

(0) The extent to which the institution
can Justify that the base year used to
determine its need for NOSE. funds does
not accurately reflect the Institution's
current need for NDSL funds.

(e) In establishing an institution's
level of expenditure and Federal capital
contribution, the Secretary considers the
appeal panel's recommendations and its
reasons for the recommendations.

(I) The Secretary establishes an
approved level of expenditure and
Federal capital contribution based on
procedures In 4 874.8 and 4 074.13a and
the appeal panel's recommendations.
(20 U.S.C. loarbb)'

PART 675---COLLEG ORE-STUDY
PROGRAM

1. Section 875.3 i emended by
revising paragrap s (b)(2) and (c)
follows:

§ 675-3 Arlo nt and realiotmen

(b)
(2)(i) If f
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re M3
rece
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e less than a unit
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875.7.

(c) Reollo
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requests o
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sectio

- 2.
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mint for all
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Slate will
minimum

needed to pay
en'.
tier meeting th

es of all
retary allots the

n receives a CW
ed under § 8756

nt. (1) The Se
ount or a State'

t exceeds the 5 roved
nstitutions in th State

ecretery reallot hose funds
remaining Ste sin

ce with paragr .h (b)(2) of this
(42 US.C. 27

ction 875.4 is r sed to read as
fella s:

0

II 675.4 Allocation d mallocall

(a) Allocation. ) The Secr Ty
distributes CW unds actor ng to
44875.6 and 87 7.
, (2) 11 the fu s allotted t a Slate do

not meet the onditional aranteea of
all instituti a In that Si e, the
Secretary duces the a ocation to each
of those atitutions. Secretary
allodat to each of se institutions an
amo caring the me proportion to
the I titution's co itional guarantee as
the ate's allotme t hears to the total of
tb nnditional rent., of all

Italians In t State.
(b) Reolloco .n. (1)(1) If an institution

ntiripales no using all of its allocated
funds by the nd of an award year it
must, after termining the amount it
will carry .rward Into the next aw
year, ape y the anticipated renal ng
unused ount to the Secretary. o

reduce e institution's allocati
actor. 13'.

(ii) a ther institutions may ply for
the nds reported under pa graph
(b) 1(i) of this section on t form and
at e time specified by Secretary.

(Hi) The Secretetydis tel the
ads reported under p agraph (WOW)

of this section to app's ant institutions
In accordance with raflrePhs (b)(2).
and (3) of this secti

(2) If the funds at become available
under paragraph )(1) of this section
come from the ate's initial allotment
under 4 675.3 (1). the Secretary
reallocates I se funds equitably to
other instit ions in that Stale. The
Secretary allots those funds that are
not need i to maintain the Slate's initial
allotme and any funds that do not
come m that Initial allotment. in
acco once with paragraph (b)(3) of this
sec 'n.

) The Secretary reallocates any
Dining funds as follows:

(i) Fifty percent to eligible applican
institutions to initiate, improve, or
expand cooperative education pro ams
conducted in accordance with Ti VUI
of the HEA: and

(II) Fifty percent to a marine hat beat
carries out the purposes aft CWS
program.

(c) Poyments to inslitur ns. The
Secretary allocates fun fore specific
period of time. The Se tery pays funds
to an Institution in a. ance or by
reimbursement. The ecretary bases the
amount to be paid n periodic fiscal
report'
(42 US.C.2.7Sz a 2756)

3. In 4 875. paragraphs (a), (b) and
(c)(3) are re sed to read as follows:
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amount under 1 878.20 during the 1877
79 award year. Institutionergrants all
not include any student financl
s ssistance.thal an institution required-.
by State law to provide fro is own
funds and for which Is free under
any law In effect on uary 1.11179 la
select the recipie or adjust the
criteria by whi e recipients are
selected ln utional grants shall also
not inclu any student financial
assist a that an institution
con uted on behlaf of the State f e

Program.. .
. 4. Section 870.7 Is revise o read es

follows:

1675.7 ApplIcallon peal review.
(a) An institu may, at the time

specified by 1.reretary, request a
review of amount of funds It ts .

schedul to receive.
(b National Appeal Panel

a Inted by the Secretary conducts the

(c) Notwithstanding 4 878.8 an
Institution (nay appeal the followi air
share elements used In deform' an
institution's SEOC need:

(1) The average cost of b and
supplies;

(2) The established petted family
contributions;

(3) The enroll, nt data used to
determine av ge tuition and fee costa:
and

(4) award year used as the base
year.

The Secretary and the appeal
net evaluate appeals on the basis of

the following criteria and document on
requi.e.d by the Secretary;

(1) The extent to which the titullon
can justify that the averag at of
books and supplies doe of accurately
reflect these costs at e institution.

(2) The extent t hich the institution
can justify the e standard expected
family con titian figures do not
accurst reflect the characteristics of
the a ent body at the Institution.

The extent to which the Instituti
an justify that the average tuition

fee costs derived from the instit
enrollment data do not acct
reflect these costs at the

(4) The extent to whj
can Justify that the
determine Rs ne
not accurate]
current rte

(e) In
Sea

on's
ely

tattoo.
the Institution

se year used to
or SEOC funds does

fleet the institution's
or SE( 'and,.

ting an award amount, the
ry considers the appeal panel's

mmendalions and its reasons for the
ecommendations.
(I) The Secretary sets an award

amount based on procedures In i 878.8

11 -922 0 - 83 - 2

and the appeal panel's
recommendations.
(2o U.S.C.107ob-3)

'Nob: This ppe x wilt not appear in the
URI
Appendix ASummary of Comments
and Responses

The following is a summary of the
public comments received on the
proposed regulations published January
7,1982.47 FR 908, and the Department or
Education responses to those comments.
Generally. the comments appear In the
order tn'which the aspects of the funding
process to which they relate appear In
the regulations.

Reallocation
Commenb A few commenters have

agreed that deleting the natural disaster
Lad national fair share criteria as they
pertain to the reallucation procedures
would be beneficial to the process at
this time. However, one commenter did
suggest that rather than opting for total
discretion at this point. the Secretary
should substitute some other specific
provision.

Response:The Secretary proposed
this change to increase flexibility to.
meet emergencies or unexpected
problems. Substituting another specific
provision would only defeat the purpose
of the change.

Conditional Guarantee
Comment' One commenter stated that

his school received a relatively large
allocation, which it needed and used, as
a second time participant In 1981-82. but
had received only 95.100 the previous
year. Thu commenter -complained that
the regulations will not permit the
school to claim the more advantageous
1981-82 award year allocation as a basis
for conditional guarantees in future
years. Two commenters argued that the
funding process did not do justice to
newlypa rticipating institutions. Another
commenter would like to see the
regulation changed to allow applicants
to'choose either 1979-80 of 1980-81 es
base year (or the SEOC and CWS
Program allocations.

Response: The nest commenter
correctly notes that regulations
published on January 19,1981 allow
those second.time participants In the
CWS and SEOC programs which did not
participate In 1979 to claim a conditional
guarantee In that second year based on
either their first-year allocation or their
current enrollment multiplied by alit
average expenditure at comparable
Institutions. Second-I' le NEISL program
participants have the same option to

Inereasa their conditional guarantee that
second year If their number of eligible
students Increases between.fitst and
second years. However, as the
commenter correctly ruder. the NPRM
provided that all such institutions would
receive conditional guarantees In their
third year. and each year thereafter,
based not on this possibly larger second
year conditional guarantee. but on their
first year allocation.That first year
allocation may have bren smaller than
their second year conditional guarantee.

To meet the concern raised by the
commenter, the Secretary is including a
provision In these regulations to protect
there Institutions which would have lost
conditional guarantee funds as third-
time participants In spite of an increase
In enrollment ((or conditional guarantee
purposes) since the 1980-81 award year.
An institution which was a first-time
participant In the base year and
received a higher conditional guarantee
in the second year of participation will
receive a conditional guarantee In-
subsequent years equal to 90 percent or
Its second year conditional guarantee.

The funding formula assures new
participants a conditional guarantee
based on their actual enrollment In
either their first or second year of
participation. Older participants receive
a conditional guarantee based on their
level of expenditure in 1979 for SEOC
and CWS, 1980 for NOM- Institutions In
either category which need more than
the amount conditionally guaranteed
must compete for a share of the funds
appropriated in excess of the amount
needed to meet conditional guarantees.
The fair share of each is thereafter
measured against the same objective
norms. The Secretary considers this
procedure, as revised In these
regulations, to be fair to newer
participants.

In response to the third comment, the
Secretary notes that the Higher
Education Act assures each institution
an allocation equal toils 1979 CWS or
SEOC expenditures, and he accepts this
amount as the basis' for subsequent
conditional guarantees. To allow an
institution to use either its 1979 or its
1980 allocation as a conditional
guarantee would undermine the
principle that Increases In need after
those years are to be measured by the
same objective comparative standards
and met through the "fair share" part of
the funding formula.

Substantial Decline In Enrollment

Comment: One commenter
complained that the conditional
guarantee of an Institution is reduced
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under these regulations where the total
enrollment of an institution declines,
without regard to the number or
percentage of Its eligible aid population.
Another commenter complained that the
standard of a 30 percent decline In
enrollment used to trigger the reduction
In conditional guarantee was
unnecessarily Ugh. and that a 10 percent
reduction wee substantial enough.

Response: The Education
Amendments of 1980 assured
Institutions their 1979 level of CWS
expenditures. but required the Secretary
to reduce CWS awards to schools
suffering a "substantial" decline in total
enrollment. The Secretary realizes that
an institution's need for CWS Resistance
does not necessarily -decline at toe same
rate as its total enrollment, and thus
reduces the institution's conditional
guarantee in direct proportion to the
decline. if any. in its population of
students eligible for CWS.

The Secretary selected 30 percent to
trigger this reduction rather than a
smaller percentage to avoid reducing
funding to schools'particutarly those
Institutions with small enrollments, in
which the decline in enrollment
represented a loss of a relatively small
number of students. To minimize the
effect on an institution with relatively
minor fluctuations In enrollment. 30
percent was chosen as the threshold for
potential funding reduction.

Fair Share

Comment One commenter wondered
what would be used in place of
(national) fair share after the
conditional guarantee had been
determined.

Response: The commenter
misunderstood the change in the use of
reallocated funds. The fair share
concept is not being deleted in any way
from the allocation process. As already
addressed in a previous response, these
regulations only eliminate national fair
share as a predetermined priority for
reallocated funds.

Collection and Level of Expenditures
Comment One commenter

complained that the regulations do not
allow an institution which collects
enough to operate Its loan fund as
revolving fund, to re-lend the full
amount collected that year, but only an
amount equal to 90 percent or the
previous year's expenditures.

Response: If a school collects more
than it expected, It may increase Its
approved level of expenditure simply by
requesting the appropriate regional .
office of the Department to authorize a
higher level of expenditure. Such an
increase in the approved level of

expenditure permits the institution to
lend the full amount collected, but will
not qualify the Institution for any
increase In Its FCC for that year.

Cost of Attendance
Comment: Commenters from both

predominately residential institutions
and predominately commuter
Institutions claimed that the cost of
attendance calculation used in
determining the fair share portion a
their allocations unfairly discriminated
against their institution,.

Response:The amount appropriated
In excess or the conditional guarantees "'-
deli institutions Is divided based on a
formula measuring relative institutional
need, This "fair share" formula, in
section 0 of each of the program
regulations, has a variable and a fixed
component. The fixed component is the
"standard living expenses". act for the
1982-83 award year at $3,200.47 FR 910,
January 7,1962. The variable component
is the average tuition and fee charges for
each institution. derived by dividing
total tuition end fee revenues at that
school by the number of students
enrolled.

Data gathered by the Department
shows that institutions with a large
number or commuting students may
appear to be favored by the $3,200
standard living expense figure, but those
Institutions also tend to have a high
number of part-time students and thus a
lower average tuition and fee charge.
Conversely. institutions with mostly
residential students may appear to be
penalized by a standard living expense
figure somewhat less than typical actual
student expenses. but those same
schools tend to have fewer part-time
students and therefore a higher average
tuition and fee charge. Furthermore.
Institutions which contend that the
averaging or tuition costs misrepresents
the real effect of those caste on the
average cost of attendance at the
institution may appeal that Item under
these regulations.

Default Penalty
Comment Several commenters

believed that an institution's NDSL
default rate so depends on factors
beyond Its control. such as the type of
student served by the institution. that
application of the same default rate
measurement to all institutions Is unfair.
These commenters contend that s loan
program making funds available.
without credit references. to needy
studerits can be expected teesuffer
large number of defaults. Other
commenters urge use of a varying
penalty rate, depending on the type of
institution and the composition by

Income and dependency status of Its
student body.

Response: The NDSL fund is designed
to operate as a revolving fund.
supplemented by FCC. It is therefore
reasonable for the Secretary to consider,
before providing further FCC to an
institution, whether such funds will In
fact be administered and repaid in a
manner coneistent with that design.
Based on the Department's own studies,
as well as its experience in
administering the NDSL program and in
collecting student loans. the Secretary
believes that institutional default rates.
although related to the income levels of
the student body. are more related to
other factors clearly within the control
of the institution. The latter include not
only the quality of the institution's
collection activity. but also the manner
and type ofloan counseling given
student borrowers and the degree of
student satisfaction with the quality of
the education provided by the school.

These factors within the control of the
institution bear on the absolute number
of defaults on its loans, but NDSL
regulations provide the institution with
added means of reducing its default
rate. The Depnrtment accepts
assignme ' "dulled NOSLs which
the Irish:. Dnstrates were
properly made id on which it
exercised diligence In collection; both
factors are clearly independent of the
characteristics of the student body or
the type of school making the loan. Such
assigned loans are excluded from the
calculation of the institution's default
rate under" 1324.0a(d)(2). Institutions
may defer repnyment. or revise
repayment schedules. for all borrowers
if extraordinary circumstances such es
illness or unemployment warrant.
41374.3414 Recent amendments to the
statute allow an institution to extend the
repayment period to accommodate the
needs of low- income borrowers on new
loans. I 674.34a(g)(1). This flexibility
helps an institution more readily arrange
repayment terms' for low-income student'
borrowers who may have already
defaulted, and loans on which
satisfactory repayment arrangements
have been made are excluded from the
default rate calculation. I 1374.13a(d)(3).

Comment: A number of commenters
felt that the default penally unfairly
penalized current needy atudenls
because of the repayment history of past
students.Two commenters proposed
stricter loan making and collection
procedures instead of such a penalty.
Other commenters considered the
default penalty lo be unfair to small
schools and those schools new to the
collection of National Direct Student
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Loans. because the presence of oven
few borrowers in default at a school
with few matured loans could easily
distort the perception of the actual loan
collection effort at an institution.

Response: The argument that these
regulations penalize the currently-
enrolled poor applies only with regard
toe particular Institution. if an
institution receives a reduced FCC. Of
none at all. because of an unacceptable
default rate. the funds which might have
accrued to that Institution will be
allocated. Instead. to other Institutions.
for needy students at [hose Institutions.
because under the NDSL program
Federal funds are loaned rather than
granted. and because those loans are
made only to needy students regardless
of the Institution making them, it is
reasonable for the Secretary to allocate
the limited available funds to those
institutions with proven success at
managing and collecting their loans. As
discussed earlier. the imposition of the
default penalty Is not unfair or harsh
with regard In the institution itself. and
similarly peither harsh nor unfuir to the
universe °Needy students. The
Secretary agrees that an institution
which Is just starting to collect its First
NDSL accounts may experience a high
default rate despite careful loan
counseling and diligent collection. solely
because a few defaults may represent a
high percentage of Its small number of
matured loans. Therefore. for the 1982-
83 award year. If an Institution's first
NDSta entered repayment status
between July 1,1979 and June 30. 1981,
the Secretary Interprets the appeal
criterion In 5 674.7(d)(2) to allow such
"new" institution which demonstrates
that its default rate has steadily
declined to receive FCC despite a
default tate greater than 25 parcenL

Comment Some commenters stated
that the selection of 10 percent as the
maximum acceptable default rate Is
unrealistic and arbitrary. Another
commenter felt that the sanction of .

eliminating FCC for institutions with .
default rates in excess of 25 percent Is
too harsh.

Response: Neither the reduction of
FCC based on default rates. nor the ..

selection of 10 percent as the maximum
default rate permiseible without
affecting FCC calculation. is arbitrary or
unrealistic. The General Accounting
Office ICAO). In reviewing collection
efforts on the NDSL program. has
strongly recommended that the
Secretary establish an Icceplable
default rate and withhold Federal funds
from school. that exceed that rate.
These regulations adopt that
recommendation.

The 10 percent figure selected as the
maximum acceptable default rate. as
measured according to 4 074.6a(d). In
fact approximates the actual national
average default rate for the fiscal year
ending June 30,1980 (11,8 percent).

That average. moreover, Includes
tholes loans In default more than nine
years. which may be excluded from the
default rate calculation for appeal
purpose*, as explained later In these
comments and In instructions for
appeals already disseminated to the
Financial aid community. Furthermore.
the percentage of Institutions with
default rates of 10 percent onless
Increased from 40.5 percent In fiscal
year 1980 to 45 percent In fiscal year
1981:The Secretary expects that the
percentage of institutions with rates of
10 percent or less will continue to
Increase. These regulations allow
Institutions to further reduce their
default rates by demonstrating on
appeal the success of their collection
efforts through December 1981.
Moreover, the graduated effect of the
default rate sanction serves as a
simultaneous sanction and Incentive for
improvement for institutions with
unacceptably high rates. For these
reasons. the 10 percent figure Is neither
arbitrary nor unrealistic.

Data compiled by the Department
through Juna 70, 1981 shows that less
than 12 percent of all Institutions have
default rates In excess of 25 percent It is
likely that after completion of the appeal
process less than 10 percent of all
institutions will still be found. for
default penalty purposes, to have
default rates over 25 percent

To Institute a credible sanction, the
Secretary believes, as CAO has
recommended, that an absolute
tolerable default rate must be adopted.
In light of this data, the selection of 25
percent as the maximum tolerable t
default rate Is reasonable.

Comment- One commenter asserted
that eliminating FCC to an institution

a default rate In excess of 25
percent created an unappealable,
trrebuttable presumption against Ira
receiving funds. The commenter argued
that this sanction bad an Impermissible
"disparate Impact" on Macs and
Hispanic students. and sought a waiver
of this bar for Institutions serving
substantial numbers of such students, at
least to allow such schools access to the
appeal process.

Response: The commenter
misunderstands the regulation. The
NPRM used the phrase "default penally
applied to Institutions with s default
rate greater than 10 percent" to Include
both the reduction and the elimination

of FCC, As stated In the NPRM. If the
Secretary Initially applies the default
rate sanction to reduce or eliminate the
FCC an Institution may receive, the
Institution may appeal that "default
penalty". I 674.7(0(1)(10. It does so by
demonstrating that the default rate
triggering that sanction, a rate derived
from base year statistics. Is no longer
accurate. and that an acceptable rate
has been reached. 1074.71d)(2). The
Secretary has here modified the wording
of this section to clarify this point.
Institutions with default rates between
10 and 25 percent may appeal the
penalty by appealing their "expected
collections".

Contrary to the commenter's
arguments. Title VI of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964. and a fortiori. a "disparate
Impact" standard, obviously do not
apply to or control actions by the
Department in distributing NDSL funds:
nonetheless. any institution Initially
barred from receiving FCC because of a
default rate In excess of 25 percent may
appeal that denial through the National
Appeal Panel process.

Comment-The same commenter 1

stated that the Department improperly
exaggerates the Institution's default rate
by deriving that rate from statistical
categories different from those specified
In the regulations. The commenter
contends that in measuring the default
rate, the Department should consider
only those payments past due ani, in
default on loans at that ache -II. noted at
Section (c ), line 8, colivin (I), page 37 of
the institution's Fiscal-Operations
Report and Application to Participate In
tha NDSL, SF.00 and CWS Programs
(FISAM, not the entire principal amount
outstanding on those loans. noted In
column (e)of that same section of the
FISAP.

Response: The commenter
misunderstands the calculation of
default rate. The regulations define
"default rate" as the "defaulted
principal amount outstanding" divided
by the total principal amount
outstanding on matured loans, le. those
which have at any time entered
repayment status. 4 674.2. "Defaulted
principal amount outstanding" Is
defined as the fatal amount borrowed
that has reached the repayment stage,
minus amounts repaid or cancelled, an
loons repayable mantlly and in default
at least 120 doys (or 180 days If
repayable less frequently). The totol
amount burrowed on matured loans Is
obviously in repayment status (I 0742
and Section C-4, FISAP, p. in and thus
that entire amount is to be counted
under the regulatory default rate
formula. not merely the amount of those
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installments past due.The (armada In
1 8742 and that used to maculating
entries on line (8), cola= (I) of section
C of the FISAP are than the same.
Moreover. the terms of the NDSL loan.
Pali 874. Appendix B. Section (MA).
permit the Meditation lo accelerate the
loan U ony installment is missed. Both
the regulatory definition of "defaulted
principal amount outstanding' and that
In the FISAP count only the outstanding
balance on loans in which at least three
consecutive payments are missed. It is
reasonable to assume that after three
payments are missed the obligation In
repay the entire balance of such loans
has, or should have, been accelerated by
the Institution. On au accelerated loan.
that entire outstanding balance Is In fact
due and In default, rather than merely
the one or two missed payments.

Comment Two commenters felt that
the default late problem could be solved
with fairness to all types of institutions
by allowing a more prompt assignment
of Mans to Fall rather than requiring an
Institution to wall two years. One
commenter suggested that 120 days
would be more appropriate: Finally. one
commenter felt that the default rate
problem commonly encountered by
community colleges was due to the large
number of students who transferred to
fouryear Institutions. These students
have little need for transcripts from the
former since such records often become
part of the records at the four-year
institutions. Besides this loss of
leverage. the increased difficulty In
tracking borrowers who transfer
contributes to the default problem at -
these schools. _

Response: The two-year period
referred to by the conunenters Is
mandated by Section 483(a)(5) of the .

Higher Education Act and may not be
changed by the Secretary, The Secretary
concedes that the higb number of
transferring students can for several
reasons create particular dffficulties for
community colleges, but doer not
concede that these difficulties warrant
exception from the default rate penalty.
First such a school may appeal the
calculation or application of the default
rale penalty. Secondly, the school may
assign to the Department loans la
default for two years and thereby
exclude them from the default rate
calculation. U the school properly
documented the loans and exercised due
diligence in attempting collection. The
school must include loans in default less
than tWo years in its default rate
calculation: however, diligent use of the
Department', skip-tracing service. or
employment of a commercial skip-
tracer, would help reduce the number of

defaults related to the highly-transient
nature of its student body. Neither
Imposes any additional financial
burden the former service to free, the
latter, chargeable to the NDSL fend.

Appeals
Comment Several commenters rained

objections not In the appeal criteria and
documentation requirements Hated in
the NPRM at) 074.7 (c) and (d), but to
the appeal Instructions and suggested
documentation information recently
mailed to financial aid administrators.
These commenters contend that the
Secretary by distributing this
Information in a direct mailing rather
than publishing it in the Federal Register
bypassed the publication requirements
In the General Education Provisions Act
(CEPA).

Response: This comment which bears
not on the proposed nda but on its
Implementation by the Department.
misconstrues the nature of the material
mailed to participating Institutions
regarding appeal procedures. The
Instructions merely list the appeal
criteria already specified In the NPRM
and suggest appropriate documentation
to substantiate an appellant's claim for
relief from the Department's
determination of a particular funding
element. Other material may be
supplied. and submission of the
specified documentation does not assure
a successful appeal. The Instructions
add no requirements or procedures to
those published in the NPRM. and CEPA
does not therefore. require their
publication. Furthermore. by previewing
the substance of those Instructions at
workshops conducted for the public in
the fall of 1981, the Secretary gave
ample advance warning of their content
by mailing them as soon as they were
finalized directly to the affected
Individuals, financial aid administrators,
the Secretary further respected the
reasons underlying the publication
requirement.

Comment A number of commenters
specifically complained of one of the
appeal instructions described earlier
which allow institntions to exclude
loans which have been in collection for
at least nine years from their default
rate calculations. Proprietary
institutions complained that this specific
option discriminated against them.

Response:The Secretary believes that
measurement of collection effort of
many Institutions 13 distorted by
requiring them to include loans in
default nine or more years h1 their
default rate calculation year after year.
By allowing exclusion of these loans
from the default rate calculation for
institutions which choose to appeal a

default rate penalty. the Secretary
Intends co discrimination against
proprietary schools. Rather. the
exclusion at suds pre-1972 defaults
eliminates from the default rate
measurement process only those loans
trade before the Office of Education

. offered formal gridelines to
participatini se..nols on proper loan
management and collection practices.
The first NDSL collection procedures
were published in a 1967 loan manual.
Loans, made pursuant to the new
instructions typically reached
repayment status In fiscal year 1972
nine years before the base year used for
statistical purposes on current
applications for FCC. Faulty loan
execution and inadequate collection
efforts on loans maturing in 1972 are
therefore fairly considered the school's
responsibility, hence those later defaults
are properly counted against the
school's default rate. Because most
proprietary institutions lust participated
after 1972, and had from the start the
benefit of directions on loan
management and collection. it is
reasonable to measure them against the
standards expected of other institutions
at that time.

Timing of Regulation and Funding
Process

Comment A number of commenters
stated that by publishing these final
regulations so shortly after publishing
the NPRM and notifying Institutions of
their tentative allocations for award
year 1982.413 the Department showed no
Interest in seriously considering
comments submitted hi response to the
NPRM.

Response: The Secretary admits that
the short time between the publication
dates of the NPRM and of these Fmal
regulations condensed the comment
consideration period more than might
have been desired. Each comment was
fully considered. however. Furthermore,
the Secretary stresses that every effort
was made to alert the financial aid
community to the changes made in these
regulations. and to solicit comments
from Interested parties, well before the
publication of the NPRM, throngh
workshop& conducted for financial aid
administra tors. This amply
demonstrates a serious effort to
publicize proposed changes andrespind
to community reactions to therm

Comment One commenter requested
additional Information on the definition
of "small entity' used by the .

Department under the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. The same commenter
also disz,geed with the Secretary's
certification that the regulations would
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not have a NIgnificant economic Impact
on a substantial number of small
entities. The commenter believed the
'default penalty and vetification
provisions would have a significant
economic impact.

Response: The Department uses the
definitions of "small local educational
agency" and "small Institution of higher
education" published on January 10,
1981. 0148 FR 3920. It the Department
decides to change these definitions, new
definitions will be published in the
Federal Register for public comment.
Since these regulations apply to
institutions of higher education, the
definition of "small Institution of higher
education" is applicable. More
specifically, since the full-thhe
equivalent student enrollment figures
were not readily available, this
definition includes those Institutions
with a total student population of less
than 550.

The phrase "significant economic
impact" is not defined in the Regulatory
Flexibility Act. The proposed
regulations did not establish any
mandatory dkrifiratIon requirements.
Therefore, it was not possible to
attribute any economic impact to this
provision. The verification requirement
has been deleted from these final
regulations.

Two categories of Inatitutinns are
affected by the default penalty: those
with default rates between 10 and 25
percent. which have their FCC reduced,
and those with a rate exceeding 25
percent. which receive no FCC for that
application. For those institutions in the
first category, with default rates
between 10 end 2.9 percent. the FCC is
reduced by the "excess overdue
amount," that portion of their defaulted
loans which would have been received
If the institution had a 10 percent default
rate. The institution, in other words, is
treated as if It had an acceptable default
rate, and had collected the amount It
would have recovered had it 110
percent rate.

To assess economic Impact on small
, institutions, one must determine the

amount of the penalty affecting those
schools. For several reasons. the exact
dollar amount of the penalty applied to

. small Institutions as a group cannot be
determined.

First, new FCC Is based on the
difference between the approved level
of expenditure", 34 CFR 074.6(b). and
lendable resources available to the
institution: Its actual and projected
repayments, its reimbursements for - '
tescher service, end military service of
its borrowers. The "excess overdue
amount" is treated as another resource.
The amount of these resources varies
widely from school to school: a school
thematically 'suffering reduced FCC
because of. default rate between 10
and 25 percent may have sufficient

resources, such as actual loan
repayments and/or cancellation
reimbursements, that It In fact has the
Name amount of funds made available to
It es if there were no penalty. Second. as
e result of the decrease in the fiscal year
1982 NDSL appropliation, many schools
will in fact receive less FCC than they
would qualify for In year. with terser
appropriations. In computing the
"average" reduction attributable to the
default penally. It was assumed that the
national average "percentage fundable"
was 85.84 percent. This figure is that
percent of new FCC for which all
Institutions qualify which the NDSL
appropriation suffices to fund. In fact, as
appeals are decided, the total amount
for which institutions qualify will In all
likelihood increase: the greatest the total
amount of funds for which Institutions
qualify, the smaller the perce..taga of
that amount funded will be.

For these reasona. the "average"
reduction in FCC attributable to the
default penalty used in the following
analysis thus overstates the real effect
of the penalty in many cases. For the
1982-83 award year. preliminary date
Indicates that if the amount attributable
to the default pehalty. considered in
Isolation. were in fact to reduce FCC,
the 275 small Institutions affected would
suffer ao average reduction of 95.988, an
amount sufficient for about 10 average
loans. On the other hand. 542 large
institutions will suffer. In theory. an
average reduction 01.548.102.
Furthermore. tha elements on which the
default penalty reduction Is based may
be appealed and modified, further
reducing the average decrease In FCC.
Finally, funds actually withheld from
small institutions with unacceptable
default rates will be redistributed to
those small institutions with acceptable
rotes. There will be. therefore, no net
impact on small Institutions. a. a group,
with default rates in the 10-25 percent
range. Fur all these reasons, the
Secretary concludes that this provision
of the regulations will not have
significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small institutions
in the first category.

Institutions in the second category.
those with e .v.t rates over 25 percent.
will not qu fly for FCC under the new
rule. Currei..:egulations allow such
Institutions new FCC only if they
demonstrate that despite the rate, they
are exercising due diligence In -
collection. 34 CFR 674.65(8)(3). 48 FR
5251, January 19.1981. The economic
Impact of the revised default penalty for
school. In thin category Is, therefore, the
difference in treatment between current
and revised rules. Under current
procedure in award year 1961-82 email
schools with default rates greater then
25 percent experienced an average
amount of FCC withheld because of the
penalty of 527.843: larger schools

experienced an average withheld FCC
amount 01581.132. Under the new rule.
small schools with default rates over 25
percent will experience an average FCC
withheld of 524.057, and large schools.
Salem The new rule in fact has less
average impact on am all schools. These
figures for 1882-83 under the new rule
are somewhat overstaiod, again, for the
same reasons as applicable to those
schools in the 10-25 percent default
range; schools excluded in preliminary
calculations may likewise successfully
appeal that determination and qualify
for FCC. For these reasons the Secretary
concludes that the new rule will not
have a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small institutions
in this second category.

Miscellaneous

Comments:Three miscellaneous
comments were received. One
commenter indicated that iris Lislitulion
accepted the loan accounts of an
institution that went out of business. As
e result. he does not think it fair that his
institution's default rate should include
the loan accounts from that closed
school. A second commenter suggested
deleting the CWS reallocation provision
which devotes to cooperative education
programs 50 percent of those funds
remaining after meeting the State's
Initial allotment and any deficiency in
any institution's conditional guarantee.
Finally. a third commenter requested
that institutions be given a choice in the
selection of base year to use for the
Institutional gift aid figure in the SEOG
need calculation.

Response:The main reason an
institution accepts the fund from a .
closed school is to increase the size of
the fund from which it can make loans
to its own students. An institution that
accepted the loon accounts of a closed
school must be willing to accept the
liabilities as well as the benefits of
having another institution's accounts
assigned toil. Seesnd. the cooperative
education program provision Is a
statutory requirement. and therefore. the
Secretary has no authority to delete IL
Third. in Implementing the statutory
formula for determining SEOG need the
Secretary selected 1977-76 as the year
for measuring institutional gift aid after
extensive discussion with the financial
std community. There was general
agreement that use of a fixed year
would eliminate that disincentive to
increasing institutional gift aid which a
moving base year might create. Given
the settled expectations of participating
Institutions regarding this position, the
Secretory does not believe it desirable
to change the list of appealable items to -

permit appeals of this Item so tale in the
current funding cycle. but will consider
allowing such appeals In the future.

C.....WIrlkd 7-11.17. 43 se]
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Mr. SmoN. Before we call on our witnesses, let me ask my col-
leagues if they want to add anything.

Mr. Ford.
Mr. FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am very happy to see you having hearings on this matter and

frankly I am a little bit taken by surprise that the Department of
Education would move as precipitously as they have la this matter.
After dragging their feet with the regulation, sort of tantalizing all
of us with what they had in mind, they have now moved in a way
which really catches many of these institutions off balance.

I am certain, Mr. Chairman, that during these hearings the
Office of Education will be happy to tell us about their stewardship
of the Education Amendments of 1980, which you and I passed
with all the members of this committee virtually in agreement. We
fully intended to improve the loan collection situation not only
with respect to NDSL, but with GSL's as well.

Indeed, even in the very worst case described here by the Depart-
ment, used as justification for these regulations, the schools are
doing much better with these loans than anybody is doing with the
veteran's cost of instruction loans.

I continue to be amazed that program can continue in the 50-per-
cent repayment rate consistently year after year and nobody seems
to want to do anything about it. However, it is not under our com-
mittee's jurisdiction.

If one looks at the loan collection record of loan programs under
your committee, Mr. Chairman, over the last 4 years you will see
an extraordinary improvement statistically in the collection.

That didn't just happen by, accident. It happened through the
persistent efforts of the committees on the House and Senate side
in urging the previous administration and the current administra-
tion to institute businesslike practices at all levels ci the loan ad-
ministration. It was also intended to assist the smaller institutions.
which did not have the business office capacity in the early stages
of the participation in the program to anticipate how much detail
and how much business acumen was going to have to be allocated
to the program.

I recall during the 1980 reauthorizations and prior to that, in
1977, when we were considering what eventually became the
Middle Income Student Assistance Act in 1978, that among the
many facets of loan collections, we analyzed the problem of
NDSL's.

I shared some stereotypes which people had developed over the
years about the kind of people who had trouble paying back their
loans. I fully expect that when you observe a population of stu-
dents in a school which is heavily populated with children from
low-income areas of a community and low-income family back-
grounds and low-income personal experience before they get to the
institution, that all which is reasonable tells you that the chances
that a large number of those students are going to escape very far
from the low-income base that they are launched from are not very
great.

The chairman's contrast between Harvard and Yale and East St.
Louis is a good one. I look at the high default rate list and see in-
stitutions in the city of Detroit which are representative of the pop-
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ulation of a which has been experiencing a 60-percent unem-
ployment rate among black youth aged 18 to 25 for well over 3
years.

How in the world could anybody pay a loan back there? I don't
see anything indicating that the Department realizes the difference
between coming out of a training program in a Detroit or a Pitts-
burgh or a Cleveland or an Akron. Why just look at Akron alone
where I very recently found out they won't even be making auto-
mobile tires after October of this year.

There are parts of this country that are just totally devastated
economically. There are programs that, 3, 4, 5 years ago made all
kinds of sense in terms of training people and aiming them toward
employment.

Employment is gone. It just seems to me in the middle of the
greatest period of unemployment we have had since the depth of
the Great Depression that the Department of Education shows no
sensitivity to the impact of the times that we are in and the condi-
tions that we are in on this program.

It is almost a miracle when one looks at the deterioration in the
last 3 or 4 years of the economy in the industrial northwest and
northeast, and what was becoming the industrial southeast, and
recognizes that at that very same time there is a constant decrease
in the default rate in this program.

How could you be doing better at collecting money when job op-
portunities have been disappearing by the thousands every month?
They must be doing something right at these schools if they im-
proved default rates under the conditions which they have been op-
erating under for he last 4 years.

I submit' that ley have been improving because we made
changes as recently as 1980, and then again in 1981 with respect to
IRS cooperation, that have not yet had an opportunity to fully
impact the institutions.

I think the Department is moving too fast and too radically. I
would hope that this committee could slow them down a little bit
and we can pause and reason together over the realities of where
we are.

Maybe what they want to do now would make sense if the insti-
tutions had a couple more years to see how they react to the
changes which were made in Federal law, the regulations which
ought to be made to implement those changes, and then some
upturn in the economy.

I would become panicky, Mr. Chairman, if unemployment was
going down and loan collections were going down with it. But when
I see unemployment going up and loan collections going up at the
same time, that is the best indicator of a good faith effort on the
part of both the borrowers and lenders which one could possibly
find.

How can you argue with the fact that when things are getting
tougher, people are paying better? Does that indicate that people
are not making the effort they were before? I don't think so, and I
don't think the administration has the right response for what ev-
erybody recognizes as the problem.

Obviously, we would like to have 100 percent collection because
then we would have more money to make available to other stu-
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dents who need it. But this is not the way to reach 100 percent col-
lection. This is the way to truly discourage people from making any
effort.

The schools which are trying to improve, Mr. Chairman, and
those that have been making some improvement, are going to get a
kick in the teeth with this regulation. It will say to them, don't
bother to improve anymore because even if you try, you can't make
the impossible goal we are trying to give you. So just quit. Stop
running the race. You are too far behind to win, so don't even
finish.

That is what these regulations. will do. I hop^ that the committee
will seriously consider modifying the regulations at the very least
before they are allowed to go into effect.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Erlenborn.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't have a prepared statement, but let me say those who are

truly friends of the national direct student loan program ought not
automatically react against a proposal to improve the collection of
these loans and to decrease the default rate because this program
will not be sustained, will not be supported if we continue with the
sort of default rate that we have had in the past in all too many
institutions that have taken advantage of this program.

I don't know if these are the best regulations to effect better col-
lection. I applaud, Mr. Chairman, your calling this hearing so that
we can hear some testimony and make that judgment.

But there seems to be on the part of some that automatic ad-
verse reaction to any proposal to force institutions to improve their
default rate. Many institutions have a very good collection rate, a
default rate of 3 to 5 percent in many institutions. That low, 3 to 5
percent, is not unusual. Yet, there is another group of institutions
where default rates run 80 percent and higher.

I think it is very interesting when one looks at the list that has
been published in Higher Education Daily of the institutions that
will be affected by these regulations. One thing stands out: Aca-
demic institutions are by and large not included in this list; propri-
etary institutions by and large are.

The profitmaking institutions have been taking advantage of this
program and have had the highest default rate. In my own State of
IllinoisI won't read the names in full of these institutions, I don't
want to embarrass anyone, but let me just read parts of the names
of the vast majority of the institutions in Illinois: the Academy of
Beauty Culture, Institute of Cosmetology, Coiffure School of
Beauty, another school of beauty, School of Cosmetology. It is these
proprietary institutions.

The same thing in California. You should see the list of the insti-
tutions in California. I haven't counted them, but it looks like
there are a couple hundred institutions in California that would be
affected. Most of them are like the Mountain View Beauty College,
Universal Beauty Academy, Medical and Dental Assistants School,
another beauty college. These are almost entirely proprietary insti-
tutions that have these high default rates.

My colleague from Floridanot Florida, I bet he wished he
werefrom Michiganparticularly these days I bet you wish you
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weren't from Michigansuggests that it is the economic times that
have caused these high default rates. These default rates have been
at these extremely high levels for many, many years, long before
we were in the recessions of the last couple of years.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I don't know if this is the best approach,
but let me say that politically this program will not be supported
unless we begin to make attempts to reduce these default rates and
to disqualify those who have made no attempt to collect the de-
faulted loans.

Let me also say that I believe that efforts to improve the collec-
tions began in the last administration under Secretary Califano. I
applaud the efforts that he began and have been followed up by
successors in the Department of Health, Education and Welfare
and Department of Education.

Mr. Chairman, I hope that we will find a way to work coopera-
tively with the Department of Education to see that this program
is made to work better, that the loans that are made are collected,
and therefore the program can continue. If not, I predict that the
program will have to terminate.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEYSER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, I will be brief in this. I think it is important to

note that what we are seeing here is a Pattern that is absolutely
consistent in this administration. This administration started out
with the purpose of ending Federal support to education in this
country.

They have had amazing success, unfortunately, over the last year
and a half. We have been able to hold on to some things, but you
know if the 1983 budget that the President presented to us were
enacted, we would have cut over 50 percent of all Federal aid to
education in 2 year's time.

What they are trying to do now with the direct student loan, as I
say, is totally consistent with the grand plan. Within the next
couple of years, if they can it seems the plan is to eliminate all of
these programs. I think that is what we have to be very careful of.

In a very brief response to my friend from Illinois, who cited a
number of schools dealing with development of people learning the
trades, whether it is beauty parlors or mechanics or things of this
nature, we are talking about the people, poor people who are
trying to learn a craft or a skill that can ultimately let them
become taxpayers in this country, so they can get out of the abso-
lute depths of the poverty situation that they are in.

If we have losses in this direction, so be it. These people are
making an effort, and I don't think we can look at names and titles
of schools and say those are the ones that have the big default rate.
Those may be the very ones who are reaching the people that
nobody else is reaching and giving them a chance at life today.

I think it is vital that this effort continue. It isn't just those
schools, incidentally, but community colleges around this country
that also reach in an economic sense, and in many cases students
from a lower level of the economy.

We will hear testimony this morning from the Sullivan County
Community College, which is typical of many small community col-
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leges that are really doing a very important job in education and
yet are suffering under the new proposed regulations that will
have a terrible impact on them and will strike at the very young
people that we should be most concerned about helping in educa-
tion.

I am hopeful that the results of this hearing will be a change in
these regulations, a striking back at what I view to be an outra-
geous program that this administration is on in terms of education.

There are just so many other places that money can be saved
and that money can be used. So much spending is just totally irrel-
evant to the future of our country especially when taken out of
education.

I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Would the gentleman yield?
Mr. PEYSER. I would be glad to yield to my friend.
Mr. ERLENBORN. Let me just say that the gentleman tries to jus-

tify the nonrepayment of these loans on the basis of the economic
conditions of the loan recipients.. If you want this to be a grant pro-
gram, make it a grant program, but don't clothe a grant program
in the guise of a loan program.

I would also suggest that there is plenty of evidence that lawyerS
and doctors who achieve their professional status who are now
working for the Government are refusing to repay their Govern-
ment loans. It isn't just the poor people.

Mr. PEYSER. I have no argument with those people. In fact, I am
all for getting them. This committee has moved over the last sever-
al years, as the gentleman well knows, toward every effort to make
those collections. We should keep doing it.

The gentleman did cite the kind of cases that I thinkand it is
not a grant programwhere we ought to hold out the hope and be-
lieve that many can repay. But if they don't, so be it. It doesn't
mean we give up on them. But it gives them the chance. They are
the poorest ones in the economic sense, and they are the ones who
most desperately need this program.

I yield back the balance of my time.
Mr. FORD. Mr. Chairman, I just have to respond to the assertion

by the gentleman from Illinois that if you want to make it a grant
program, make it a grant program. I guess he and I are the only
two survivors from the writing of the 1965 Higher Education Act.
Then we indeed tried to make it a grant program and Congress
wasn't yet ready for what we later did with something called
BEOG'snow Pell grants. We fooled around, for some time, for ex-
ample, on how much the interest rate was going to be.

I don't believe there was anyone on the committee at that time
that really gave much attention to the question of what loan collec-
tions were going to be. I don't think there was anyone at that time
who realistically believed that the collection of loans was going to
impinge on our intent to expand the availability of loans because
we were concentrating then on a population that to a great extent
that now actually is the population that is being served by this pro-
gram.

The gentleman is one of the great friends in this Congress of the
guaranteed student loan program. We have worked together over
the years to protect and enhance that program. But he knows full
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well that his friends in the banks and my friends in the banks
don't want these kids. They didn't want them in 1965, and still
don't want them.

If we let this program close up for the very poorest of those par-
ticipating in the program, there is no place for them to go. Are
they going to go and take the more scarce dollars now in the guar-
anteed student loan program? No.

What we are really talking about is squeezing out the people at
the very bottom of the bottom and not leaving any alternative for
them. Some of them I suppose without access to the loan might
qualify for an adequate. BEOG grant, now called a Pell grant, and
that might replace it. It will put an additional strain on that pro-
gram, I guess, at the very time that the gentleman's party has
adopted a budget to cut the money in that program.

Now, you can say what you want, John, nobody on this commit-
tee has worked harder than you and I have to protect the integrity
of these programs by seeing to it that money was collected.

We are not automatically saying that you shouldn't collect or
that you should forget about collections because we are dealing
with poor people who don't have access to jobs at the level of the
economy where they are trying to enter the job market. But the
facts of life are such that if the administration goes ahead with
this regulation, it is going to be one more way to demonstrate that
the poorest of the poor, as Chairman Perkins so frequently de-
scribes them, are going to be pushed out.

I find it interesting to see that what you call academic schools
are indeed included in this list. I see at least three on the high de-
fault list in Michigan which produce an awful lot of people for the
University of Michigan, which we proudly recognize as the finest
public university in the country bar none.

I know you folks in Illinois long for the day when you could beat
us either in football or academically and that you have some feel-
ing of inadequacy. But I am proud to live in Michigan, even when
we are unemployed.

Mr. SIMON. On that provincial note, we are going to take a recess
for a rollcall.

[Recess.]
Mr. PRYSER [presiding]. We will start the hearing again. Chair-

man Simon will be back in just a few minutes. We do want to move
this along.

We are very pleased to have as the first witnesses this morning
my colleague, Walter Fauntroy, who has certainly over the years
expressed a deep concern in the areas of education and particularly
the impact on the poor. Accompanying him is Rev. John Satter-
white, on behalf of the Black Churches and Colleges/Universities
Network.

Walter, if you would start, we would be delighted to hear your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER E. FAUNTROY, A DELEGATE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. FAUNTROY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I certainly appreciate the opportunity to appear before the com-
mittee. I want to express my heartfelt appreciation to the Subcom-
mittee on Postsecondary Education for providing -ne the opportuni-
ty, in my capacity as chairman of the Congressional Black Caucus,
to testify before you on the serious concern which we in the Caucus
have with the Department of Education's untimely and, in our
view, ill-considered proposed rule changes in the national direct
student loan program.

While my colleagues and I in the Congressional Black Caucus
share a concern with the impact of these proposed rule changes on
all students and institutions of higher education, I will be confining
my remarks to what we perceive to be the impact of these proposed
rule changes on black students and predominantly black institu-
tions of higher education.

Mr. Chairman, as you know, on July 28, 1982, the Department of
Education published a list of 528 institutions that would become in-
eligible to receive the NDSL allocations due to proposed rule
changes making any institution with a default rate in excess of 25
.percent ineligible for additionalkNDSL funds.

This ruling will have a devastating impact upon 59 predominant-
ly black institutions of higher education. The majority of these in-
stitutions lack a substantial resource base from which to operate
and maintain existing programs.

Before listing that impact, however, let me just familiarize you
with some important history that I think bears on the proposed
cutbacks.

Black institutions of higher education have only received Federal
support since 1965, when Congress provided for equal opportunity
through access to educational funding. Thus, only recently has
there been a Federal commitment to ameliorating previous inequi-
ties in support of predominantly black institutions of higher educa-
tion.

Additionally, the proposed rule changes appear to have been
made within a context that ignores the improved collection rates at
the affected black institutions. The proposed rule change will have
the actual impact of penalizing black institutions with an improved
record of collection.

Mr. Chairman, the 59 affected black institutions of higher educa-
tion have performed a very special mission in providing an educa-
tional opportunity to the majority of our Nation's black students,
enabling them to enter the mainstream and contribute to the well-
being and wealth of our Nation.

At this point I would like to focus on the victims of the proposed
rule changes. Students who have nothing to do with institutional
shortcomings in administering the NDSL program will be penal-
ized by this proposed rule change. They are being made pawns in a
fiscal and political controversy not of their own making.

The timing of the proposed NDSL change is particularly cruel
and, in our view, irresponsible. It comes on the eve of a new school
year, and will have a devastating impact at this point in history be-
cause of previously legislated cuts in the Pell grant program, the
supplemental educational opportunity grant program, and college
work study programs.
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It comes at a time of depression-level unemployment and under-
employment in the black community with, as you know, rates of
unemployment nearing 20 percent in the black community general-
ly and in many of our communities as high as 60 percent for black
teenagers.

Of course, this places severe restrictions on the abilities of black
families to contribute toward me sting the expenses of their young
people for higher educatiOn. Over 90 percent of black students at-
tending institutions of higher education already have extremely
limited resources on which to draw for higher education expenses.

The proposed rule change, coming at this late date, so close to
the advent of the fall semester, threatens chaos, with campus-based
student financial aid awards only being tentative allocations.

Many institutions among the 59 affected had counted on NDSL
allocations to provide the first portion of a given student's pay-
ments on tuition obligations. This proposed rule change of the De-
partment of Education has the potential to impact upon and sacri-
fice the educational plans of 125,000 black students at 59 predomi-
nantly black institutions in 18 States of our Nation.

In place of this proposed rule change, it would seem to us to be
far more constructive, responsible and sensible to establish a part-
nership between the Federal Government and these affected insti-
tutions to set up a timetable for repayment and to provide techni-
cal assistance to correct the default situation that these institu-
tions find themselves in today.

Rather than implementing this ill-considered rule change, I
would recommend for consideration to this subcommittee a 1-year
moratorium on the implementation of the proposed change. This
would provide the necessary time period to provide the institutions
with the necessary technical assistance to correct a situation that
has had its roots in historical neglect of predominantly black insti-
tutions of higher education.

This would be a far wiser choice, in our view, and would enable
our Nation to protect and promote some very valuable national re-
sources, 125,000 black students and 59 valuable institutions, which
are a vital part of our Nation's educational infrastructure.

I want to thank you for having offered us this opportunity to be
here to open this hearing on this subject.

[Prepared statement of Hon. Walter Fauntroy follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. WALTER E. FAUNTROY, A DELEGATE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

Mr. Chairman, I want to express my appreciation to the Subcommittee on Post-
secondary Education for providing me with the opportunity in my capacity as chair-
man of the Congressional Black Caucus to testify before you today on the serious
concerns which we in the Congressional Black Caucus have with the Department of
Education's untimely and ill-considered proposed rule changes in the national direct
student loan program. While my colleagues and I in the Congressional Black Caucus
share a concern with the impact of these proposed changes on all students and insti-
tutions of higher education, I will confine my remarks to what we perceive as the
impact of these proposed rule changes on black students and predominantly black
institutions of higher education.

Mr. Chairman, as you know on July 28, 1982, the Department of Education pub-
lished a list of 528 institutions that would become ineligible to receive NDSL alloca-
tions due to proposed rule changes making any institution with a default rate in
excess of 25 percent ineligible for additional NDSL Funds.
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This ruling will have a devastating impact upon 59 predominantly black institu-
tions of higher education. The impact of such a cutback on black institutions of
higher education will be especially severe. The majority of these institutions lack a
substantial and secure resource base from which to operate and maintain existing
programs.

Such proposed cutbacks and rule changes appear to ig-nore some very important
history. Black institutions of higher education have only received Federal support
since 1965, when Congress provided for equal opportunity in access to educational
funding. Thus, only recently has there been a Federal commitment-to ameliorating
previous inequities in support of predominantly black institutions of higher educa-
tion.

Additionally, the proposed rule changes appear to have been made within a con-
text that ignores the improved collection rates at the affected black institutions. The
proposed rule change will have the actual impact of penalizing black institutions
with an improved record of collection.

Mr. Chairman, the 59 affected black institutions of higher education have per-
formed a very special mission in providing educational opportunity to the majority
of our Nation's black students enabling them to enter the mainstream and contrib-
ute to the well being and wealth of our country.

At this point, I would like to focus on the victims of the proposed rule change.
Students, who have nothing to do with institutional shortcomings in administering
the NDSL will be penalized by this proposed rule change. They are being made
pawns in a fiscal and political controversy not of their making. The timing of the
proposed NDSL change is particularly cruel and irresponsible.

It comes on the eve of a new school year and will have a devastating impact at
this point in history because of previously legislated cuts in the Pell grant program,
the supplemental educational opportunity grant program and college work-study
programs.

It comes at a time of depression level unemployment and underemployment in
the black community with rates of unemployment at about 20 percent and one out
of every three black workers affected by unemployment. This places severe restric-
tions on the abilities of black families to contribute toward meeting the expenses of
higher education.

Over 90 percent of black students attending institutions of higher education al-
ready have extremely limited resources on which to draw for higher education ex-
penses.

The proposed rulP change coming at this late date, so close to the advent of the
fall semester threatens chaos with campus-based student fizzancial aid awards only
being tentative allocations, many institutions among the 59 affected, had counted on
NDSL allocations to provide the first portion of a given student's payment on tu-
ition obligations.

This proposed rule change of the Department of Education has the potential to
impact upon and sacrifice the educational plans of 125,000 black students at 59 pre-
dominately black institutions in 18 States of our Union.

In place of this proposed rule change it would be far more constructive, responsi-
ble, and sensible to establish a partnership between the Federal Government and
these affected institutions to set up a timetable for repayment and to provide tech-
nical assistance to correct the default situation that these institutions find them-
selves in.

Rather than implementing this ill considered rule change, I would recommend for
consideration to this subcommittee a 1-year moratorium on the implementation of
the proposed change. This would provide the necessary time period to provide the
institutions with the necessary technical assistance to correct a situation that has
its routs in the historical neglect of predominately black institutions of higher edu-
cation.

This would be a far wiser choice and would enable our Nation to protect and pro-
mote some very valuable national resources, 125,000 black students and 59 valuable
institutions which are a vital part of our Nation's educational infrastructure.

I thank the subcommittee and you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear
before you this morning.

Mr. FAUNTROY. I am so very pleased, as -you indicated, to have
accompanying me Dr. John Satterwhite, who is a man of long-
standing support and participation in higher education as a clergy-
man and as a leader in our church community.
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Dr. Satterwhite is currently the professor of ecumenicity at the
Wesleyan Theological Seminary and formerly served he dean of
the Hood Theological Seminary and professor at Livingston Col-
lege, one of our fine black colleges it the country.

Dr. Satterwhite is also the editor of the African Methodist-Epis-
copal Zion Quarterly Review and in all those capacities has com-
mitted, himself to developing a creative partnership between black
institutions of higher education and our churches, in an effort to
promote the survival and sustain the ability of our students to ac-
quire higher education in this country.

STATEMENT OF REV. JOHN SATTERWHITE, BLACK CHURCHES
AND COLLEGES/UNIVERSITIES NETWORK

Reverend SATTERWHITE. Thank you very much, Congressman
Faun troy.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I want to ex-
press my appreciation to you, the Subcommittee on Postsecondary
Education, for providing me an opportunity in my capacity as a
member of Black Churches and Black Colleges/Universities Net-
work and as a board member of the National Conference on Black
Churches and Churchmen to testify before you today on the serious
concern we, as the black church, have with the Department of Edu-
cation's untimely and defeating proposed rule changes in the na-
tional direct student loan program.

Although my colleagues and I in the Black Churches and Col-
leges/Universities Network are concerned about the effects of the
proposed rule changes on all students and educational institutions,
I will confine my testimony4o the potential impact that these pro-
posed rule changes will have on black students in predominantly
black colleges and universities.

Black 'colleges, universities, and seminaries are splendid hall-
marks of higher education's contribution to American pluralism
and play the vital role in maintaining both diversity in educational
choice and autonomy from Government control.

Historically, the black colleges and universities were primarily
founded and supported through private philanthropic sources.
These institutions have never depended solely on Government Fed-
eral funding of any kind.

However, during these times of austerity, we, the Black
Churches and Black Colleges/Universities Network call upon the
Government to be understanding, compassionate and realistic in its
giving assistance to help preserve such a rich educational heritage.

These colleges and universities have educated great scholars in
the following areas: social sciences, health and medical sciences,
applied sciences, physical and military sciences, religion and theol-
ogy.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, as the Black
Churches and Black Colleges/Universities Network, we are deeply
concerned about the effects of the proposed NDSL regulation
changes on the 140 black colleges and universities of this Nation.

We are especially concerned about the immediate effects of these
changes on the 59 black colleges and universities listed-by- the De-
partment of Education as those that will not receive additional
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NDSL allocations because their NDSL default rate is in excess of
25 percent.

Our particular concerns with the default penalty section of the
proposed regulation changes are as follows:

First, although there may have been high default rates 10 years
ago, since the NDSL regulations of recent years, the collection
rates at many black colleges/universities have improved. Thus, we
believe that new applicants should not be penalized for previous de-
faulters.

Second, black colleges/universities have only received Federal
support since the bipartisan Congress of 1965 passed the education
acts providing for equal opportunity in access to educational funds.

Thus, it has only been through those acts and legislation of
successive bipartisan Congresses, including the present one, that
this Nation has begun to remedy the previous gaps in support of
black higher education.

Therefore, to impose such drastic cutbacks in student aid at this
point in history in the face of severe unemployment, which has
taken a heavy toll on the 'economic resources of black families, re-
flects an insensitivity to the educational needs of and in the black
community.

Third, because our black institutions of higher education perform
a special mission in educating the majority of this Nation's black
students, thus enabling them to enter the mainstream and become
productive taxpayers, we need to insure that the national support
for equal opportunity in higher education, which has so recently
come to the scene, is not negated.

Mr. Chairman, although the black colleges and universities of
this Nation are predominantly black, they have always extended
an invitation with the hope that black, brown, red, yellow, and
white persons will elect to participate in the liberation of persons
for our redemption and to enhance the quality of life for all in this
country.

This is the methodology of black educational institutions which
have their roots in the black church: the capacities that our broth-
ers and sisters have in common; the experiences of the church in
daily communion as students and educators striving to find new
ways to create channels for liberation and newness of life; and the
ability to provide leadership to bring about a society dedicated to
the well-being of persons.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, let me
therefore state that the Black Churches and Black Colleges/Uni-
versities Network recommends the following:

First, that there be a 1-year moratorium on the implementation
of the proposed regulation changes to provide time for public com-
ment and possible amendments; and

Second, that the Black Churches and Black Colleges/Universities
Network will work closely with black graduates to encourage them
to repay their NDSL loans on a timely schedule.

I sincerely thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the com-
mittee.

Mr. PEYSER. I thank both of you gentlemen for your statements.
Due to the fact that we have a vote on the budget reconciliation

on the floor right now, I am just going to ask for a brief comment
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from each of my colleagues here. One, I think your statements are
excellent and very much to the point.

I would like you to recall that it wasn't many months ago that
President Reagan, in a 5-minute radio talk on education, said that
he wanted to assure black colleges in this country that they had
nothing to worry about, that his administration was dedicated to
keeping them going and to keep the opportunity for them. Now we
see the result of that, but this is not unlike a lot of other promises
and safety nets that had been set out by the administration.

I thank you for your testimony. I certainly am in strong agree-
ment.

Mr. Erdahl, would you like to comment?
Mr. ERDAHL. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Before doing that I should mention that our chairman, Paul

Simonmaybe he got the message to youasked me if I would run
back and get the meeting started. I was detained by a State senator
from my State who wanted to get into the gallery. But this is just
to let you know that Mr. Simon's absence is not an indication of
his lack of interest because he was called into an Illinois delegation
meeting.

I just want to also commend both Dr. Satterwhite and Delegate
Fauntroy for their statements and the emphasis that they have,
and also the specificity of your suggestions. I think most of us
would agree that while we need some regulation, we should have
regulations hopefully that don't negatively impact on some people
that need to get an NDSL. Sometimes it is a ticket out of poverty
or a new chance for the best shot at life possible.

On the other hand, I think we have to realize that in this time of
austerity that we must see that we do a better job of collecting. I
think your comments here were well-taken. I think of the local
hometown banker. If he has trouble collecting loans, he doesn't
quit making them. He does a better job of explaining them in the
first place and a better job of collecting them in the second place.

I hope we can do that probably with some modifications in the
proposal that we received from the department.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. FEYSER. Thank you.
Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
The only thing I want to add is that obviously the timing of this

proposal is just utterly reckless and heedless of the consequences
that it is going to have on both students and the institutions.

On that basis alone it seems to me that the department would be
well advised to review what it has done and at least provide a 1-
year interim period so that people can adjust to what in fact they
are expecting to be done. The testimony was just outstanding.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. PEYSER. The committee will recess. We will return for the

next panel as soon as this vote is completed.
[Recess..]
Mr. StmoN [presiding]. The subcommittee will renew its hearing.

My apologies for being absent. We have a little thing called a tax
bill that we had a meeting on.
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We are pleased to have a panel here and to present as the first
witness the president of Sangamon State University, with which I
was once affiliated. I am sure they may deny that, but it is a fact.
We are pleased to have the president of Sangamon State Universi-
ty from Illinois here.

Dr. Lacy.

STATEMENT OF ALEX LACY, PRESIDENT, SANGAMON STATE
UNIVERSITY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

Mr. LACY. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
We d o not deny that, and I think the chairman should know that

our faculty has reserved a place for you. We hope you don't call on
that place until about 2001 because we would rather have you here,
but the place is still there.

Mr. SIMON. I thank you.
Mr. LACY. Mr. Chairman, you have my opening statement. I

would not attempt to repeat that. I would like to make a couple of
points that I believe' might be phrased a little differently from the
very good points that have been made so far both by the previous
witnesses and by the members of the committee.

I am not h ere because our institution stands to take a significant
financial loss on this matter. We stand to lose only about $13,000
this year if this regulation is adopted. That does mean, however,
that about 12 students will not be able to attend our institution as
a result. That is a significant number. I am more concerned about
the politics and philosophy of the situation than the actual amount
of money that we stand to lose.

It appears to me that by administrative practice and now by pro-
posed regulation the Department of Education in effect is attempt-
ing to rewrite congressional intent for this program.

We now have financial aid offices and business offices across this
country in a great state of confusion about this program. I am
afraid in actual day-to-day practice, as they consider the tow:.
making opportunities, the focus is now on the security of the loan,
not the need of the student.

I would hope that this committee could find a way to reempha-
size the clear congressional intent of this program to aid needy stu-
dents. It is a subtle matter, perhaps, but I believe it is true that not
just those institutions that have default rates above 25 percent, but
those in the 10- to 25-percent range, and those who fear they may
be reaching the 10-percent range, that they are perbP:Is overly con-
cerned in these economic times about the security .31 CA 6 loans they
are making.

Second, Mr. Chairman, I believe the points have been very well
made already this morning that this action is very untimely both
in terms of the academic year and the current financial planning
of students and in terms of the current state of this economy.

Furthermore, I can see no constructive results coming from this
regulation. I can clearly see P. number of very negative results
coming from this regulation.

The regulation penalizes itmocent students who have nothing to
do with this default rate. I think that is a great shame. Although it
is difficult to document, it is my belief, Mr. Chairman, that the

35,
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likelihood is that if this regulation is adopted, it will in effect real-
locate money away from most needy students and toward students
who perhaps have other alternatives of financing their education.

You noted, Mr. Chairman, in opening this hearing, the example
of East St. Louis as one of our most difficult economic areas.
Nearly half the students who are in default at my institution grew
up and came to us from Fast St. Louis.

We know these students well; we know their current circum-
stances. Many of these students are the first members of their ex-
tended families ever to receive a baccalaureate degree. Many of the
students who are in default are currently employed. It also hap-
pens that they have other debts, some of those also connected to
their education that they have to pay, some of those to banks
where the banker's opportunity to delay collection are not as great.
Also, they have families to support. In many instances, because
they now have a baccalaureate degree, they are the only members
of their extended families with a job. Food and rent has to come
first.

We are in correspondence with many students who are in de-
fault. The only option that I have left to me as president with these
students is to go to litigation. I have not yet taken that step, which
I believe is the only optimi I have left, because I don't believe the
courts' can do anything more than our business officer has done. I
don't believe they can collect the money any more successfully.

I do believe that these students are going to pay as soon as the
opportunity presents itself to them in a reasonable way for pay-
ment. I would hope, Mr. Chairman, this regulation could be de-
layed for at least a year so that during that period of time other
alternatives which might be more constructive could be considered.

Thank you very much.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
We will hear from all the witnesses and then have questions.
[Prepared statement of Alex Lacy follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ALEx B. LACY, JR., PRESIDENT, SANGAMON STATE
UNIVERSITY, SPRINGFIELD, ILL.

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, thank you very much for the opportu-
nity to testify on this important subject. I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman, and all
of the members of this committee for the outstanding leadership that you have
given on the critical issues concerning higher education that have been before you
in the past two years. These are difficult times for our nation's colleges and univer-
sities. You have brought sound reason and a constructive perspective to bear on the
important debate that we have had about higher education in this administration,
and I am certain that the positions you have taken in this committee in support of
higher education will pay rich dividends for our nation in the long term. Our col-
leges and universities remain the one basic institution in our society which have a
range of resources equal to the scope of the problems faced by our society. We have
within our colleges and universities capabilities which can make a vast difference as
our nation looks to the future, and we appreciate the support and guidance of this
committee as we attempt to husband those capabilities and apply them wisely.

The NSDL program is one of those central programs that has served our country
well over the years. It has brought a college education within reach for many of our
young people who, without the program, would not have had the opportunity for
formal study beyond high school'. I have been dismayed, Mr. Chairman, by recent
rhetoric which seems to attempt to redirect the intent of this program. The rhetoric
is essentially that there has been a change in the public mood from support for
needy students to support for a policy of making safe loans which are certain to be
repaid. The rhetoric, Mr. Chairman, has created much confusion about this program
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to the extent that the journal, Business Officer,' reported in its last issue that "Col-leges and universities find themselves in a dilemma about whether to treat NDSL
solely as a program for needy students or act more like a lending institution and
minimize risks."

Quite to the contrary, congressional intent in this program is clear, both in thelanguage of the Act and the legislative history of the bill. The program is aimed at
providing loan funds to students in need. If you had wanted us to apply the criteriathat a bank would apply in making a loan, you would have designed a differentkind of program. However, you did provide a need-based program and certain risksare involved in that kind of loan-making.

The results of the program, Mr. Chairman, have been well worth the risks. At
Sangamon State University, I believe that we have done a good job of implementing
congressional intent in this program and our results have been impressive. We havetaken young people off the street corners, provided them with a solid educational
opportunity, and watched as most of them now make significant contributions to
our society and to its economy. They are paying taxes now. Without this program, itis likely that many of these former students would be drawing tax funds in this
economy. The vast majority of these students have paid their loans on time and
have been responsible in every way toward this program. The need-based program
has worked, and my first request is to urge this committee to reiterate that this is
the continuing congressional intent for the program.

On a second matter, Mr. Chairman, I want you to know that we have taken our
collection responsibilities seriously. We have made every effort to collect theseloans, the Department of Education rhetoric about us notwithstanding. We have
used every collection tool available to us, including the use of our states most suc-
cessful private collection agencies. We have tried to implement every suggestion
that the Department has ever made to us concerning collection. In our institution,
the matter has had the careful attention of myself as President of our govern-
ing board, the Illinois Board of Regents. We have taken creative :steps in the collec-
tion programs. This year, for instance, the President of our student body midwrote a joint letter to each delinquent former student explaining the importance cv
their repayment to this current generation of students whose financial needs are
extraordinary. That plea got results. I assure you, Mr. Chairman;. that, whether or
not new funds are made available to us, we will continue to make every effort to
collect these loans.

However, Mr. Chairman, I hope that even yet steps can be taken to delay the Sec-retary's decision relative to the distribution of the new dollars. The decision is not
an appropriate remedy or penalty for the problem. It hurts innocent studentsthis
current generation of students whose needs, at least in the case of Sangamon State
University, are very urgent. The Secretary's decision does not put us in a better po-
sition to collect the money, and thus is not a constructive decision. Furthermore, it
foils congressional intent by, in its effect, redistributing the new dollars away from
those who need it most urgently and have no other alternatives toward those whoneed it less and may have other alternatives.

Furthermore, the timing of the Secretary's decision could not be' worse. It comes
at a time when student need is very high. The general state of the nation's econo-
my, continued inflation as reflected in tuition and fee charges and other costs of
education, and major reductions in other federal student aid programs make this
fall a particularly difficult time for many students and their families. A reconsider-
ation of this decision, or at the least delaying it for a year, could make a big differ-
ence in the individual lives of many students.

A number of questions should be considered during a reconsideration period. The
Department's definition of institutional delinquency, for instance, is one of these
questions. The delinquent list does not include those institutions who have elected
to turn their loans in default back to the Department. These loans are still due,
those institutional default rates are really still high. In a very real way, some of
these institutions have been less responsible than those of us who are still trying to
cope with the problem, collect the money, and in so doing refused to pass the buck
back to the Department. Yet these institutions will receive new dollars and we will
not under the current Department of Education policy.

I hope, Mr. Chairman, that this committee will request the Secretary to delay the
implementation of his decision for this year's appropriation accordingly. The time
could be used to develop other, more effective, more equitable steps to achieve the
goal of collecting all of these loans. To that end, I would recommend that the Secre-

"ED Assessment of NDSL Program Indicates Why Borrowers Default, How to Collect
Loans," Business Officer, Vol. 16, No. 1 (July 1982), p.7.
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terry convene a task force of Presidents from institutions with high default rates and
give them a mandate to come up with alternatives, over the next ninety days for a.
new policy that could be implemented during this next year.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. SIMON. Next, Leo Corbie, acting vice chancellor, the City
University of New York. We are pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF LEO CORBIE, ACTING VICE CHANCELLOR, THE
CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK, ACCOMPANIED BY ANGELO
B. PROTO, DEAN FOR 'STUDENT SERVICES
Mr. CORBIE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee.
I thank you for this opportunity to comment on the recently re-

leased regulations of the campus-based student assistance funding
process as they apply to the national direct student loan program.

I am Leo Corbie, the acting vice chancellor for student affairs
and special programs of the City University of New York, the larg-
est urban-based university in the Nation, dedicated to the principle
of access to higher education.

It is composed of 18 colleges-9 senior colleges, 1 technical col-
lege, 7 community colleges, and 1 graduate centerwith an enroll-
ment of 173,000 students.

Its mission is to provide education to all of the people of New
York City who are seeking higher education. We are leavers in the
area of open admissions because of this mission.

The population that we serve is poor, evidenced by the fact that
of the 110,000 students receiving student financial aid, over 70 per-
cent of them come from families with incomes of less than $12,000.

Since the 1972 amendments to the Higher Education Act, the
philosophy of access and choice of higher education has been
widely accepted. This philosophy is a good one, one to which the
City University of New York fully subscribes. CUNY provides
access.

The new proposed NDSL regulation, without postponement, will
deny to the university approximately $2 million of Federal capital
contribution to this NDSL fund. Additionally, the nonreceipt of the
Federal funds will result in the loss of $225,000 of matching funds
from the State and city as the institutional share of new funds.
This means that 3,500 students will not be able to receive loans at
the City University of New York.

The university is opposed to the timing of the regulations as it
relates to the funding process and the university's planning and op-
eration for financial aid. It is also opposed to the appeals mecha-
nism, which do not allow for consideration of factors such as the
institution's effofts in collections and the nature of the students
they serve.

The old regulations permitted the schools to receive funding
from the national direct student loan program if they either
showed significant improvement in reducing their default rate or
certify that they were in compliance with the due diligence re-
quirements with respect to loan servicing and collections. Under
the old regulations, schools had to be in a position to prove compli-
ance with due diligence to receive new funds.
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City University has reduced its default rate from 46 percent to
22 percent in 3 years. While we are asking that these regulations
be postponed so that CUNY, the City University, can receive funds
to assist the students for 1982-83, it has not been negligent in its
efforts to service and collect on its own student loans.

The university is opposed to high default rates and has taken ac-
tions to address the problem. We are spending over $1.5 million per
year to service our loan portfolio. We have stepped up our collec-
tions activity in recent years by using more aggressive collection
agents, litigating more and by lending out second placement collec-
tion contracts.

We have recently used a tactic which was used by the Depart-
ment of Education. We match our defaulters against our payroll re-
cords and are pursuing payment from those people aggressively.

Plans have been made to set up an in-house collections group to
supplement our contracted collection agents, a payroll match
against State and city payrolls if there are no legal barriers, and
more rigorous quality assurance standards.

The issuance of this regulation was poorly timed in the sense
that it came after the end of the year from which the data was
used to derive the default rate and the proposed penalties. It was
designed to affect the funding of schools for the year 1982-83,
which for the NDSL program is derived from 1980-81 program op-
erations.

The notice of proposed rulemaking was issued on January 7,
1982, well after the time when schools could have made operational
adjustments to accommodate the revised standards.

It would appear that a regulation should be issued in a reason-
able timeframe which would allow schools to adjust their planning
and operations to minimize any negative effects. In this case, it
clearly did not allow time for those adjustments.

Postponement of the effective date of the new regulations will
allow colleges to grant NDSL loans on the basis of assumptions
made in good faith under regulations in effect in the spring and
summer of 1982. Moreover, schools will be able to adjust collection
efforts to conform to newly developed default formulas.

Finally, postponement will allow time for the Secretary to devel-
op default formulas which reflect divergences among different
types of institutions. The university is not asking for rescinding of
the regulation, merely for a 1-year postponement.

In addition, it is safe to assume that when a student receives less
funding in the NDSL program, students will turn to the GSL pro-
gram, increasing the volume in it. Not only will this result in
higher Federal costs in the GSL program, it will have a devastating
effect on poor students who will face higher repayments upon sepa-
ration from school.

CUNY has made sufficient effort in servicing its loan portfolio so
that it should not be penalized for the commitment to a mission of
educational access to a low-income population. These regulations do
not make an accommodation for serving different missions, differ-
ent types of students and different demograhics of geographic loca-
tion.

We are willing to assist the Secretary of the Department of Edu-
cation in developing a fairer regulation which will consider more

9
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than mere percentages. However, until such a rule is developed, we
ask that this one be postponed so that the old regulation, which at
least accommodates effort, is used to determine institutional fund-
ing in the NDSL program for 1982-83.

When the new rule is developed, we hope that it will be imple-
mented with full consideration given to the timing of the funding
process and the operational processes at institutions.

In summary, CUNY has made strides to lowering its default
rate. The need for postponement is only fair and equitable given
the timing of these new regulations by the Department of Educa-
tion.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be glad to answer any questions
the committee has as this time.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Dr. Corbie.
Mr. Simorr. Next is President Isaac Miller of Bennett College in

Greensboro, N.C.
We are pleased to have you here.

STATEMENT OF ISAAC H. MILLER, PRESIDENT, BENNETT
COLLEGE, GREENSBORO, N.C.

Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am deeply appreciative of the opportunity to appear before this

subcommittee and to submit a statement. You will find that I have
provided a statement for insertion in the hearing record on my
own as president of Bennett College, but I shall be presenting the
position of the United Negro College Fund in my oral statement to
the committee.

Mr. Simorr. All the statements will be entered into the record.
Mr. MILLER. I am Isaac Miller, president of Bennett College in

Greensboro, N.C. Bennett is a 4-year institution for women, enroll-
ing approximately 600 students, affiliated with the United Method-
ist Church and founded in 1873.

I am here, as stated, not only on behalf of Bennett College but
also on behalf of the United Negro College Fund and its member
institutions.

Mr. Chairman, Bennett is one of eight UNCF institutions which
will be able to participate in the National Direct Student Loan. I
might point out that this is because of our default rate, but in con-
sideration of earlier testimony, the amount of participation that
has been projected might include us with that 59 that was earlier
stated as not participating at all as a result of this proposed legisla-
tion, and this is what we are faced with.

Cut from the program are 34 UNCF institutions that comprise
approximately 81 percent of our institutions that are 4-year, fully
accredited private institutions serving the truly needy of our State.

§ily% Mr: °hairy, that Bennett finds no honor in this
difinnotton, These propose regulations, if allowed to go through
with the elimination of the due diligence clause, will lock out of the
NDSL program many small institutions.

Many students attending these colleges will be forced to look to
lower cost institutions for completion of their education. There is
already a high feeling of anxiety. The uncertainty over the predic-
tions of additional cuts in NDSL, Pell grants and SEOG's in fiscal
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year 1983-84 has already had a negative impact on our present
school year.

At Bennett College and I am sure at other institutions around
the country, the freshman class is getting smaller and upper class-
men are beginning to transfer to State and 2-year institutions.

The NDSL program has helped many Bennett students to fi-
nance their education costs. Since 1957, there have been 1,462 Ben-
nett student borrowers, totaling in excess of $1 million in loans.

Through the years, the average loan has ranged from $100
through $1,500. At present, Bennett has a default rate of 19 per-
cent. Currently at Bennett 166 students are in default for 1- to 5-
year NDSL loans, owing an amount approximately of $134,670.
There are 50 students in default for the 5- to 9-year NDSL loans,
owing some $17,121.

In an effort to bring our default rate down into compliance, the
college initiated the following steps:

First, the college loan officer now interviews every prospective
borrower. The student is kept reminded of her loan status while at
Bennett. At graduation, or when the student leaves before gradua-
tion, the loan officer holds an exit interview and sets a loan repay-
ment schedule.

Second, a special notification is sent to borrowers who may be
teaching and who have not filed a teacher cancellation form.
Under present rules, a student borrower teaching in a designated
area can have a loan gradually forgiven. However, unless a notice
is filed, the institution is held liable for the loan.

Third, the transcript of any student in default is held until pay-
ment is made.

Fourth the college has contact with the Wachovia Service, Inc.
and the Central Adjustment Bureau, who serve as the billing and
collecting agencies respectively. The Central Adjustment Bureau
charges the college 331/3 percent for all accounts that they take, re-
gardless of whether they are able to collect or not.

An institution such as Bennett, which has limited resources, is
doubly burdened in attempting to collect on loans. Moneys which
normally would go to academic programs must be used to pay the
collection agency. Loans which are turned over to the Department
of Education and are later collected go to the Federal Treasury
rather than to the institution, thus eliminating the appropriation
for future generations of students from receiving loan aid.

Twice this year our very old loans were turned back to the De-
partment of Education. While the college is no longer responsible
for these loans, it derives no benefit from them, but this was the
only way we could lower our default rate, by lessening our ability
to lend to needy students.

Yet, Bennett College, while it has taken these painful and costly
measures to reduce its default rate and now judged to be eligible
for NDSL's, we still will not be able to receive any new federal cap-
ital contributions from the Department cf Education. As a result,
Bennett will find it extremely difficult to meet the needs of its
needy students, of whom 80 percent require financial assistance.

In the larger picture, restrictions on NDSL will make Bennett
College less able to compete for students. Our sister institutions,
who will receive no additional NDSL funds, will suffer even more
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than Bennett. These are the institutions supporting the truly
needy students. This again is a clear example of the needy being
penalized for being poor.

You see, the NDSL reduction alone would not kill us, but taken
together, with smaller Pell grants, SEOG grants and college work-
study aid, can potentially destroy us as an institution.

The percentage of students attending UNCF colleges on NDSL is
17 percent. The percentage of students on guaranteed student loans
is 4 percent. Many of our students who are extremely poor are con-
sidered by commercial banks as high-risk borrowers, therefore,
they refuse to lend them GSL funds.

Many black students view the NDSL program as a black student
loan program because they can get ,NDSL's when they are unable
to get the GSL's.

Over time, the guaranteed student loans have become a middi. -
and upper-income student loan program. The guaranteed student
loan program grant is the most costly loan program to the Federal
Government.

While the national default rate for GSL's is higher than NDSL's,-
12.3 percent versus 11.12 percent, there is no similar penalty being
directed toward recipients of those institutions and students.

I, and the United Negro College Fund, would hope that the De-
partment of Education would suspend, at least for 1 year, its NDSL
regulations.

This would enable many institutions who have diligently labored
to reduce their NDSL default rates to be eligible. Hopefully, within
a year, new proposals will be considered by the Department of Edu-
cation that will not penalize institutions that serve the most needy
students.

I appreciate the opportunity of presenting this testimony and
will respond to any questions at an appropriate time.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you very much, Dr. Miller.
[Prepared statement of Isaac Miller follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ISAAC H. MILLER, JR., PRESIDENT, BENNETT COLLEGE,
GREENSBORO, N.C.

Chairman Simon, honorable committee members, thank you for inviting me to
participate in the Subcommittee hearing on the National Direct Student Loan regu-
lations. I am profoundly grateful for this privilege of offering testimony bearing on
the policies governing the eligibility of colleges to participate in the NDSL program
and receive new Federal Capital Contributions.

Bennett College is a four-year liberal arts college for women, related to the
United Methodist Church. Some 600 students pursue degree programs there annual-
ly. The College has participated in the National Direct Student Loan Program since
1957. During the intervening years there have been 1,462 borrowers. The amount
that was originally lent was $1,237,268. The loans that were made ranged from $100
to $1,500. Currently 266 borrowers are in default for 1-5 years, owing $134,670;
there are 50 borrowers in default 5-9 years, owing $17,121. The College is assessed a
19 percent default rate. The authorized lending level for the 1982-83 fiscal year is
$46,990 affecting approximately fifty students. No new Federal Capital Contribution
has been committed in spite of the fact that the default rate is between 10 percent
and 25 percent and no appeal has been registered. The capacity of the College to
serve students to the extent of the-lending level authorized is dependent on the rate
of collection of outstanding loans.

Bennett College has been able to lower its default rate through a combination of
(1) due diligence and (2) referral and assignment of loans. A full time Loan Officer is
assigned the responsibility for administering and monitoring the student loan pro-
grarn.
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Upon application, a student is interviewed in an effort to determine whether she
is a good credit risk. It is stressed that the loan is an obligation that is due and
payable according to a given schedule and that repayment bears upon her credit
record as well as upon the ability of the College to lend to other students.

The student is reminded of her loan status at intervals during her matriculation
at the College.

At graduation or upon learning of a borrower's intent to withdraw from the Col-
lege, the loan officer holds an exit interview with her during which a schedule for
repayment is agreed upon.

A special notification goes out to borrowers who may be teaching who have not
filed the teacher cancellation forms with the Office of Financial Aid.

Transcripts of record are withheld if a student is in default.
The College uses Wachovia Services Incorporated as billing agency and Central

Adjustment Bureau (Dallas, Texas) as collection agency. The use of these agencies
coupled with the aforementioned internal measures has made it possible to keep the
default rate moderate. Twice during the past two years, the College referred or as-
signed old loans in default to the Office of Education, further reducing its default
rate. The highest default rate experienced at any time was approximately 29 per-
cent.

Bennett College serves students largely from low-income families. 80 to 85 percent
of them receive some form of student aid in varying amounts in most every case the
assignment is needs-based. Typically the student has a financial aid package com-
prised of allocations from the Pell Grant, the campus-based programs and others.
For most recipients the NDSL represents an essential element in an assistance pro-
gram that is very delicately structured.

Measures that adversely affect the availability of NDSL funds can seriously re-
strict the opportunities of the Bennett student. The measures that penalize a college
for its default rate have a more immediate and distressing impact on the student in
denying him or her the critical finanical assistance that is needed to obtain a qual-
ity education. I respectfully submit that the proposed legislation, designed to correct
the problem of loan default may have long term consequences of more serious
import than we may be prepared to contemplate. Even the talk of modification in
assistance programs sends disquieting signals all along the line.

In our college the prospect of declining financial assistance in 1983-84 has
prompted from our student population a flurry of applications for transfers to less
costly institutions for the 1982-83 academic year. The freshman enrollment will be
18 percent below normal and upperclass enrollment cannot be firmly set.

We acknowledge that persons who make loans should repay themthis should
hold at all levels of our societyand that taking steps to correct abuses is warrant-
ed, but at the same time, I respectfully submit that the measures adopted must take
due cognizance of the potential consequences. We must make certain that our young
people continue to have access to quality education with a reasonable prospect of
assistance when there is need. To ignore this obligation is to compromise the quality
of our society.

Thank you.

Mr. SIMON. Our final witness on this panel is Guy Goldsmith,
the dean of administration of Sullivan Community College, in Loch
Sheldrake, N.Y.

Mr. GOLDSMITH. This is Chuck Babcock, we did not have a pre-
pared statement to hand out because we got the information very
late, just before we left to come down here. So our dean of students,
Chuck Babcock will speak and I will speak briefly.

Mr. SIMON. Charles Babcock, the dean of students.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES BABCOCK, DEAN OF STUDENTS

Mr. BABCOCK. Thank you very much for giving us this opportuni-
ty to testify. We will prepare a statement when we get back and
send it down here for you.

Let me just give you a few introductory brief remarks. Sullivan
County Community College is a small, public community college in
rural upstate New York, with an enrollment of about 1,300 full-
time students.
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The majority of these students are receiving financial aid, ap-
proximately 83 percent. Our community college is unusual in that
approximately 70 percent of our students do not come from Sulli-
van County, but rather come from areas outside of that county.

Two-thirds of those out-of-county students come from the Metro-
politan New York City area, the five boroughs of New York City,
Nassau County, Suffolk County, Westchester County, and so forth.

We have been an open-door college before the term became popu-
lar in the State and it became more or less an obligation of the
State university system itself.

We pride ourselves on being able to attract to several very suc-
cessful career programs, students who cannot normally find such
programs available. Our hotel technology program and our com-
mercial art program, in particular, draw heavily from these areas.

In 1969, 1970, we started to participate in the national direct stu-
dent loan program. We made eight loans for a total of about $6,300.
Through the conclusion of the 1980-1981 academic year, we had
loaned $690,000 to 972 different students.

We are about $120,000 in default. Our default rate for 1980-81
was calculated to be somewhere in the neighborhood of 34 to 37
percent.

This has always concerned us, but we have followed the due-dili-
gence program as specified by the Department of Education over
the last few years.

We contract with the Wachovia Billing Service and we use the
Management Adjustment Bureau Collection Service. When those
efforts fail, we attempt to turn over the uncollected loans to the
Federal Government.

Our default rate for the academic year 1982-83 would be below
the Government's proposed 25 percent requirement if we could
only get the Federal Government to accept the loans that we are
trying to turn over to them.

We submitted 195 loans well before the closing date. We received
a letter indicating that they were not acceptable for a variety of
technical reasons. Valid, but technical.

We then resubmitted them, only to have them come back and
say that we cannot accept them again because now you do not have
other reasons.

It has been a very frustrating situation for us.
Without the Federal contribution of $42,000 plus our one-ninth

share, we estimate that roughly 65 to 100 students will not be able
to get NDSL loans at Sullivan County Community College for the
1982-83 academic year.

Since we only have 1,300 full-time students, that could have a
significant impact upon us.

At this time, I would like to have Guy Goldsmith continue our
testimony.

STATEMENT OF GUY GOLDSMITH, DEAN OF ADMINISTRATION,
SULLIVAN COMMUNITY COLLEGE, LOCH SHELDRAKE, N.Y.

Mr. GOLDSMITH. As this is a kind of shared responsibility be-
tween the dean of students' office and the dean of administration's
office, which usually does not conflict, at my end of the operation,
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we have to look at the benefit of the program of the NDSL and
weigh it against the disproportionate time and resources that we
have to devote to the administration of the program that is serving
a relatively small number of our total student body.

We can often be involved with a borrower for a term of 8 years,
between the deferrments that they might receive if they continue
their education, and going into a 5-year repayment schedule, it can
go up to that length of time that we are dealing with a student in a
2-year school.

This year, our administrative allowance that we received from
NDSL was only $3,300 and we paid over $8,100 to the Wachovia
Billing Service already, and we have a much larger investment in
the administration of this program between personnel time from
the financial aid office, the registrar's office, our computer center,
and other people that are involved in the administration of this
program.

We have attempted to do this work ourselves. We started in the
spring of 1973 in the loan program and then found that we had to
go to a collection agency in 1973-74, as we were not successful in
collecting these loans.

In 1976-77, we started with the Wachovia Billing Service because
of the workload put upon us as the total loan portfolio grew. We
have continued with the billing service in an effort to comply with
the diligence requirements and sought and used various collection
agencies to try and improve the collection of delinquent accounts
over the years 'hat we have been involved.

We are acquiring the services of an additional collection service
that we interviewed just last week in an effort to further improve
the collections and we are presently working on the reduction of
the default rate by, trying for a third submission of the loans that
were turned back to us.

They were turned back to us the first time by the Office-of Edu-
cation. We cleared up the items that they had rejected .the list
upon, but then they rejected them a second time with new reasons
that were not given to us in the first go-around and here we are
dealing with not the new proposed regulations, we were dealing
with existing regulations that we have difficulties with.

We are presently going to attempt to get these loans turned over
which would reduce our rate to 18 percent within the guidelines
that we are dealing with, but we have also been told that even if
we reduced the loans at this time, that there would be no further
funding available for the 1982-83 year.

We are working now to switch from Wachovia to CUNY to im-
prove our service, we feel that the CUNY Collection Service can do
better, but even that has taken a 6-month period and we are still
not fully switched over from Wachovia to CUNY at this time.

The institution feels that we have made a good-faith effort to
comply with the regulations and that we have been wronged in
being dropped from additional funding for the 1982-83 year, and it
would appear that it would be a longer period than the 1982-83
year if the regulations are not changed in some way that would
allow us to reduce our rate.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. Any questions, I will be
happy to answer them.
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Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much, Dean Goldsmith, and all
the witnesses.

[Prepared statement of Guy Goldsmith and Charles Babcock
follow]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GUY V. GOLDSMITH; DEAN OF ADMINISTRATION, SULLIVAN
COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE; LOCH SHELDRAKE, N.Y.

The benefit of the N.D.S.L. program to our college must be weighed taking into
account the disproportionate time and resources devoted to the administration of a
program serving a relatively small number of students. We can often be involved
with the borrower for eight years before final payment is collected with deferrment
and payment schedules.

This year our administrative allowance was approximately $3,300. We have paid
the Wachovia Billing Service over $8,100 and have a large investment in personnel
time between our financial aid office, bursar's office, and computer center, in the
administration of the N.D.S.L. program.

We attempted to perform the billing and collection effort ourselves up to 1973-
1974 when we started using a collection agency; and in 1976-1977 started using the
services of Wachovia for billing. We have continued with the billing service in an
effort to comply with the due diligence requirements and have sought out and used
various collection agencies in an effort to reduce our delinquent accounts. We are
acquiring the services of an additional collection service in an effort to further im-
prove our ability to collect N.D.S.L. loans.

One hundred ninety-six loans originating from 1970 through 1978 were submitted
to the Office of Education in an attempt to reduce our default rate below 25 percent
and were rejected. These loans were resubmitted with the required information and
then rejected a second time on new grounds.

We are presently working on a third submission of the one hundred ninety-six
loans. The acceptance of these loans would reduce our default rate to 18
We are also trying to improve the billing by working the past six months on ,:nang-
ing from Wachovia to the SUNY service.

We feel we have made a good faith effort to comply and that we have been
wronged by being dropped from additional funding.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF CHARLES E. BABCOCK, DEAN OF STUDENTS, SULLIVAN
COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE, LOCH SHELDRAKE, NEW YORK.

We at Sullivan County Community College appreciate this opportunity to appear
before this Subcommittee. Our College is a small, public community college located
in a rual area about 100 miles northwest of New York City. We have about 1,300
full-time students, of which between 75 and 85 percent receive some form of finan-
cial aid.

Our College is not like the typical public community college. About 70 percent of
our students come from areas outside Sullivan County. Most of these come from the
metropolitan New York City and surrounding counties. It costs about $5,100 for a
typical out-of-county student to attend Sullivan. The NDSL program provides be-
tween 65 and 100 students an average loan of $700. The NDSL part of the financial
aid package can mean the difference in whether a student comes to Sullivan.

We participated in this high-risk program for the first time in 1969-70. We made
8 loans in the total amount of $6,360. In 1980-81 we made 107 loans in the total
amount of $93,290. Through the 1980-81 academic year we made 972 loans in the
total amount of $690,537, of which $120,000 is in default.

Based on the new regulations, we will not receive an expected federal capital con-
tribution of $42,000. That amount, together with our capital contribution of $4,000
means that $46,000 of loan money will not be available to lend to needy students.

Our default rate of 34-37 percent is higher than the 25 percent established by the
Department of Education. However, previous to this year we have met the "due dili-
gence" requirement and have received funding. Now, it doesn't mater how hard you
try to bill and collect, we are still prevented from receiving federal funds.

We use federally recognized billing and collection agencies to meet this "due dili-
gence" requirement of the program. But, what we have not been able to do is turn
over sufficient bad loans to the Department of Education which would in turn lower
our default rate. We twice submitted 196 defaulted loans to the New York Regional
Office. These were not accepted for a variety of reasons. These are technical reasons
as far- as we can tell and have been frustrated in our attempt to have these de-
faulted loans accepted by the regional office.
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We do not question the intent of the regulation. What we need is more time and
assistance to correct our local situation.

Mr. SIMON. Dr. Miller, I am interested in your statement about
the overall impact you say has already had a negative impact on
Bennett College. You say the combination, together with small Pell
grants, SEOG grants, college work study, that this combination,
and I quote you, "can potentially destroy us."

Do you want to expand on that? I am interested, what kind of an
endowment you have at Bennett College, for example.

Mr. MILLER. The Bennett endowment is approximately $2.2 mil-
lion.

Mr. SIMON. Which means that you are better than some but
still --

Mr. MILLER. But still very- -
Mr. SIMON [continuing]. Woefully inadequate.
Mr. MILLER. Yes. And what I intended to project there is a very

real problem situation. We are beginning our freshman week even
at this moment, and the impact of projected cutbacks that are pro-
jected for the 1983-84 year have already sent their signals down to
potential students and at this point, our freshman enrollment is off
18 percent, roughly 18 percent.

We have had more inquiries regarding the sending of transcripts
in connection with plans to transfer to State and 2-year colleges.

We have had more of that this year, and even back last spring,
than we have ever had in my tenure at the institution. All of this
is related to the anticipation, and of course, it has been in the
press, it is in all types of material, what the projected cutbacks are
going to amount to, and this message is getting through to the po-
tential studerts.

I am certain that our college is just a reflection of what many of
these UNCF colleges are experiencing.

Mr. SIMON. While this hearing is not about their Pell grant regu-
lation, if the administration's Pell grant regulation, which would
eliminate $1 billion in assistance or eliminate, according to their
testimony in response to a question I asked, 700,000 students from
Pell grant assistance, if that comes on top of all this, in fact, Ben-
nett College, and a lot of colleges like Bennett College, will be in
really serious trouble.

Is thatI don't mean to be putting words in your mouth, but is
that an accurate assumption of where we stand?

Mr. MILLER. I would say very profoundly so, sir. We consider our-
selves in very, very serious times. And that is putting it mildly.

Mr. SIMON. Let me ask each of the witnesses this question. Some
of you touched on this, some of you have not.

One, what was your default rate a year ago, or however you
want to measure, I would like to see what kind of improvements
you have had, if any, and second, can you describe the student who
is now receiving the NDSL assistance.

Dr. Lacy.
Mr. LACY. Very briefly, Mr. Chairman, our default rate in 1979

was 46 percent. We have now reduced it to 33 percent. I have on
my desk at this time a paper which our business officer has pro-
vided that we might consider turning back to the department
which would reduce that rate to 17 percent.
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I am not going to send that paper back for reasons that I have
indicated in my testimony. I believe that we ought to be trying to
collect that paper, that the policy of sending it back is not a par-
ticularly good policy anyway.

Our rate is now 33. We have reduced it from 46 and that is a
significant reduction.

In our case, the student who is typically receiving this aid at this
time, we are an upper-division institution, the student who already
has made a diligent effort toward a baccalaureate degree; has al-
ready accumulated at least 60 semester hours of academic credit, is
a serious student in pursuing that degree, is typically black or from
a low-income family, and typically is the first student in that
family to be that close to a baccalaureate degree.

Mr. SIMON. I think we willwe unfortunately have another roll-
call before we get to the answering of the rest of these questions.

Mr. PEYSER. Mr. Chairman, may I field this for one moment be-
cause I am not going to be able to return, but there was one thing
that was said by the administrative dean at Sullivan County and
that was the regulations and the changes for. being in compliance.

I think it would be worthwhile if you could send to this commit-
tee, when you return, include in your report just what these regu-
lations change in the things that they are requiring after you had
complied once.

I think it would be worthwhile us knowing what they were. Can
you do that for us?

Mr. GOLDSMITH. Yes, we would be happy to, because that is one
of the problems I want to address here in additiiiii "to the proposed
regulations. We have difficulties in dealing with the existing regu-
lations as well.

Mr. PEYSER. I am sure that is something shared by many. I want
to thank everyone on the panel for their testimony this morning. It
certainly is a great help to all of us.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Stand in recess for 10 minutes.
[Recess.]
Mr. SIMON. The subcommittee will resume its hearing.
Dr. Corbie, if we can ask the same question of you.
Mr. CORBIE. I would like to say that 3 years ago, we had a default

rate of 46 percent and we are now down to 22 percent.
Dean Angelo Proto, who is the dean of student services, is here

with me and I would like him to give you a profile of our students
who do receive NDSL loans.

Mr. PROTO. As mentioned in the testimony, we have about
110,000 students -i-el,eiving all types of aid out of the 170,000 en-
rolled in the'university.

Our pgrgent of students that are dependent are around 60 per-
cent-We have a large independent population, about 40 percent of
th,Ose receiving aid are independent, so a profile would be more stu-

dents who are really supplying support for themselves in funding
-their education at City University.

They are more dependent upon themselves for support. That is a
profile of who receives the campus-based programs, more of our in -.
dependent students, rather than dependent students.
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Mostly, as indicated in the testimony, we have about 70 percent
of the aid recipients who have incomes of less than $12,000, that is
gross income, less than $12,000.

That is the nature of the students.
Mr. SIMON. If I may focus just a little more on your answer.
Are these students who receive the NDSL loans, are these stu-

dents who could go to their local community bank to get a loan to
stay in college?

Mr. PROTO. They would be allowed to use the GSL. If we did not
have NDSL, we would not have the funds. The only alternative
would be the GSL program. We don't have institutional money, we
have no endowment, as such, as a public institution, they would
have to use the local bank, if you will, local lenders.

They are for the most part students with, as I indicated, low in-
comes, have their independents with dependents, I mean they do
not have a supplemental job while they are going to school. That is
basically the population.

Mr. SIMON. I am not trying to put answers in your mouth, but
what you are talking about are students who cannot go to the
localif the GSLif they cannot get GSL's or they run out of
money and they need money, they cannot go to the First National
Bank and get a loan.

Mr. PROTO. They would not have another alternative.
Mr. SIMON. OK. I thank you.
President Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I think our highest default- -
Mr. SIMON. We can move that mike over to you there.
Mr. MILLER. In making an assessment with our Office of Finan-

cial Aid, our highest default rate was 29 percent prior to our efforts
and this has been brought by the method described to 19 percent.

Our students, as those who have already been described, are gen-
erally of a low income, low-economic status. They are in many in-
stances the first persons in their families to pursue college educa-
tion, many are, in fact, on essentially full financial aid with an as-
sortment of contributions to their education and, in general, they
are not persons who could go to the local banks and get a conven-
tional loan for their education and this type of loan assistance is
absolutely essential to their education.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you. I am not sure which Dean Babcock, I
guess you are speaking for your school now.

Mr. BABCOCK. OK. In answer to the question, our default rate
reached a high of approximately 44 percent in 1978-79, and for
1980-81, the most recent figures that have been calculated is 37
percent.

There has been a slight improvement in that. I do want to again
remind this committee that previous to this year we always met
the due diligence requirement, either through our own efforts or
through the efforts of the Office of Education recognized billing
and collection services.

And what is perplexing us at this point is how to get the Federal
Government to take over those loans that we cannot successfully
collect, even though we are following due diligence.

As far as the profile, the majority of our students who receive
NDSL, and it is strictly a package, there is no one who is obviously
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totally dependent on the NDSL, they range from the majority who
are in the low to the lower middle-income class.

We have several who belong to minority groups and for many, it
is their first exposure to any form of higher education. The vast
majority are not Sullivan County residents, they come from areas
out of the county and, again, we cannot predict that they would not
come to Sullivan County Community College if this is not reversed,
but it would make it extremely difficult for them because, again,
we are not a typical community college. It costs roughly $5,100 for
a student from. New York State to come to our community college,
which is a very expensive situation for a community college, pri-
marily because we are not a commuter-type community college,
and we do not have dormitories so they have to find very expensive
private housing and very expensive eating accommodations.

We just fe,.11-11at it is going to have -a negative impact.
Thank you.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you all.
Let me just summarize, if I may do that, by saying that the pat-

tern that emerges here is one of an improved collection process
prior to this regulation being promulgated and that those who are
going to be impacted are those who need the most help in our soci-
ety. I think that is a fair summation of where we are.

We thank you very, very much for your testimony.
Our next panel is Earl Richardson, assistant to the president of

the University of Maryland; James Stanley of Phillips Colleges of
Gulfport, Miss.; and Leroy Greason, the president of Bowdoin Col-
lege in Brunswick, Maine.

Mr. Richardson, we will hear from you first.

STATEMENT OF EARL RICHARDSON, ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am Earl S. Rich-
ardson, assistant to the president of the University of Maryland,
Eastern Shore, for the University of Maryland.

Pardon my saying the Eastern Shore., I have been with the East-
ern Shore for about 12 years and just recently came to the Univer-
sity of Maryland system.

I am appearing on behalf of our Eastern Shore campus. With the
full-time equivalent student enrollment of --

Mr. SIMON. If I could just interrupt, if any of you wish to just
enter your statements in the record and summarize them, that is
perfectly acceptable, however you wish to proceed.

Mr. RICHARDSON. OK. With the full-time equivalent enrollment
of just over 1,000 students, the University of Maryland, Eastern
Shore, is the smallest campus of five branches of the University of
Maryland.

Yet it has been, and is, one of the top priorities for the Universi-
ty of Maryland board of regents and our president, John Toll. We
have sought to get for UMES the kinds of programs, facilities and
funding necessary to make it a quality institution attractive to a
variety of students from diverse backgrounds.

We have been very successful in our efforts thus far, having es-
tablished within just 5 Tsars undergraduate programs in computer
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science, environmental science, physical therapy, construction man-
agement technology, special education, poultry science, and hotel/
restaurant technology.

At the graduate level, we have implemented master's programs
in guidance and counseling, special education and agriculture, and
a special universitywide master's and doctoral program in marine,
estuarine, and environmental studies.

Of equal importance, we have established an honors program on
the campus whereby students are admitted to the University of
Maryland Professional Schools of Medicine, Dentisty, Pharmacy
and Law, without having to compete with the regular pool of appli-
cants.

These initiatives have made the institution very attractive to a
variety of students. However, we are now concerned that recent
regulations promulgated by the Department of Education will
impact adversely upon the institution's ability to provide the level
of financial aid necessary to enroll many of the newly attracted
students.

We have calculated in particular that based on the average
award of $750, some 132 students will be affected by the decision to
cut off funds to all institutions with a default rate of 25 percent or
over.

That is the equivalent of approximately one-third of the average
freshman class on that campus. Such a decision seems unfair and
unreasonable, given the diligence with which that institution has
worked to show good faith on its responsibility to collect national
direct student loans.

Realizing that it did not have adequate staffing to set up an ef-
fective internal billing and collection program, and that it was un-
likely that it would get that level of staffing in the near future, the
Eastern Shore campus contracted with a commercial billing and
collection agency in 1972.

Since that time, we have attempted to educate our borrowers at
the time of the loan on their responsibility and obligation for pay-
ment.

Just before graduation, we do have, as Bennett has, the exit in-
terview in which we remind the student of his obligation for pay-
ment of the NDSL loan.

Within 30 days after graduation, we then turn that profile of
that student over to the billing agency, which is Academic Finan-
cial Services, and from there, they begin the billing within 30 days
of notice saying that, first of all, payment is due, and within 45
days, we send a second notice, and within 60 days, a third notice.

This follows pretty much the regulations established by the de-
partment and it goes on until we are at the 2-year period Vien
these loans are turned over to the Department of Education.

Since fiscal year 1978, the default rate at LIMES has gone from
52 percent to 35 percent in fiscal year 1981. Though for the fiscal
year just ended, the rate increased approximately 3 percentage
points. We are not sure as to why we increased this 3 percentage
points, however we would suspect that it is probably due in some
small part, at least, to the state of the economy at this point.
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For the same period, the amount of dollars collected increased 75
percent from $40,000 in fiscal year 1978 to $71,000 in fiscal year
1982.

It is also significant to note that in the spring of this year, the
president of the.:university did a study for the University of Mary-
land board,ofiregents Am.the NDSL loan situation at all campuses
of the Univey-ccuThintyland.

to look at the success of our main campus
e Unia=sky of _Maryland, College Park, and see what we

zor_i_learnaannt.for the other campuses.
e expinned thE Taltarnatives of having a centralized collection

agency fc7-the Thi.versity of Maryland, then we explored the idea
of contim-ng with each campus pursuing the collection of its
NDSL loans, we are also exploring whether or not a combina-
tion of these would, in fact, be more effective than what we are
doing.

Given this record of progress, we might have appealed our case,
however our director of financial aid was a member of the national
appeals panel, and it was his informed opinion that given the pre-
vailing mood in the Department of Education, even our achieve-
ment profile would not have survived the scrutiny required by the
department.

In retrospect, we suspect that it might have been prudent to
appeal just for the record. Notwithstanding, we remain optimistic
that this committee will have some success in getting the Depart-
ment of Education to agree to one or a combination of the follow -

First, include in the formula for determining eligibility a factor
that takes into account significant progress made by the institution
in reducing its default rate in any given period.

Second, exclude from the calculation of default, loans older than
5 to 10 years.

Third, delay the effective date of the NDSL directives until 1982-
83 for 1983-84 to allow institutions to make the necessary adjust-
ments, and,

Fourth, allow institutions the flexibility to use a portion of the
funds collected to augment the staffs involved with the billing and
collection program.

At the Eastern Shore campus, one of our problems has been, in
particular, that we have not had large enough staff to take care of
the workload associated with billing and collection.

We think that if we were given the flexibility to use some of
those dollars to actually augment the staff in terms of personnel
and computer equipment, then we may be able to further our
cause.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for the op-
portunity to appear before your committee and I sincerely hope
that your committee will be able to assist the University of Mary-
land in its efforts to get the Department of Education to grant
some reprieve for the University of Maryland, Eastern Shore.

[Prepared statement of Earl Richardson follows:I
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF EARL. S. RICHARDSON, ASSISTANT TO THE PRESIDENT,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MD.

I am Earl S. Richardson, Assistant to the President of the University of Maryland
System, appearing on behalf of our University Campus on the Eastern Shore. With
a full-time equivalent enrollment of just over a thousand students, the University of
Maryland Eastern Shore is the smallest of our five branch campuses. The student
body is approximately 75 percent black. During the last five years in particular, the
University of Maryland President and Board of Regents have sought to get for
UMES, the kinds of programs, facilities and funding necessary to make it a quality
institution, attractive to a variety of students from diverse backgrounds. We have
been very successful in our efforts thus far; having established, in this short period,
undergraduate programs in computer science, environmental science, physical ther-
apy, construction management technology, special education, poultry management
technology, and hotel management technology. At the graduate level we have imple-
mented master's programs in guidance and counseling, special education and agri-
culture; and a master's and doctoral program in marine estuarine and environmen-
tal studies. Of equal importance, we have established an honors program on the
campus whereby students are admitted to the University of Maryland Professional
Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, Pharmacy, and Law without having to compete with
the regular pool of applicants. These initiatives have made the institution very ap-
pealing to a wide variety of students; however, we are now concerned that recent
regulations promulgated by the Department of Education will have serious impact
upon the institution's ability to provide the level of financial aid necessary to enroll
many of the newly-attracted students. We have calculated in particular, that based
on an average award of $750, some 132 students will be affected by the decision to
cut off funds to all institutions with a default rate of 25 percent or over. That is
equivalent to approximately one-third of the average freshman class at that campus.
Such a decision seems unfair and unreasonable given the diligence with which that
institution has worked to show good faith on its responsibility to collect NDSL
loans.

Early on, the institution realized that it did not have the resources to establish an
effective internal billing and collection program, and in 1972, it contracted with a
commercial billing agency (Academic Financial Services). With this assistance, the
default rate at UMES went from 52 percent in fiscal year 1978 to 35 percent in
fiscal year 1981. There was a 3 percent increase in the default rate for fiscal year
1982. For the same period, the amount of dollars collected increased 75 percent
(from $40,000 to $71,000).

Determined to improve even more on the NDSL default rate, the Board of Re-
gents requested in early Spring of this year, that the President explore ways by
which the University might assist UMES in its efforts at collection. Some of the op-
tions considered were: to establish a centralized billing and collection office for the
University at the College Park campus system; (2) to continue use of the commercial
billing service now in place at UMES; or (3) to develop appropriate staffing on the
campus to perform the billing and collection functions. Because of funding neces-
sary to establish either a centralized system or an enlarged campus staff, it was de-
termined that we would continue, for at least the short-term, with the commercial
billing agency at UMES. It is important to emphasize, however, that the Board of
Regents is committed to assisting UMES, as well as other campuses of the Universi-
ty of Maryland, in further reducing its default rate, even in those instances where
the default rate is already below the cut-off level of 25 percent.

The Eastern Shore campus has also undertaken to better advise new students as
to the nature of their obligation in taking NDSL loans, and just before graduation,
to remind those students of their responsibility to begin payment upon receipt of
notice from the billing agency. The campus also makes every effort to transfer stu-
dents loan records to the billing agency within thirty days after students graduate,
though we sometimes experience difficulty because of the lack of adequate staffing.

Given these "due diligence" efforts, we might have appealed the decision to cut-off
funds to UMES. However, the Director of Financial Aid at UMES was a member of
the appeals panel, and because of the prevailing mood in the Education Depart-
ment, it was his informed opinion that UMES would not have survived an appeal.
In retrospect, we suspect that it might have been prudent to have appealed at least
for the record. Notwithstanding, we remain optimistic that this Committee will
have some success in getting the Department of Education to consider the following:

(A) Include in the formula for determining eligibility a factor that takes into ac-
count significant progress made by the institution in reducing its default rate.
Though an institution may have a default rate of 25 percent or more, if for any
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given year the institution shows reasonable progress, that institution should be eli-
gible for new funds.

(B) Exclude from the calculation of default, loans older than five to ten years.
Many of our outstanding loans go back as far as ten to fifteen years, sometimes for
students who never graduated.

(C) Delay the effective date of the new NDSL directives until 1983-84, during
which time these changes can be considered.

(D) Allow institutions the flexibility to use a portion of funds,collected to augment
the staff involved with the collection program. (Personnel and computer equipment.)

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for the opportunity to appear
before your Committee, and I sincerely hope that your Committee will be able to
assist the University of Maryland in its efforts to get the Department of Education
to grant some reprieve for the University of Maryland, Eastern Shore.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Our next witness, James Stanley, of Phillips Colleges of Gulfport,

Miss.

STATEMENT OF JAMES STANLEY, PHILLIPS COLLEGES, INC.,
GULFPORT, MISS., ACCOMPANIED BY RICHARD FULTON, ESQ.

Mr. STANLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am James R. Stanley,
director of student financial assistance for Phillips Colleges.

I would like to submit written testimony to you and just speak
briely to a few points that I think are very important.

Mr. SIMON. Your written testimony will be entered in the record.
Mr. STANLEY. Thank you very much.
Our major problem is a serious omission in the new regulations,

the final regulations, which are not yet in effect, and that omission
is that for the first time since the NDSL program, there is no
measurement of what kind of progress an institution makes within
the academic year.

It puts us in a position where we could have an institution who
had a 10-percent default rate, goes up to 24 percent, and would be
eligible for funding, where we have another school that has a 45-
percent default rate, let's say, goes down to 26, and is not eligible.

It appears to me that the school who went down to 26 is certain-
ly showing better due diligence than the one who went up to 24.

I would like to say on the onset that Phillips Colleges supports
an NDSL regulation which will do three things:

First, stimulate institutions to cut their default rates;
Second, reward the successful efforts of those institutions who do

cut default rates, and
Third, measure institutional performance by an objective and

quantitative standard.
Unfortunately, the new regs do not do any of these things. That

is why I feel we need,a delay.
Mr. SIMON. May I interrupt just simply to askand forgive me

for not knowing Phillips Colleges, are you a proprietary institution--
or what is the

Mr. STANLEY. We are a group of taxpaying institutions.
Mr. SimoN. All right.
Mr. STANLEY. We have, Mr. Chairman, about 7,000 students who

are eligible for financial assistance and we have schools in seven
different States.

As director of student aid, I am responsible for the student assist-
ance programs in all of our schools in all of the States, . _
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I have attached in my written report a 5-year history of our
NDSL default rate through June 30, 1982. I think, as we look over
these, you will see the rate of progress that we have made in the
decline of default rates, we have four of our schools which in the
past year did have a rate of decline of more than 25 percent, two
others which had a rate of decline of more than 16 percent.

One of the things that you will notice is that in 1981, our default
rates began to decrease much more than they had in the previous 3
years. That is because we made some changes in our billing proce-
dures and our collection procedures, and we are very pleased with
what we have seen on that.

I think it would be good to compare the regulations, the old regu-
lations and the new regulations, side-by-side, and see what kinds of
things they put out.

By that, you could tell that an objective and quantitative test of
rate of success is now missing, which was in there before. This is
on page 4 of the written testimony.

One of the big problems that we have is that there is an impact
not only on national direct student loans, but also on our other fi-
nancial assistance programs.

One of my major concerns is the impact that this could have,
these regulations, could have on the guaranteed student loan pro-
gram. Access to this program is threatened literally because of na-
tional publicity which has been given by the Department of Educa-
tion.

I have a grave fear that lenders in banks will have concerns
about working with schools who are on this cutoff 1st that the de-
partment put out.

As a matter of fact, we had the Mississippi Guaranty Student
Loan Agency call my office and tell me that they had gotten calls
from two banks who loan to our students in the guaranteed stu-
dent loan program, and they were concerned as to whether or not
it would be good business practice to continue to loan students
guaranteed student loan money if we were having problems with
national direct student loans.

By the way, those schools that they were referring to are two of
the schools that had default rates which declined in excess of 16
percent during the past year, and so it really hurt us doubly in
that.

Our problem in Mississippi is particularly acute because we are
having a lot of problems getting the secondary market in place. As
you know, the bond market has not been very good lately, and they
are not able to sell the $55 million in bonds that they need to start
a secondary market.

This leaves Phillips Colleges holding $1.2 million in paper that
we cannot turn around and sell and then get that money back to
our students, which we would like to do.

We would like to make some deals with the Student Loan Mar-
keting Association and we are talking with them now, but they are
reluctant to work with us because our loan portfolio has an aver-
age level of indebtedness less than the $4,800 which they like to
see.

5 5'
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Interestingly, vocational and technical schools usually have an
average of somewhere around the $2;500 mark since we are 2-year
schools.

In terms of our student profile, in our schools I have listed on
page six of the testimony, the number of the percentage of stu-
dents, independent and dependent, in each school which has total
income of less than $15,000.

Cumulatively, these come tothey range from 81 percent in one
school to 92 percent in another school, and the average is about 86
percent of our students have incomes below $15,000.

I would also like to submit to the committee a formal comment
which the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools, to
which we belong, filed on Feburary 22, 1982, and the supplement
that they filed on March 9. '

I would like to ask that these copies be entered into the record.
Mr. SIMON. They will be entered in the record.
Mr. STANLEY. Thank you.
[Prepared statement of James Stanley follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES R. STANLEY, DIRECTOR OF STUDENT FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE, PHILLIPS COLLEGES, GULFPORT, MISS.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is James R. Stanley. ,7 am Directoi of Student

:Financial Assistance for Phillips Colleges, Gulfport, Mississippi.

Thank you for the opportunity to appear today and to discuss

with you the impact of a serious omission in the.Final Regulations

of the National Direct Student Loan (NDSL) program issued by the

Department of Educatibn (ED) which were published in the Federal

Register of August 2, 1982.

The refusal of ED to carry forward into the new

regulae.ons from the old any recognition of the demonstrable

rate of progress of an institution in cutting default rates

destroys institutional administrative incentive and deprives

students, largely pook and disadvantaged, of needed NDSL Federal

Capital Contributions (FCC) necessary to student aid. The new

regulations no longer permit continued institutional access to

the NDSL FCC when there has been a decline in the default rate

"by at least 25% percent during the base year" (Sec. 674.6a(a)(2)

of prior regulations). This omission is a serious problem!

At the outset let me affirm the support of Phillips

Colleges for an NDSL regulation which will:

1. Stimulate institutions to cut NDSL default

rates,

2. Reward the successful efforts of those

institutions who do cut default rates, and,

3. Measure institutional performance by an

objective quantitative standard.



Unfortunately, the new Final Regulations do none

of the above. In fact, ED would in some cases actually reward

institutions with increasing default rates. We think this is

.wrong; that the Congress should tell ED that thenewfinal regtda-
,

tions should be amended; and that the implementation be delayed

until this omission is rectified.

Briefly by way of background, Phillips Colleges is a

system of educational institutions in seven states with a total

enrollment of slightly more than 7,000 students eligible for

Financial Aid participation. My own professional experience

in stuaont financial aid administration includes service as

Director of Financial Aid to St. Andrews Presbyterian College

(1978-1981) and Methodist College (1975-1978) in North Carolina.

I have served as President of the North Carolina Association of

Student Financial Aid Administrators (NCASFAA); Chairman of the

Financial Aid Advisory Committee of the North Carolina Associa-

tion of Independent Colleges and Universities. I have taught

workshops in student aid for both the Office of Student Finan-

cial Assistance of the Department of Education and for the

Southern Association of Student Financial Aid Administrators

(SASFAA). I have also served on the SASFAA Executive Board.

Currently I am on the SASFAA Professional Advancement Committee.

As Director of Student Financial Aid I am responsible

for the schools in the Phillips system. Attached as Exhibit

A is the 5 year default rate history report of our schools

through June 30, 1982. As you can see, our rate of progress

in cutting defaults has been substantial. In fact, in four



schools the rate of progress in the decline in default rates

exceeds 25% within the past fiscal year. Two others:have

exceeded 16% in rate of decline. Despite this demonstrable

progress ED regulations penalize our efforts. This is unfair

and should be amended.

We believe this information fairly and credibily

demonstrates the efforts we have made and the success we have

experienced in reducing NDSL defaults. Instead of being en-

couraged we find ED interested only in the level of defaults

rather than the progress in the rate of decline. In other

words, institutions could have an increase in default rates

but still receive 1-..e NDSL FCC. On the other hand, Phillips

Colleges will suffer a loss of NDSL FCC of over one million dollars

depriving NDSL loans to some 650 low income or disadvantaged

students despite a decline of at least 25% in default rate.

59
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REGULATIO:IS COMPARED: OLD AND NEW

A side-by-side comparison of the old and new version

of 674.6a(a) of the NDSL FCC

'impact of not permitting our

in cutting default. This is

jective judgment of what may

We are only talking about an

Funding Procedure illustrates the

institutions to demonstrate progress

a separate factor from the sub-

or may not constitute "due diligence".

objective quantitative test of rate

of success in cutting defaults. The old regulations recognized

standard of progress; the new ones do not.

OLD

/1174.14 Funding procedisoFreistal
capital contributions (FCC

(a) For any year, in Institution
receives Federal capital contribution If
Its default rate

(1) Is 10 percent or less:
(2) h more then 10 percent. but has

declined by at least 25 percent during
the ban year. or

(3) Is more than 10 percent but the
Institution demonstrates that It
exercised due diligence according to the
provisions of Subpart C during the hen
yeu and is currently exercising due
diligence.

NEW

874.11s Funding procedureFader&
capital contributions (FCC).

(s) For any year, an institution may
receive a Federal capital contribution
(FCC) if its default rate le not more than
25 percent.

IMPACT ON GSL ALSO

Access to the Guaranteed Student Loan (GSL) Program

is also threatened. Because of the national publicity in the NY

TIMES, (7-29-52, page D18) and the listing of institutions losing

NDSL funds in Higher Education Daily (8-4-82). We fear State

Guaranty Agencies ("SGA") and banks are becoming at best uneasy

-4-
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about working with schools on the NDSL cut-off list for future

GSL aid. In fact, the Mississippi State Guaranty Agency called

me at the request of two Miss.:_,Ippi GSL lender banks conveying

-grave concern as to whether or not it would be a good business

practice to continue GP: loans to students attending our

Gulfport and Jackson campuses because of media coverage of

NDSL cut-off. As can be seen on Exhibit A, the decline in the

rate of defaults for Gulfport is 25.42% and for Jackson 16.32%.

Despite our efforts and demonstrated success, the Impact of the

new regulations extend beyond NDSL and now may also jeopardize

the GSL.

The GSL problem in Mississippi is particularly acute

because the attempts of the State to establish a Secondary Market

have been stalled. The. State cannot sell the necessary $55 million

in bonds to finance the Secondary Market. Meanwhile Phillips

Colleges, as an eligible lender, is holding $1.2 million in

GSL notes which it is unable to sell at this time Unfortunately,

the Student. Loan Marketing Association ("Salle Mae") is reluctant

to purchase a loan portfolio with an average level of indebted-

ness of less than about $4,800. Vocational and technical

students seldom borrow more than $2,500.
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STUDENT PROFILE

The Phillips College system is gearea to help low

income, economically disadvantaged students to securean educa-

tion which will enable them to find gainful employment upon

traduation. Based on the 1981 data we have filed with ED

in the annual FISAP report, we feel the income leylls of

students in Phillips College illustrated how important the

NDSL is.

t of students
School (dep. & indep.) below $15,000.

Phillips College - Atlanta 82%
Atlanta College of Medical

and Dental Careers 81%
Phillips College -Augusta 83%
Blair Jr. College 92%
Phillips College - Gulfport 91%
Phillips College - Jackson 86%
Louisville College of Medical
and Dental Careers )2%

Phillips College - New Orleans 81%
Oklahoma School of Business 88%

FORMAL COMMENT ON REGULATIONS

Earlier this year the educational association to

which we belong, the Associationof Independent Colleges and

Schools ("AICS") filed a formal comment (February 22, 1982)

with a supplement (March 9, 1982). We would ask that copies

of these documents be entered into the record and made a

part of this hearing.

-6-



APPEAL EFFORTS

In processing our appeal to ED we were faced with an

unusual legal dilemma. ED required schools to phrase. appeals

within the rules of proposed rather than existing regulations.

by every rule of administrative law an existing regulation

has the force of law until replaced. Yet ED instructed us

to limit our appeal to the terms of a proposed regulation

which was not "final" and which is still not "effective".

To protect our legal position we tiled appeals on

all schools showing under the existing regulation that we

either had a rate of decline of defaults in excess of 25%

(subsec.(a)(2)) or had demonstrated "due diligence" (subsec.

(a)(3)) or both. ED ignored these appeals and the existing

regulations authorizing choosing to operate on proprosed

regulations instead. Such action in our opinion demonstrates

that ED was and is unalterably committed to implementing

without amendment the proposed regulations of January 7, 1982.

Such a course of action also makes a mockery of the adminis-

trative law process and publication with request for comment.

Nonetheless for the record we filed appeals based on the

then-existing regulations which were denied on the basis of

proposed regulations. In other words the whole process is

illusory and in violation of the spirit and the letter of our

administrative law system.

"7-
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TIMING IS NO LONGER THE PROBLEM

Had ED timely, however unfairly, implemented the

regulations proposed last January their current case for

instant Congressional acquiesence might have some merit.

The facts are that ED dallied beyond the beginning of the

student financial aid year, July 1, 1982, before publishing

the "final" regulations. The "final" regulations might not

be effective well into October because of the 45 day rule.

Meanwhile schools and students are adjusting to letter of

"interim final" awards for NDSL and other campus programs.

THe simple solution is to delayrttmse "final." regulations for

at least one year. Hopefully during that time they can be

amended.

points:

SUMMARY

We urge the Committee to. bear in mind the following

1. The rate or standard of progress of an insti-

tution in cutting default rates should be a

deciding factor in measuring continued

eligibility for NDSL capital contribution.

The ED new regulations completely disregard

effort and success in cutting default rates.

-8-



2. The responsibility for the delai-in publishing

these "final" regulations As solely that of the

Department of Education and not that of the

schools or COngress. Therefore they should

be further delayed until at least the 1983-84

academic year. Luring this time we hope they

will be amended.

3. We urge Congress to support NDSL regulations

which' will:

(a) stimulate institutions to reduce

NDSL default rates.

(b) reward the successful efforts of

such institutions which evidence

progress.

(c) measure institutional performance

by an objective quantitative

standard.

4. Because the present "final" regulations do none

of the above they should not be allowed to

become effective without amendment.
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CONCLUSION

I appreciate the opportunity to share with the

Committee the objective data and facts of the administration

of student financial aid by Phillips Colleges. We hope that

it will assist you in delaying or amending these unfair final

regulations published by Department of Education. We urge

that revised regulations first recognize a standard of

progress in cutting defaults rather than reliance upon the

arbitrary benchmark level of 25% default ratio.

Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you

today. I will be happy to attempt to answer any questions

you might have.

11-922 0 - 83 - 5

Respectfully submitted,

James R. Stanley
Director, Student Financial
Assistance

Phillips College, Gulfport,
Mississippi

-10-



PHILLIPS COLLEGES

DEFAULT RATE HISTORY REPORT

AUGUST 16,,1982

Comparion of 'Default Rate If All

6/30181'm 6130182 Aasignment3 Previousl!

Conversion Official Official Official Official As of* Diff, . Sent to School Are

School State .to 1AME Acce ted

ACM

!IA

EDM

LCM

OKL

PHI(AT) CA

PHI(A) GA

PHI (C) GA

P111(0) MS

PHI(J) MS

PHI (NO) LA

CA 12101/81 27,28

8/01/81

12/01/81 50.59

12/01/8i

8/01/81

12/01/81 22,96

1/01/81 29.96

8101/81 40,10

810481 43.66

8/01/81 32,56

8/01/81 26,37

OK

28.81 24.11 18,88 17,20 1,68 - 8.90 16.60

9.32 9,44 16.38 13,64 - 2 7 -- 6,7 10.31

27.88 31.99 47,93 50,31 + 2.38 4,91 50.04,

-0-* 11,66, 14,96 18.70 + 3.74 +25,00 18,33

-0- 19,11 +19.11 19.11

26.01 33,17 24.97 25,91 ,+ 1.00 4,00 19,99

33.48 40.30 34.91 21.96 -12,95 -37 10 23,70

39.76,. 47,52 44.94 28.45 -16,49 -36.69' 12,17:

N/A 41,43 42.80 31,92 -10.88. -25 42 29,14

31,83 42,07 42.41 35.49 - 6,92 '16.32,., 29,50

24 38 25,61 29.24 19.90 - 9,34 -31 94 14.54

* This rate will reduce
as assignments previously submitted to ED are accepted
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ED ISSUES RULES TO CUT OFF NEW NDSL AID TO HIGH-DEFAULT SCHOOLS

Black colleges and proprietary schools were hit hardest by rules issued this week to
keep schools with high default rates from getting new National Direct Student Loan
(NDSL) money.

But Education Department officials deny the rules will have a great impact ca students
at the institutions, and at least some higher education officials agree.

The final regulations ED issued Monday would end new NDSL funds for the 1982-83 school
year at 438 schools with NDSL default rates, of more than 25 percent and reduce funds
for about 800 others with NDSL default rates from 10 percent to 25 percent. Some
1,600 schools with NDSL default rates of less than 10 percent will thus get a larger
share of the $179 million ED has to distribute for the coming school year.

None There Before The rules will not hurt the 42 historically black colleges on
the list more this year than last because many of the schools did not get new NDSL
funds last year either, said James Moore, ED' director of student financial aid pro-
grams. "We're not taking a whole lot of federal capital out of the historically black
colleges, because the money wasn't there to begin with," Moore said.

Private, for-profit institutions get so little NDSL money that the cutoff will not
greatly affect them, said Mary Wine, professional relations director for the Associa-
tion of Independent' Schools and Colleges, which represents some 550,businesi schools.
About 65 percent of the schools with defaults of more than 25 percent are proprietary,
according to ED.

Other Aid The nation's more than 100 historically black colleges rely mostly on
TIIT;anlon in Pell Grants to help their students, Moore said. The'amount of NDSL
money the schools will lose is small compared to the funds they get from other aid
programs, including College Work -Study and Supplemental Grants, he said.

As he glanced down'the'list of schools barred from getting new money, Moore said only
about three of the 24 black colleges that caught his eye had gotten new federal cap-
ital contributions last year. Last year, schools with default rates of more than
10 percent were penalized, but many schools did not lose any money because ED allowed
them to show they had either significantly reduced their default rate or did al: they
could to collect the unpaid loans.

Under the new rules, schools cut off from new NDSL funds or slated for reduced shares
can still make the loans out of their revolving fund of loans repaid by other students.
The loans carry a 5 percent interest rate.

But at least one United Negro College Fund (UNCF) official said the group's 42 member
schools would suffer because almost 18 percent of the 50,000 students enrolled in the
the colleges get WDSLs. Niles White, UNCF government affairs director, said ED!.

(more)
Reproduced by Permission (8/17/82)
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Page 2 NIGHER EDUCATION DAILY August 4, 1982'

ED ISSUES RULES TO CUT OFF NEW NDSL AID TO HIGH DEFAULT SCHOOLS (Cont.)

rules are a *tremendous blow to students attending our schools as well as the insti
tutions."

Eight UNCF schools are slated to get new funds for this fall, down from nine last
year, he said. And the slice of the NDSL pie that UNCF schools will get this coming
year, 0.63 percent, is about the same as last year. (more on p. 6)

SCMCNOLSBARNEDFROIAGETTINGNEWIFEDENALCAPITALCONTRMUllONS
UNDER THE NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM

0982-83Schm4Yead

A: Alabama State UniwirsnyMoMcomery; Selma UnivemhySMme Stillman CollegeTuiscaloosa; Talladega
CollegeTalladege 20th Century College-Mobile.

ALASKA: University of Alaska-Anchorage, Juneau.

ARIZONA: Advanced Beauty College-Tucson; Advanced Beauty College-Golf Linke-Tucson; Advanced Beauty School North.
Tucson; Arizona Academy of Beauty SouthTuc eon: Arizona College Medical, Dental a Legal Careers-Tucson; Seabee
Academy of Beauty Cu hum-Yuma; Central Arizona College-Coolidge; Glendale Community College-Glendale; International
ACD of Beauty Culture-Scottsdale; Long Medical InstitutePhoenix; Marlcopa Technical Community CollegePhoenia; Mesa
Community College-Mesa; Phoenix Academy of Beauty.MaryvslePhoenlx; The Refrigeration School-Phoenix; Tucson Beauty
CollegeTucson.

ARKANSAS: Garland Co. Community College-Hot Springs; Mississippi County Community College-Blytheville; North Arkad
ass Community College-Harrison.

CALIFORNIA: ABC Colleges Inc.-Fresno; American Beauty College-Bellflower, Americana Beauty Academy-San Leandro; Ar-
tlst's Beauty College-Sacramento; Associated Technical College-Los Angels; Bauder College Specializing In Career Ed-
Sacramento; Bay-Valley Technical Institute-Santa Clara; California College of Dental TrainingLos Angeles; California Hair
Design-San Diego; California Paramedical a Technics! College-Long Beach; Callforn la Trade a Technical School Inc: Long
Beech; Californis Western School of LawSan Diego; Canyon Country Beauty CollegaCanyon Country; Career College of
HeirstylingMarysville; Carmichael Beauty College-Carmichael; Chaffey Community College-Alto Loma; City College of San
Francisco-San Francisco; College of AlamedaAlameda; Compton Beauty College-Compton; Contempo School of Beauty-
Inglewood; Continental Beauty School-Los Angeles; Country Club College of HairstYlingSacramanto; Covina Beauty College
Covina; Crenshaw Beauty College-Los Angeles; Criss Business College-Anaheim; Datans's College of Beauty-Fresno; Deloux
Schools of Cosmetology4e Masa; Fairfield Beauty Academy.Falrlieldi Feather Rim CollegeGuinc r, Federico Fair Oaks Col.
lege of HairstylingFair Oaks; Flavio Beauty College-Torrance; Game Academy of Cosmetology-Redwood City; Grace Beau-
ty SchoolAnaheim; Indian Valley CollegeNovato; John Pent Beauty College-Torrance; Kay Brown Beauty School-Los
Angeles; Lakewood Beauty Collegelakewood; Lancaster Beauty SchoceLancaetst; Laurel Beauty Academy-North
Hollywood; Lawton School of Medical and Dental Assts: Palo Alto: Le Pants Beauty College La Mirada; Uemart Park Beauty
CollegeLos Angeles; Lodi Beauty College-Lodi; Long Beach College of BusinessLong Beach; Los Angeles City College-Los
Angeles; Los Angeles Community College District East Los Angeles CollegeMonterey Park; Us Angeles Harbor College
Wilmington; Los Angeles Southwest CollegeLos Angeles; Los Anaeles Trade Technical College-Los Angeles; Los Rios Cord
munity College DistriaSecramento; Marto Conoco-San Diego; Mendoclno-Laka Community College DistrictUkiah; Merritt
Universal Beauty Acadenty0akland; Mountain View Beauty College-Mountain View; Mr, Dominic, School of Hair Design-
Whittier, Napa Beauty College-Nape; National Technical Schools-Los Angeles; New College of California-San Francisco;
Newberry School of Beauty-North Hollywood, Burbank, Canoga Park, Covina, Hollywood, Panorama City; North Adrian's
Beauty College-Modesto; North Perk Beauty CollegeSan Diego; Paris Beauty College-Concord; Pasadena Area Community
College DistrictPasadena; Randy' Beauty College-Redding; Richards Beauty CollegeSan Bernadlno; Rio Hondo College-
Whittier, Ron Bailie School of Broadcact.San Jose; Sacramento Beauty College-Sacramento; Salinas Beauty College
Inc: Salinas; San Diego College for Medical a Dental Assts: San Diego; San Diego City CollegeSan Diego; San Diego Mess
College-San Diego; Santa Barbara Beauty College-Santa Barbara; Santa Cruz Beauty College-Ssnta Cruz; Sawyer College at
PomonaPomona; Sawyer College of BusinesaPasadenii Southland College of Med-Dent-Leg CareLos Angeles;
Southwestern College-Chula Vista; The Bryman SchoOla Inc..Long Beach; Touch of Beauty College-Mission Viejo; Ukiah
Beauty College - Ukiah; Universal Beauty Academy-Walnut Creek; Universal College of Beauty-Los Angeles; Valley Common
cial CollegeModesto; Victor Valley Beauty CollegeVictorviiie; Waynes College of Beauty.Sania Cruz; Weslyn College of
Medical and Dental Care-Bellflower, Westgate Beauty College-San Jose; 20th Century Academy of Coarnetology.LIvermore.

COLORADO: Arapahoe Community College-Littleton; Certified Welding School Inc.-Denver, Colorado Aero-Tech-Broomfield;
Lavonne's Academy of Beauty - Arvada, Denver, Thornton; Olympic Beauty Academy Inc.-Colorado Springs; Southern Colo.
Univ. of Cosmetology Pueblo.

CONNECTICUT: Amore Institute of N.. :Jaren Inc-West Haven; Greater Hartford Community College-Hartford; Housatonic
Community College-Bridgeport; Mattatuck Community CollegeWaterbury; Middlesex Community College-Middletown;
Mohegan Community College-Norwich; South Central Community CollegeNew thriven; Tuna's Community College
Farmington,

DELAWARE Delaware Tech and Cmty, College-Georgetown, Dover; WilMington College-New Castle.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA: Georgetown School of Science & Art; Southeastern University; Washington School for
Secretaries.

(more)
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FLORIDA: Betz Business College Inc: Tampa; Brevard Community College-Cocoa; Cherron Williams College-Miami; College
of Boca Raton-Boca Ra Ibn;Daytona Beach Community CollegeDaytona Beach; Edward Waters College Jacksonville; Florida
A & M University-Tallahassee; Florida International University-Miami; Florida Jr. College at Jacksonville-Jacksonville; Games
Commercial College-Miami; Miam10adt Cmty. College-Miami; Southern College Inc:Orlando.

GEORGIA: Albany Stale Collage-Albeny; Atlanta University-Atlanta; Smell Womens College-Atlanta; Int erdr-dmInational
Theological Ctr:Atianta; Meadows College of Business-Columbus, Albany; Morehouse College-Atlanta; Morris Brown
College-Atianta; Phillips College Inc:Columbus; Rutledge College-Atlanta; Savannah State College-Savannah; Spalman
College-Atlanta.

HAWAtt West Oahu Collage, Univ. of Hawaii-Pearl City; Windward Cmty. College-Kaneohe.

ILLINOIS Academy of Beauty Culture-BeiWville; Alberto's Institute of Cosmetology-Rockford; Allied Institute of Technology-
Chicago; Bloomington Academy of Beauty Culture.Bloominglon; Catherine College-Chicago; Chicago State University.
Chicago; City College of Chicago-Chicago; Coiffure School of Beauty Culture-Belleville; Control Data Institute-Chicago; Deb-
bi', School of 0011.11y Culture.Dbicago, Harvey; Governors State University-Park Forest South; Ippo lito School of
Coemetology.Chicago; John & Louis Beauty College-Aurora; Lake Victoria Beauty Academy-Springfield; Lincoln Land Com-
munity College-Springlield; Lincoln Trail College III. Eastern Cmty Colleges-Olney; McKendree College-Lebanon; National
College of Education Chicago; Oakton Community College-Dee Plaines; Sangamon State University-Springfield; Sawyer
SchoolOak Park; Tom Nolan Academy of Beauty Cult ure-DecatucTri County Beauty Academy-Litch Held; Wilfred Academy of
Hair and Beauty Culture-Oak Park, Dee Plaines.

INDIANA: Calumet College-Hammond; Interstate Technical Institute.Fort Wayne; Vincennes Beauty CollegeVincennes.

IOWA American Institute of CommerceBettendort Stewart School of Hairstyling-Council Bluffs; United Electronics
met Dee Moines.

KANSAS:. Climate Control 'net-Wichita; Elect Computer Programming inet-Topeka, Wichita; Wichita Business College Inc-
Wichita.

KENTUCKY: Bowling Green Business College Inc-Bowling Green; Fugazzl Business College-Lexington; Kentucky Business
College-Loington; Kentucky Slate University-Frankfort; Louisville School of Art-Louisville; Mr. John's School of Beauty-
Louisville.

LOUISIANA:. Delta School of Commerce-Alexendria; Draughon Business College-Shreveport; Louisiana Business College-
Monroe; Louisiana School of Professions-Shreveport; Meadows-Draughons College-New Orleans; Phillips College Inc. of New
OrleaneNew Orleans; Spencer College-Baton Rouge.

MARYLAND: Airco Technical Institute-Baltimore; Bowie State College-Bowie; Catonsville Community College-Catoneville;
Community College of Baltimore-Baltimore; Coppin State College-Baltimore; Essex Community College-Baltimore;
Hagerstown Jr. College-Hagerstown; Maryland Institute College of Art-Baltimore; Ruesing University of Beauty-Maplewood;
University of Maryland-Eastern Shore-Princem Ann.

MASSACHUSETTS; Associated Tech inet-Wobum; Boston State College-Boston; Bunker Hill Community College- Charlestown;
Central New England College of Tech - Worcester; East Coast Aero-Technlcal SchoolLexington; ITT Technical Institute-
Chelsea; Massasoit Community CollegeBrockton; Newbury Jr College-Boston; Northern Essex Community College-
Haverhill; Springfield Technical Community Col-Springfield; Swain School of OesignNew Bedford.

MICHIGAN: Delta College-Unlversity Center; Detroit Business Institute-Detroit; Detroit institute of Commerce-Detrolt; Kratnz
Woods Acdmy Med Lablory Tech-Detroit; Lewis College of BuslnessDetrolt Mich Paraprofessional Trng !netSouthfield;
Michigan Tech InstAnn Arbor; Saginaw Valley State College-University Center; Shaw College at DetroitDetroit; State College
of Beauty-Bloomfield, Ann Arbor, Royal Oak; Washtenaw Community College-Ann Arbor.

MINNESOTk. Minneapolis Community College-Minneapolis.

MISSISSIPPI Coahoma Jr College.Clarksdale; Draughon Business College-Jackson; Jackson State University-Jackson;
Mary Holmes College-West Point; Northwest Mississippi Junior ColSenatobia; Phillips College Inc-Jackson, Gulfport; Rust
College-Holly Springs; Tougaloo College-Tougaloo.

MISSOURI: Bailey Technical SchoolSt. Louis; Control Data Institute-St. Louis; Draughon Business College-Springfield;
Draughons Business College of St. Louts InoSt. Louis; Elect Computer Programming InetKan sae City; Platt College-St.
Joseph; Rolla College of Hairstyling-Rolla; Vocational Training CenterSt. Louis.

MONTANA:. Miles Community College-Mlles City.

NEBRASKA: College of Hair Design-Cosmetology Olv and Barber Div-Lincoln; Nebraska College of Business-Omaha; Stewart
School of Hairstyling-Omaha.

NEVADA: Academy of Hair Design-Las Vegas; American Acad for Med AssistantsLas Vegas; Clark County Community
College-Lae Vegas; Education Dynamics Inet-Las Vegas.

NEW JERSEY: Empire Technical Schools of NJ Inc-East Orange; Essex College of BusinessNewark; Essex County College-
Newark; Glassboro State College-Glassboro; Jersey City State College-Jersey City; Joseph Petard° Col of Beauty Culture.
Dover; Keen College of New Jersey-Union; Plaza SchoolParamus; Robert Walsh Business School-Union; Sawyer School.
Clifton. Elizabeth; School of Business Machines- Jersey City.

(more)
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NEW MEXICO: Va-Tech Institute Inc-Albuquerque.

NEW YORK: Ade 1phi Business School-Brooklyn; Advanced Career Training-New York; Apex Technical School-New Yon;;
Cazenovia College-Ca:snarls Control Date Institute-New York; Eastern School for Physicians Aides-New York; Elizabeth
Seton College-Yonkers; Empire Technical School-New York, Hempstead; French Fashion Academy-New York; Friends World
College-Huntington; Hair Design Institute at Livingston Street-Brooklyn; Heffiey A Browne Secretarial School-Brooklyn; Long
Island Beauty School Inc-Hempstead; Midway Beauty School-Forest Hills; Midway-Paris Beauty School-Bronx; New York
Business School-New York; New York Food and Hotel Management School-New York; Niagara Hair Styling 6 Bty Culture Inc-
Niagara Falls; Programming and Systems Institute-New York; Robert Fiance Hair Design Institute-Flushing; Saint Francis
College-Brooklyn; Sawyer Business Sch *Doi-Buffalo; Sullivan County Community College-Loch Sheidrake; SUNY College-Old
Westbury; Taylor Business institute-Hempslead; Technical Career Institute-New York; The Oliver Schools, Inc-Rochester;
Tourc College-New York; Ultissima Beauty Inst at Flushing-Flushing; VEEB Nassau County Sch of Practical Nursing-
Uniondale; Westchester Community College-Valhalla; Westchester Sch of Beauty CutturrM1 Vernon; Wilfred Academy-
Hauppauge, Riverhead, Selden.

NORTH CAROLINA Barber-Scotia College-Concord; Wanton's Junior College-Asheville; Elizabeth City State University-
Elizabeth City; Hamilton College-Charlotte; King's College-Raleigh; Rutledge College- Greensboro, Fayetteville; Saint
Augustine's College-Raleigh; Shaw Unlversity-Raleigh; Winston-Salem State University-Wineton-Salem.

OHIO: Airco Technical Institute-Cleveland; Akron Inst Med Dent Assts-Akron; Betz College-Cincinnati; Bliss College- Columbus;
Central Stale University-Wilberforce; Cincinnati Metropolitan College-Cincinnati; Cooper School of Art-Cleveland; Davis Jr.
College of Business-Toledo; Elyria Academy of Cosmetology-Elyrla; Gallipoli s Business College-GallIP011s; Sawyer School of
Business-Dayton; Southwestern College of Business-Kettering; Virginia Marti School of Fashion Cereers-Lakewood; Wilber-
force Univen'ty-Wliberforce.

OKLAHOMA Draughon School of Business-Oklahoma City, Tulsa.

OREGON: Blue Mountain Community College-Pendleton; Computer Career institute Inc: Portland.

PENNSYLVANIA Airco Technical Institute-Philadelphia; American Academy of Broadcasting-Philadelphia; Cheyney State
Collage-Cheyney; Community College of Philadelphie-Philadelphia; Lincoln University-Lincoln Univerelty; McCarrle Schools
Inc.-Philadelphia; National School of Health Tech: Philadelphia; Pinebrook Jr. College-Coopersburg; Tracey-Warner School
Inc: Philadelphia.

PUERTO RICO: American College of Puerto Rico- Bayamon; Bayamon Central' University-Bayamon; Caribbean University
College-Bayamon; Fundaclon Educative Ana G Mendez-Rio Piedras; University of Puerto Rico-San Juan; World University II-A-
Halo Rey.

RHODE ISLAND: The Mc -fern School-Providence.

SOUTH CAROLINA: Allen University-Col umbia; Clagin College-Orangeburg; Columbia Junior College of Business- Columbia;
Denmark Technical Co liege-Da °nark; Morris College-Sumter; Rutledge College-Columbla, Spartanburg; Voorhees College-
Denmark.

TENNESSEE: Cumberland College of Tennessee-Lebanon; Draughons Jr. College of Business-Nashville; Dyersburg State
Community College-Dyersburg; Edmondson Junior College-Chattanooga; Enril Sch of Bty Culture-Presley-Memphis; Flak
Universily-Nastivilla; Knoxville College-Knoxville; Memphis School of Commerce- Memphis; Nashville Col of Med 6 Dent
Assts-Madison; Tennessee State University-Nashville.

TEXAS: Allstate Business College-Dallas; Austin Community College - Austin; Bishop College-Dallas; cam Education Center-
San Antonio; Central Texas Commercial CollegaBrownwood; Chenier Business College-Beaumont; El Paso Community
College-Et Paso; Four -C College-Waco; Gulf Coast Bible College-Houston; National Beauty School /6-Mesquite; Paul Guinn
College-Waco, Prairie View A 6 M University-Prairie View; San Antonio Community College-San Antonio; Southwest School of
Medical Assts-San Antonio; Texas College-Tyler; Vougue Beauty Colleges-1,2 & 3-Wichita Falls.

UTAH: The School of BroadczstingEalt Lake City.

VIRGINIA: Computer Learning Center Springfield; Control Oats Institute-Arlington; Lynchburg College-Lynchburg; National
Business College Inc.-Roanoke; Norfolk College-Norfolk; Rutledge College-Richmond; Saint Paul's College- Lawrenceville;
Virginia Stale University-Petersburg; Wards Corner Beauty Academy-Norfolk.

WASHINGTON: Glen Dow Academy of Hair Design-Spokane; Highllne Community College-Midway; Knapp College of
Business - Tacoma; M'Lady School of Beauty-Spokane; Metropolitan-Auersweld BLIAIPOSS University-Seattle; Mr. Lee's Beauty
School-Seattle: Washington Technical Mat itutaSeattle.

WEST VIRGINIA: Southern West Virginia Community College-Logan; West Virginia College of Graduate Study-institute; West
Virginia State Collega-institute; Wheeling Beauty College-Wheeling.

WISCONSIN: American Beauty College-Milwaukee, nacine, Green Bay; City College of CLarnaiology.Milwaukee; Milton
College-Milton; Milwaukee Stratton College-Milwaukee; Wisconsin Conservatory cl Music-Milwaukee.

Source: U.S Department of fennel:as
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HOUSE PANEL. APPROVES ANIMAL RESEARCH ACCREDITATION BILL

Universities would have to upgrade their animal research laboratories to get federal
money for health research involving large numbers of animals, under a bill approved
yesterday by a House panel.

-,The House Science and Technology Cammittee,while reserving for itself another look
at the bill next week before sending it to the House floor, agreed yesterday to an
amendment that would require Congress to renew the bill every 10 years.

That 10-year sunset provision would be linked to the 10 years colleges would have
under the bill to became fully accredited in animal research. The accreditation
would be granted by private agencies approved by the Departaent of Health and Human
Services, under the bill, H.R. 6245. .

In yesterday's markup, the committee also endorsed amendments granting outright exemp-
tions from the accreditation standards to zoos and marine animal exhibits and permit-
ting waivers to space and defense projects when warranted by national security in-
terests.

Animal Care Committees ' In addition to tying federal funds for research on an-
imals to the new accreditation standards, the bill would require universities to
sat up an institutional animal studies committee compoaed of at least one member of
the public and one veteridarian. The campus panels would review animal use in on-
going campus research.

The bill urges the National Institutes of Health to emphasize projects using alter-
native methods of testing and research that do not involve animas. It would ask
the health secretary to appoint an advisory panel to ensure that proposals for re-
placing or minimizing the use of animals receive "full consideration for funding"
by HRS.

The bill is the latest in ; series of legislation promoted by animal welfare groups
that want to ban or restrict the use of animals in biomedical research: Such efforts
have been opposed by federal and university officials, who say ch on diseases
and drugs would grind to a halt if animals couldn't be used.

Costly Step Universities further complain that getting accreditation for their
facilities, which are currently inspected by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,
would be costly and unnecessary step. .

The coat of bringing all NIH grantees immediately in line with the stringent stan-
dards of the American' Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care has
been placed as high as $500 million. That group now accredits about a fourth of
the medical centers and veterinary schools that perform research on animals.

Rap. Vin Weber, R-Minn., said yesterday the cost of accreditation was "a substantial
issue:" But bill spOnsor Rep. Doug Walgren, D-A., chairman of the Science, Research
and Technology Subcommittee, -said colleges wouldn't spend that much if animal facil-
ities were upgraded in the normal course of refurbishing campus buildings.

The committee beat back an attempt by Rep. Barry Goldwater Jr., R-Calif., to put
the sunset provision into effect after five years.

Goldwater said the legislation would make "a significant inroad into research
protocol" and should be reviewed carefully for that reason. "We're placing new
requirements on universities that they can little afford ... Too much regulation
could cripple the research industry." (more)
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HOUSE PANEL TENTATIVELY APPROVES ANIMAL RESEARCH ACCREDITATION BILL (Cont.)

Walgran and Rep. George Brown, D-Calif., however, :noted that the impact of the

bill couldn't be d before the 10-year deadlini for full accreditacion.

Such s provision would encourage colleges and universities to hold off from making
any improvements in animal care if they thought the standards would be fILLlished

within five years, said Brown. The committee insteae voted for the ten-year sunset
clause.

Brown called the animal legislation "a conscLaosness-raising bill" that would result
in better care of animals and more efficient eeeeee ah.

The panel Aug. 11 is to take a final vote on the measure with all of Its amendments.

There is no similar Senate bill. --HS

ED ISSUES RULES TO CUT OTF NET? NDSL AID T 40-DEFAULT SCUOOLS (Cont. from p. 2)

UNCF schools have problems with default, 'canalise they serve the poorest students,
who have little experience In managing mmizoy, White said. The high unemployment
rate for blacks also contributes to the pattern, he added.

Fisk University in Tennessee, ono of the prominent black colleges barred from getting
new NDSL funds next year, will not have to make much of en adjustment to the rules
because the school did not get new funds last year, according to its president, Walter
Lantern. TWo years ago, he said, the school got 00,000 in maw loan capital.

,

Although Leonard acknowledged that defaults are a great problem and that every legal
attempt should be made to collect student loans, ho said schools just aren't set up
to be collection agencies.

Different Attitude Now He also noted many of his school's outstanding loans
are left from the 1960s, when more students were of the "narcissistic entitlement
mentality" And felt, "It's ours, we dr,earve it.' Defaults recently have been much

lower, he noted.

Despite the complaints, several officiale 'Including UNCF's White, AICS's Wine and
Leonard Haynes, director of the Office fcx the Advancement or Public Negro Colleges,
which is part of the Nationtl Association, of State Universities and Land Grant Col-
leges, said ED', new rules r,u1o, prompt pone schools to improve their collections.

Tho. rules, which were proposed in January, will take effect in 45 legislative days
unless Congress rejects them, which it is not expected to do.

For more information, see the Aug. 2 Federal Register or contact. Margaret Henry or
John MCGonigal, Office of Student Finan Iiriiiietanee, Education Department, 400
Maryland Ave. SW, Room 01 , ROB Washington, D.C. 20202, M2)245-1720. --DG
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March 9, 1982

Ms. Margaret Henry
Office of Student Financial Assistance
Room 4018, ROB 3
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Ret NPRM Changes in Funding "Procedure" for
ND41, CMS, and SEOG; Fed. Reg. 1-7-82

Dear Ms. Henry:

This will serve to supplement the statement filed Febru-
ary 22, 1982, on behalf of our client, the Association of
Independent Colleges and Schools ("AICS") in the above-cap-
tioned matter.

Attached is a copy of a form letter dated March 1978
to institutional presidents concerning the disposition of
certain NDSL program notes. It appears as Appendix J at
page 209 of the current "Audit Guide, Campus-Based SPA Pro
gramz, Office of the Inspector General, June 1980." The
first sentence of the final paragraph on the first page
states as follows:

"Your institutional default rate will be calcu-
lated each Year on the basis of the annual fiscal-
operations report as of June 30."

We suggest that this letter supplements and reinforces
the discussion in our statement of February 22, 1982, con-
cerning the improper calculation of the default rate for
NDSL as presently practiced. it particularly illustrates
default rates being based on the annual fiscal-operations
report, the instructions of which, if carried out as stated,:
utilize the "principal amount outstanding" rather than the
"principal amount past due and in default" as the basis
for the.computation. We continue to maintain that this
is improper and contrary to the regulations, as well as
inconsistent with proper proce.:re in the semi-annual "Report
of Defaulted Loans" in ED Form 574.

We hope this will be of assistance to you as you review
the NPRM concerning NDSL default penalties.

RAF/cad

Respectfully submitted,

THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Through its General Counsel,

SACHS, GREENEBAUM & TAYLER

Richard A. Fulton

7 4
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

BUREAU OP STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
WASHINGTON. D.C. $0302

March 1978

Dear President:

APPEIDIX J

The purpose of this letter is to transmit instructions for the disposition of
certain National Direct Student Loan Program notes which have been
classified as uncollectible, and to point out the characteristics of the notes
which may be assigned to the United States. Any note which your institution
assigns to the United States is assigned without recompense. In other words,
your institution forfeits its interest In any note cssigned to the United States.

All NDSL notes which are classified as uncollectible must be valid instruments;
that is, they must contain proper signatures, and correct entries to amounts
advanced and dates. For some institutions audits and program reviews may
have already identified defective or invalid notes for correction. However,
should such invalid instruments exist today, the institution which owns the
notes must buy them by depositing into the Fund an amount equal to the un-
collected principal. It may then proceed to attempt collection as if the trans-
action originally involved institutional funds only.

Due diligence in attempting to obtain collections must be demonstrated. Subpart
C of the NDSL regulations covers "Loan Collection - Due Diligence." Since
this standard was published in 1976, you are not required to show full com-
pliance with it for efforts made in prior years. However, reasonable efforts
along the lines of this standard and Appendix 17 of the NDSL manual must be
demonstrated to the satisfaction of the Office of Education.

An important objective should be the conservation of capital in your Student
Loan Fund. Collection studies have shown that second attempts to collect
on long overdue notes are frequently successful. Therefore, any delinquent
note, no matter when the repayment-period began, on which the slightest chance
of recovery of funds still exists, should be retained by the Institution and its
collection actively pursued. Defaulted notes which are included in your report
as of one June 30 would not be shown as defaulted in the following June 30th
report if the note has been retained and the borrower has been brought back into
repayment status.

Your institutional default rate will be calculated each year on the basis of the
annual fiscal-operations report as of June 30. Notes which have been assigned to
and accepted by the United States will be included in the basic default rate
thereafter. On the other hand, notes which have been assigned to and accepted
by the United States will be subtracted from your basic default rate to obtain

7 5.,
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an adjusted default rate. This adjusted default rate will be used as the Insis
for determining the effectiveness of your operation of this phase of your
program in comparison with other Institutions.

If you determine that you have valid NDSL notes on which due diligence
has been performed, and there appears to be practically no chance of
collection on these notes, you may then assign them to the United States
.without recompense.

An original OE Form 533, Assignment of Defaulted Notes) must be completed
for each loan which you wish to assign to the United States, and be certified
by an institutional official who has the authority to relinquish the institution's
Interest In the note. A sample of this form is enclosed, and additional copies
should be requested in writing from:

Mrs. Florence V. Taylor
Chief, Services and Collections Section
Campus and State Grants Branch, DPO
Bureau of Student Financial Assistance
U.S. Office of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

A copy of the Procedural Guidelines and General Information statement Is also
enclosed.

Questions pertaining to this matter may be directed to Mrs. Taylor on telephone
number 202-243-9727.

Enclosures

Sincerely yours,

Carolyn
Director
Division of Program Operations
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February 22, 1982

Ms. Margaret Henry
Office of Student Financial Assistance

Room 4018, ROB 3
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20202

Re: NPRM Changes in Funding "Procedures" for
NDSL, CWS, and SEOG, Fed. Reg. 1-7-82
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Dear Ma. Henry:

This responds to youradvance notice of proposed rulemaking (47 Fed.

Reg. 908-914 (January 7, 1982)) and the invitation for public comment on

changes in funding "procedures" for NDSL, CWS, and SEOG,

We represent the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools ("AICS")

with more than 550 institutions, along with some 300 branches, extensions,

and auxiliary activitieu thereof. These institutions all are "instituti.ms

of higher education' for purposes of Title IV of the Higher Education Act of

1965, as amended, pursuant to either Sec. 481(a)(1) or Sec. 1201(a). Pre-

ponderantly, AICS institutions have entered into Program Participation Agree-

ments with the Secretarypursuant to Sec. 487. Fifty percent,of AICS insti-

tUtiOnS enroll fewer than 500 students.

AICS and its member institutions, as "interested persons," appreciate

the gravity of the Secretary's responsibilities in administering, according

to law, the so-called campus-based programs,
including the NDSL. Our client

continues to look forward, to the opportunity of both formal and informal

consultation. In such a spirit of constructive cooperation, we suggest that

the NPRM of January 7, 1982, should be withdrawn and rewritten because:

1. Failure to comply with the Regulatory Flexibility Act

(96-354), including lack of the requisite or adequate

"succinct statement explaining the reasons for such

certification" by the Secretary that these regulations

will not have a significant economic impact on a sub-.

seantial number of small entities.
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2. Failure to comply with Title VI--Nondiscrimination in
Federally Assisted Programs of the Civil Rights Act of
1961 ;,; 2000d-2000d-'* P.L. nn 152) because the
disparate "impact" of the proposed iegui,,tions fall
more harshly on one group than another so that persons
on the ground of race, color, or national origin will
be excluded from, denied the benefits of, or be sub-
jected to discrimination in the administration of the
NDSL under Sec. 601 and that the proposed regulations
fail to carry out the mandate of Sec. 602.

3. Failure to utilize the regulatory definition for the
calculation or computation of "default rate" as set out
in 34 C.F.R. Sec. 674.2 for purposes of the proposed
Sec. 674.6a--Funding Procedure--Federal Capital Contri-
bution (FCC), causing the likelihood of an inflation of
the "default rate" of an institution and resulting either
in an erroneous reduction or denial of an FCC.

4. The disparate impact on small entities of the proposed
Verification of Student Aid Applicant Information- -
Sections 674.22, 675.29, and 676.25 is contrary to Exe-
cutive Order 12291, inconsistent with the purported certi-
fication of the Secretary under the Regulatory Flexi-
bility Act. Further, until the Secretary does in fact
"establish and publish procedures to be used for" se-
lecting students and verifying information, the requested
response on "burden reduction" or pursuant to the statu-
tory Education Impact Statement of Sec. 409 of GEPA (P.L.
96-374) is impossible. This omission would seem to pre-
clude these proposed regulations from becoming effective
for lack of an educational impact assessment statement
which shall determine whether any information required
is already available.

Regulatory Flexibility Act Noncompliance

The NPRM acknowledges that "the small entities affected by these regu-
lations are small institutions of higher education." We are informed by the
Director, Division of Regulations Management, Office of General Counsel,
that the NPRM of January 16, 1981, giving "Notice of Definition under the
Regulatory Flexibility Act" has been "abandoned." Thus, we have no knowledge
of the standard cr.: criterion for "small" used by the Secretary in the above
statement or in the certification required by the Act.
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Ninety-seven percent of AICS proprietary members are "small entities"
under the Act as determined by the Small Business Administration. 13 C.F.R.

Sec. 121.3-10. We understand that more than 1,100 of the instituL4tos ac-
credited by the National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology A114-e-and
Sciences enroll fewer than 500 students. According to the National Asso-

ciation for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education (NAFEO), the organization
hich serves as the voice of the nation's historically and predominantly

ristitutions, 13 of the 111 institutions enroll fewer than 500 stu-

. nearly 2,000 institutions would have met the proposed defi-

r,tic.1 c itity. Surely the Secretary had some criteria for "small"

when issuing Lc., tifica,.ion, but what it is we know not! We think the

puolic is entitled to know,

All institutions with a Program Participation Agreement would normally
file annually the required FISAP statement (ED Form 646), which on page 15
reports students who have shown "need" by brackets of family income, taxable
and non-taxable.:. It is thus available to ED to compare the family income of
students in some 2,000 small entity institutions with that of studtnts in
all institutions elicible for Title IV campus-based programs. W) suggest
that there will be a disparate economic impact of the NPRM that will fall
more harshly on the students in the small entity 2,000 we have aggregated

and for which the Secretary has data in the FISAP reports.

Purportedly the Secretary has availed himself of the authority of Sec.
605(b) of the Regulatory Flexibility Act to certify that the proposed rules
will not have a significant economic impact on a substantial'number of small

entities. The SBA has not confirmed to us receipt from ED of-the statutory
notification. 'More importantly, we question and put at issue the "adequacy"
of what the ED OGC has identified to us as the "succinct statement explaining
the reasons for such certification."

According to ED OGC in a telephone call on February 19, 1982, at 10:12
a.m., the following constitutes the "succinct statement explaining the rea-

sons."

"The regulations propose changes in the procedure for
allocating program funds to institutions and calculating
the Federal capital contribution, and they would permit the
Secretary to require verification of iniormation submitted
by student aid applicants." (Emphasis supplied.)
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We submit the foregoing gives no "reasons," succinct or otherwise, why
the proposed regulations will not have a significant economic impact on a
substantial number of small entities. The proposed regulations will in fact
have a significant economic impact, including:

1. Creating an irrebuttable presumption against those with a
default rate computed to be in excess of 25%.

2. Diminish substantially the FCC for those with a default
rate of greater than 10% but not more than 25% through
the use of a default computation formula inconsistent
with 34 C.F.R. 674.2, creating a significant economic
impact on institutions and students known to or readily
'ascertainable to ED through its own data based on FISAP
reports filed annually.

The Regulatdry Flexibility Act (P.L. 96-354). amends the Administrative
Procedure Act in 5 U.S.C. 551-59 et seq. "The APA requires not only find-
ings but also reasons,..... " "Reasons differ from findings in that r?asons
relate to law, policy, and discretion rather than to facts." K. Davis, Ad-
ministrative Law Text 341 (1971).

The certification by the Secretary describes the action as mere "changes
in procedure." However, in the next column at page 910 of the Federal Register,
in "Citation of Legal Authority," it is explicitly stated that the statutory
or other legal authority follows "each substantive provision of these pro-
posed regulations." Sec. 674.6a, which would deny an FCC to an institution
with a default rate in excess of 25%, and Sec. 674.7, which limits appeals
only to-institutions with some funding level of FCC, are followed by the
r-ranthetical citations of statutory authority of 20 U.S.C.,1087bb. Thus,
despite the Secretary's description (or succinct reason?) that the proposed
regulations are procedural, we feel the inference is fairly drawn that they
are in fact substantive. The Regulatory Flexibility Act clearly seeks to
provide for "small entities" alternative regulatory approaches. Sec. 2(a)(7),
P.L. 96-354.

, .

We suggest that the certification of. the'Secretary is. (1) lacking, (2)

inadequate, or (3) inaccurate, or all three. ' This failure. to comply with
the Regulatory Flexibility Act, while an indepehdent ground for withdrawal
for rewriting, is additionally related to noncompliance with Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act.
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Civil Rights Act Noncompliance

Nondiscrimination in federally assisted programs is mandated by the

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. 2000d-2000d-4 (P.L. 88-352).
The proposed regulatory changes in allocating and funding levels of the FCC,
though facially neutral in their treatment of different schools and the
degree to which any school serves low-income, disadvantaged and minority
groups, result in a "disparate impact" on Blacks and Spanish-surnamed Ameri-
cans so that they are less favorably treated in access ,o NDSL program sup-
port. The discriminatory impact is the standard by which the irrebuttable
criteria of the over 25% exclusion and the 10% through 25% reduction of FCC
should be measured, even though there is no specific intent to discriminate
by ED.

Black and Hispanic students will be excluded from, be denied, or ex-
perience reduced NDSL benefits, and be subjected to discrimination in the
administration of the NDSL despite the prohibition of Sec. 601 and the man-
date to ED in Sec. 602, because of the "disparate impact" of these proposed
regulations on schools with a history of higher default rates but serving

such students. These proposed regulations are not consistent with achieve-
ment of the objectives of the Higher Education Assistance Act of 1965, as

amended.

Our hope is to point out to the Secretary the serious pitfalls and pro-

found potential for litigation should these regulations go unamended. The

data which would most appropriately provide the prima facie case of dis-
crimination would be established by statistics now in the care, custody,

and control of ED. The Congress expects the Secretary to use such informa-
tion'on Blacks, Hispanics, and low-income persons in the Sec. 342 Waiver of
Authority and'Reporting Requirement of the Title III Institutional Aid pro-

grams. If the Secretary can determine "that the institution has tradi-
tioqally served substantial numbers of black students" for Title III, he can

and should do the same in Title VII

We fervently hope that the adversarial nature of litigation in
which data need be compiled quantitatively can and should be avoided. How-

ever, we would respectfully point out the successful efforts If ED in Title

VI litigation establishing the judicial legitimacy of "discriminatory im-
pact" despite no specific -intent to discriminate by its practice. Board of

Education, New York City v. Harris, 444 U.S. 130, 62 L.Ed.2nd 275, 100 S.Ct.

363 (1979). See also, Teamsters v. U.S., 431 U.S. 324, 52 L.Ed. 396, 97
S.Ct. 1843 (1977); particularly the discussion of "disparate impact" at page

415, footnote 15.
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It is indeed ironic that any institution which has failed to carry out
a Program Participation Agreement under Sec. 487 is entitled to notice and a
hearing on the record before loss of NDSL funds; or that the Secretary has
statutory "discretion" to award Title III funds. However, if the default
rate exceeds 251, an irrebuttable regulatory presumption--without access to
the National Appeal Panel--is created without any opportunity to establish
that "...default rate does not reflect its current collection efforts. "G The
proposed regulation Sec. 674.7(d)(2) permits this justification for insti-
tutions with a default rate of 10% through 25%11

We vigorously urge that the regulations be amended to permit threshhold
access to the National Appeal Panel for any institution, including one with
a default rate in excess of 25%, which can certify that it serves a sub-
stantial number of minority, educationally disadvantaged, and/or low-income
students. Such threshhold access would be an initial and separate determina-
tion. Once having achieved access to the National Appeal Panel, the institu-
tion should then have the same burden of proof as any other institution to
document the items in Sec. 674.7(d). This could include important issues
such as the fact that its'default rate does not reflect its current collection
efforts or that the standard expected family contribution figures do not
accurately reflect the characteristics of the student body where there may
be no family contribution. See subsection (d)(2) and (d)(4).

The right of access to the National Appeal Panel for any institution
serving a substantial number of minority, educationally disadvantaged, or
low income students should not be denied by the barrier of an irrebuttable
regulatory presumption. The Secretary has data under Title III and through
family income reports by brackets on page 15 of the ED Form 646 FISAP report.
We do not seek to have the burden of documentation reduced in the merits of
the appeal. We only seek the right to rebut a presumption against access to
an appeal. That is athreshhold issue separate from the merits. Such thresh-
hold access to the National Appeal Panel should substantially diminish the
potential for "disparate impact" of these prop-ed regulations.

Default Rate Improperly Computed

Inflated default rates are the result of ED's failure to follow the
computational formula of its own regulatory definitions! The result is that
institutions are improperly placed in the 11% to 25% category of diminished
FCC or the greater 2,% category of ' irrebuttable denial. This results from
the unauthorized computation required of schools in page 9, Section C-1, and
the required utilization of that data in, column "e" rather than column "f"
of page 12 of the F/SAP report, otherwise identified as ED Form 646. The
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FISAP instructions are not in accord with the regulatory definition of "de-
fault rate" which are explicitly affirmed in Section 674.6a(d) of the pro-
posed regulation. The unauthorized FISAP instruction can and does result in
a higher than proper numerator in the equation than the correct computation
of the semi-annual "Report of Defaulted Loans" in ED Form 574.

The instructions in the semi-annual report for column (d), "Principal
Amount in Default," state:

"Include only the principal amount that should have been
paid and is in default because of nonpayment. Do not include
the entire principal amount even if that amount has been de-
clared due and payable as the result of nonpayment."

The regulations in Sec. 674.2 define "default rate" as the result of
dividing " Defaulted principal amount outstanding,",the numerator, by "matured
loans," the denominator. "Defaulted principal amount outstanding" is also
defined by the regulation as:

"The total amount borrowed that has reached the repayment
stage minus any principal amount repaid or canceled on
loans, etc."

Curiously, the FISAP report (ED Form 646) at page 9 reprints in column
two the same ratio formula using the same words for both the numerator and
the denominator as are in Regulation 674.2. However, the instructions in
column one of page 9 for the numerator in the computation differ drastically
from the regulation and the semi-annual report. It is not the "Defaulted
Principal Amount Outstanding" which is placed in the numerator for the com-
putation in the FISAP but rather the "Principal Amount Outstanding." The

instructions in column two of page 9 clearly require the use of the amount
:n column "e" rather than co,..umn "f" of line 8 in Section C. Column "f"
follows the regulatory definition.

Column "e" is: Principal Amount Outstanding.

Column "f" is: Principal Amount Past Due and. in Default.

Column "f" of FEDAC R-54 complies with the regulatory definition of
"Defaulted principal amount outstanding." Column "e", which in most cases_
is a higher, figure and resulting in a higher "default rate" does not! Not

all of a loan is in default merely because a portion is past due.
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The result of ED's unauthorized formula is that many institutions,
particularly those which have come into the NDSL program in its later years,
are forced incorrectly into a false default rate resulting in a diminution
or loss of FCC. Most of these schools serve substantial numbers of low-
income, minority, and educationally-disadvantaged students.

We suggest the time is overdue for ED, at a minimum, to follow its own
regulatory definition and computation of "default rate."

Regulatory Compliance Includes Ed

Our client appreciates the enormous administrative responsibility re-
posed in the Secretary for improved administration of the campus-based pro-
grams. Timely disbursal of campus-based funds is essential to institutional
planning. We fear that the potential for confrontation and delay by way of
injunction in the judicial forum is most serious because of the failure of
the Department to abide by or take account both the letter and the spirit
of:

1. The Regulatory Flexibility Act

2. Title VI of the Civil Rights Act

3. The Education Impact Statement of GEPA and its relationship to
Executive Order 12291.

4. Its own NDSL regulatory definitions of "Default or in default,"
"Default Rate," and "Defaulted principal amount."

Suggestions for Revision

While we do sincerely point out in the proposed Rule what we feel to be
the ominous and the grave consequences, our goal is to cooperate with the
Secretary to revise the proposed rule both to comply with the law and to
help students and: schools. To do this, we would, at a minimum, suggest:

1. Permit any school which can show that it serves a sub-
stantial number of minority, educationally disadvantaged,
and low-income students, despite a default rate in excess
of 25%, to have access to the National Appeal Panel pur-
suant to Sec. 674.7 even though it has not received a
Federal capital contribution.
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2. Change the computation of "default rate" to conform to

existing statutory definitions, includ:ng the use of the
amount in column "f" rather than "e" of the FISAP report in
ED Form FEDAC R-54 and the instructions in page 9 of Form 646.

3. Develop alternative regulatory approaches for "small entities"
such as eliminating the requirement that delinquent loans
must Le sent to litigation for compliance. Possibly, per-
haps, for small entities such loans could be turned over
earlier to 6D for collection but without total lops of the
FCC. 'Possibly this could be done on a service charge
basis.

4. Convene a meetinr4 of representatives of institutions which
are small entities and institutions which serve low-income,
minority, and educationally disadvantaged students to dis-
cuss alternative remedies.

Conclusion

TIle proposed regulations are drastic in impact. The failure of the
Department to comply with either the spirit or the letter of the Regulatory
Flexibility Act is manifest. The Title VI consequences for many students
and schools are grave. The Educational Impact Statement requ!rement seems
caught in a "Catch-22" situation because many criteria to be used by the
Secretary are yet to be disclosed. All of this creates a climate which both
frustrates and inhibits positive receptivity of those regulations in this
draft.

Se urge, at a bare minimum, that the revisions we have suggested be
adopted in the'Final Rule. Meanwhile, we look forward to the posPibility of
an invitation to constructive cooperation in revising the proposed rules.

Respectfully submitted,

THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT
COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Through its General Counsel,

SACHS, GREENEHAUM

By:

RAF/csd
Attachments:, ED Fon, 574

ED Form 616, page 9
ED Form 646, FEDAC No. R-54

TkiLER

Richard A. Fulton
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Mr. STANLEY. One other problem that we have is that our appeal
efforts have been stymied this year. We were put in a unique situa-
tion in that we were forced to make appeals based on proposed reg-
ulations at the time, and not on existing regulation.

We did appeal, all of our schooic mad:: appeals, and we appealed
on the existing regulations which were totally disregarded by the
process and these were regulations which, of course, were not final
at that time and still are not effective.

The action that the Department of Education took in ignoring
these appeals and existing regulations points out to us that the de-
partment was and is committed to implementing without amend-
ment those proposed rules of January 7, which makes it appear to
us that the whole process is illusory and also in violation of the
spirit and letter of the law.

I hear a lot now from talking with .people in the Department of
Education and some of zny colleagues in financial aid that the prob-
lem is timing, that we have had delays and we need to get this
money out to the students.

Had the Department of Education in a timely manner, no matter
how unfairly, implemented those regulations, their current case for
instant congressional acquiescence might have merit. Unfortunate-
ly, they did not do that, and now we are in a situation because of
the 45-day rule that it could be well into October before we get any
funds from the Department of Education.

Meanwhile, we are trying to adjust to interim final awards for
NDSL and not knowing what we are going to have to work with for
students.

To summarize, sir, I would like to urge the committee to bear in
mind the following points. One, that the rate or standard of prog-
ress an institution makes in cutting default rates should be a decid-
ing factor in measuring continued eligibility for National Direct
Student Loan Federal capital contributions. The new Ed regula-
tions completely disregard this effort.

Two, that responsibility for the delay in publishing these regs is
solely that of the Department of Education, and not that of institu-
tions and not that of Congress. Therefore, they should be further
delayed until at least the 1983-84 academic year. During this time,
we hope they will be amended.

We urge Congress to support National Direct Student Loan regu-
lations which will stimulate institutions to reduce NDSL default
rates which will reward successful efforts of institutions which evi-
dence progress and which measure institutional performance in an
objective and quantitative standard.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Our final witness, and I want to apologize in advance in case I

leave before you are through because I have already delayed an-
other meeting 30 minutes here, but if the three witnesses can stay,
even though I am leaving, so the majority and minority counsel
can ask any questions, I would appreciate it.

Our final witness is president of one of America's finest schools
and if you will forgive a personal reference here, one of my reasons
for being in politics today is that a very, very poor student, eco-
nomically, was given a chance to go to Bowdoin College, and his
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name was Paul Douglas, and Paul Douglas is, if I have a political
mentor, Paul Douglas is that mentor.

I probably cllow very inadequately in his precepts and the way
he launched me. But what we are talking about is a young man,
dirt poor in Maine, who was given an opportunity. His father had
left the family and he grew up in a little community that I have
visited up in Maine where there is not even a road into the town,
you reach it by railroad or you stop the car and then you walk to
get to this little town. It can hardly be called a town, even.

But somewhere, somehow, Bowdoin College gave an opportunity
to Paul Douglas and what we are really talking about is how do we
give opportunities to the Paul Doug lases of the future.

With that introduction, Mr. President, we are going to call on
you.

STATEMENT OF LEROY GREASON, PRESIDENT, BOWDOIN.
COLLEGE, BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Mr. GREASON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will try to be brief
and summarize--

Mr. SimoN. If you can move that mike over in front of you.
Mr. GREASON. All right. I simply said, thank you, Mr. Chairman,

and I shall try to be brief and simply stress three or four matters
that I think are important, with illustrations that are not in the
testimony which I have submitted to the committee.

And if you can stay for just the first minute of what I have to
say, you may run out without embarrassing me at all.

Mr. SimoN. I am going to stay here for another 10 minutes, but
at that point, I am going to have to leave.

Mr. GREASON. All right. Well, as you can see, I am anxious about
three points. The first is that the regulations that are presumably
going into effect, so-called final regulations of August 2, eliminate
Bowdoin College from both current and future participation in na-
tional direct student loan program in a way that I think was nei-
ther foreseen nor intended.

I am referring to the Federal capital contribution in the pro-
gram, and it seems to me remarkably ironic that the formula
should work this way. Bowdoin has a 6-percent default rate, we
work very hard at it, we do have entrance and exit interviews on
this, we have a followup with a series of letters when there is a
default, and when we have not been able to reach them, and in
some human way try to resolve the difficulty that makes repay-
ment hard, then, indeed, we do become tough and quite prepared to
resort to the courts after every other effort has failed. It is not as
though our need were any less.

Five years ago, the money that Bowdoin itself had to lend, the
money we received through NDSL, funded all undergraduate loans.
Today, they handle about 40 percent of them. In view of those con-
siderations, it seems to me a shame that we now have a set of regu-
lations excluding such a college from the FCC part of the program.

Now I have also submitted for the record a letter which explains
how that formula has worked, a letter from our director of student
aid to Mr. Moore of the Department of Education.
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Mr. SIMON. Mr. President, if I may interrupt you, I have just
read the letter, but I don't understand it. Can you explain it to me?

Mr. GREASON. If I understood it, I don't think I would be a col-
lege president. It simply is a following-out of the formula in the
first instance, that is, last year, we had a choice between 211,000 or
301,000 whichever was larger. This year we have to go with the
leaser of the two, and we are not eligible for about $60,000 of FCC
funding.

In fact, I have here, and I would like to enter it for the commit-
tee's record, too, our notification from the Department of Educa-
tion, indicating that the amount we will receive for FCC this year
is zero dollars.

Mr. SIMON. We will enter that in the record, along with Mr.
Moulton's letter.

[The letters referred to above follow:]
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE
DIRECTOR. OF STUDENT MD BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011

July 19, 1982

Mr. James Moore
Director, Student Financial Aid Programs

'U.S. Department of Education
Office of Student Financial Assistance
400 Maryland Avenue, S.W. (ROB-3)
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Jim,

Here is the follow-up letter you asked me to write during our tele-
phone conversation last week. Please consider. this Bowdoin's request for re-
instatement of a 1982-83 NDSL Conditional. Guarantee - Level of Expenditures
amounting to $301,304. We have already appealed this matter to the National
Appeals Panel, and we were denied on a pro-forma basis since the matter was
listed as anon- appealable item.

You may recall that our'prcblem relater: to the difference between
computation of a Conditional Guarantee between current regulations (January
19, 1981) and proposed regulations (January 7, 1982). Under the January 19,
1981 regulations governing applications for federal funds, the calculation
for Conditional Guarantee - Federal Capital Contribution is done as follows:

Conditional Guarantee is the greater of -

I. Base Year Level of Expenditure times 90% or,

II. Current Year Funding Level times Utilization Rate
times 90%

In Bowdoin's case, the mathematics,work this way

I. Base year LOE x 90%
(A) Loans made 1980-81 $223,900

(B) Administrative Expense 11,178
Total $235,078

x. .90
A211,570

II. Current Year Funding Level x tip
Utilization Rate x 90%
(A) FCC Current Year (corrected) $ 94,581
(B) Institutional Capital Contribution 10,404

(ICC)
(C) 110% of base year collections 214,433
(D) Reimbursements for!cancellations 1,372

(E) Cash on hand 6/30/81 . 13,992

Total $334,782
Utilization Rate x 1.00

$334,782
''x .90

1301,304
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Use of the higher figure, $301,304 would then lead to a Conditional Guarantee -

FCC of $63,371.

The substitution of the January 7, 1982 proposed regulations for the
January 19. 1931 regulations eliminates Part II of the formula for calculating
Conditional Guarantee - LOE. Use of the lower figure ($211,570) in conjunction
with an estimated increase in the amount available from collections, then eliminates
Bowdoin from eligibility for any new federal funds in the NDSL Program.

I believe the January 7, 1982 regulations have had a mathematical impact
upon Bowdoin that was neither foreseen nor intended.

They would also have the effect of locking our LOE to the 1980-81 year.
thus preventing Bowdoin from qualifying far a Federal Capital Contribution in
succeeding years. Furthermore. the January 7, 1982 regulations are proposed ,

not final and they were not issued until after applications were submitted.

In the past. the Department has increased the Level of Expenditure for
a number of institutions for various reasons. I ask that you do so now in Bowdoin's
case so that we may continue to participate in the NDSL Program. In making this

request, I an not seeking any advantage for the College but merely continued
participation under the same ground rules that have applied in years past and still
exist in current regulations.

I hope co hear from you as soon as possible so we can make whatever
plans are required as the 1982-83 academic year gets underway.

Wilt

cc: Dean Wilhelm
Mr. Woodall

93

Sin erely,

Wa H. Moulton
Director of Student Aid
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BOWDOIN COLLEGE
BRUNSWICK, MAINE D4011

PRESIDENT

AUG 23 1982

The Honorable Paul Simon
Chairman
Stubcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor
House of Representatives
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

August 19, 1982

Dear Mr. Simon:

Enclosed is the copy you requested of Mr. Walter H. Moulton's first letter
to the Department of Education appealing the results for Bowdoin of the new
regulations governing the National Direct Student Loan Program. For a
college to be excluded from Federal Capital Contribution Funds in spite of a
,6 percent default rate seems wrong to me. The new regulations must be producing
results that were, as Mr. Moulton observes, "never anticipated and never
intended."

Let me once again thank the Committee for the opportunity to appear before
it. Your kind remarks about Bowdoin and Senator Douglas were very much
appreciated.

sinc

7
re

A. y Greason

ALG/jk

Enclosure
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ilOW DO I N COLLEGE
DIRLCTOR OP STUDENT AID BRUNSWICK, MAINE 04011

April 20, 1982

APPEALS
NUSL/CWS/SEOC
Post Office Box 23914
L'Enfant Plaza
Washington, D.C. 20024

Bear Sir,

I write on behalf of Bowdoin College to appeal our elimination frhm
participation in any further distribution of Federal Capital CuutributIon in
the National Direct Student Lunn Program. Although this letter is technically
not addressed to Any appealable item, that la only brraosu problem Itself

had not been identified at the time that the provislous fur appeal wore writter.

Under the January 19, 19111 regulations govetalog applications fur
federal funds, the calculation for Conditional Huaranlec - Veleral Capital
Contribution la done aim follows:

Conditional Con rantee la the grept.yr of -

1. Base Year Level of Expenditure 'Amen 90t or,

Current Year Funding Level ti.:es Utilization

Rate timea 90%

In Bowdoin's ease, the mathematics work this ,MY

I.

II.

Baae year LOE x 90%

(A) Loans made 1980-111

(B) Administrative Expense
Total

Current Year Funding Level x Utilization
Rata x 90%
(A) FCC Current Year
(B) Institutional Capital Contribution

(ICC)

(C) 110% of base year col/cottons

(0) Reimbursements for cancellalinns
(E) Cash on hand 8/30/81

Total
Utilization Rate

* This will-lie the amount. of 8'881010'8'.

$271,900
ILI 78

a .9H
I'21T,536

$ 94,581*.
10,404Y

214,433
1,372,

13.992
7.1:14,702

x 1 00
$334,782

x .90

156-1-,304
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'1981-82 FCC a( ter- ELI Ilan eat reel eel I t t .0 villoitt I ill
Panel approved changes.

Use of the higher figure, $301,304 woniti t hen lead to a ruodlt lona I I:oat:gut rr -
;CC of $63,371.

The anion tut ion of the January 7, 1982 proposed rennl lo.,:: I- 11.
./nnnary 19, 1981 regulation,. el Iminates Part I I of lhr I nrmul I or Inn .
Condit tonal Guarantee - we. tint' or the lower !Iglu,. ($211,570) piort ion
with an estimated inerease in the amount nval table I rot, rol ect Ions, then el Ind -
nat es Bowdol n from el 1 nth I 1 it y for tiny new f edern I. f tindr. in the 111161. Prow'am.

I Auk the Panel and tie OcParttnent of Lthevrtt tvii to etoits !dor the lol lowing
point SI

1. Our requeste&Level of Expenditure rose from $891.107
to $1,736,151 based upon audItable datn tor Increased
number of aid candidate., and no Increano In the VUEIL

of attendauce. 'Pile 0014 formnla aUVg 00i permit an
Increase in 1.0E, only a due ream..

2. The new regulations would lurk 1.01: to the 19811-10 year
thus prevent lug Itowdoln from .inal living for a Federal
Capit al Vont r 'but Ion in Hoer,,,,, var,..

3. The January 7, 1982 regulations are prnpunaJ Inn final.
tout, they Impart open some (not flotions in sign! f leant ly
di f ft:reitt waytt from the regolat tOtt( that are now In L.( I vul..
Fur thermo;e the proposed newt) at lung were Issued After
applications were submit red. Nc:t Ht.:mint' of their one
vis-a-vis, Panel prncentirtni u.+. not ninon Mit I ) Hove 1thiy,t
ago.

4. I believe the .I.ntuary 7. 1982 lentil:It long have a nun hvtn.tt Ica]
effect upon c,.1 1 eget.; that wan never anticipated :t1 never
Intended by the Edurnt Ion Department .

Some adjustment In thin ulLoatlnn ix vwlsitlal. 1 ask .1,0th We Panel
:6141 the Education Department to seek HOW0 equitable both In ih now
of howdoin College and for n11 other institutions In the conntry that have suffered
it unwarranted loss of federal hinds as a venni I c of the formola change, it novels
°lil fair to correct the Imha !tutees that hon.. "vvur rvtl oven 111111v het .hvo .1

failurelure to du ao will perpetuate the !envoi' t v In the years ahead and 1,
1.

vuly remove any proedure for reth VHS of 1,.v.ote.

.1/1
r".

Wallar y9. tun,111,11

litter l.r of tit thloil 1111
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Mr. GREASON. Thank you.
Now, the Department of Education has not been able to provide

us with any administrative remedy for this problem. We have ap-
pealed, we have been told there is an appeal, but we have also been
told we cannot appeal this particular matter because it concerns
the amount of money, based on the formula. So we are in a kind of
Catch-22 where there is an appeal system, and yet, we cannotwe
have been told there is no deal possible in this case.

So we really have no alternative but to ask the committee to do
what it can to see that there is a delay for a year while what seems
to us a fairly bewildering situation is worked out.

Now the second point is simply to note the larger problem. And
that is that these regulations, and I should read this carefully, "ad-
dress only the loan collections which are automatically increased
at a rate of 10 percent per year."

However, there is no provision for any increase at all in the con-
ditional guarantee for a college. This assures, as we understand it,
that every college in the country will be eliminated from the pro-.
gram sooner or later, since collections which increase automatical-
ly must finally exceed a static or declining conditional guarantee
for every institution. That is the way the formula works.

I must assume that small colleges will probably be eliminated
first since the amounts they deal in are relatively small, and that
those colleges with the best loan collection records will be eliminat-
ed from the program fastest.

Let me just note one instance; we had, as I noted, a 6-percent de-
fault rate. There is a university close by with a 10- to 15-percent
default rate, a very good university. It will receive, as I understand
it, increased amounts in FCC of about $60,000, which is very rough-
ly the amount of money that Bowdoin College will not be getting
with its 6 percent default rate.

I think this is what we mean when we speak about problems
coming up under the present regulations that were neither fore-
seen nor intended. Hence, our appeal for a postponement for a year
while the matter is rethought.

The third point I will not go into in any detail. It is a scheme
dear to the heart of my director of student aid who feels that,
indeed, if good regulations can't be worked out, then very possibly
these funds currently loaned out by the college might, indeed,
become the college's for a perpetual loan fund on the basis of need
and done according to some regulations which he briefly suggests
here, and maybe the committee would like to recommend the De-
partment of Education give some thought to that proposal.

But those briefly are our concerns.
[The prepared statement of LeRoy Greason follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. Lam GREASON, PRESIDENT OF BOWDOIN COLLEGE,
BRUNSWICK, MAINE

I ask you to consider three points:
(1) The January 7, 1982 Proposed Regulations and the August 2, 1982 Final Regu-

lations eliminate Bowdoin College from both current and future participation'in the
National Direct Student Loan Program in a way that was neither foreseen nor in-
tended.
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(a) For the record, I submit an explanatory letter from Walter H. Moulton, Direc-tor of Student Aid, Bowdoin College to James Moore, Director, Student FinancialAid Programs, U.S. Department of Education.
(b) To date, the Department of Education has not been able to provide Bowdoin

with an administrative remedy for the problem and we have been advised that no
relief is possible from this quarter.

(c) We have no alternative at this point except to request that the August 2, 1982
Regulations be disapproved so that our appropriation under the NDSL Program will
once again be determined on the basis of the January 19, 1981 Regulations.

(2) There is a larger problem involved with the August 2, 1982 Regulations. They
address only-loan collections, which are automatically increased at a rate of 10 per
cent per year. However, there is no provision for any increase at all in the Condi-
tional Guarantee for a college. This assures that every college in the country will be
eliminated from the NDSL Program, sooner or later, since collections which in-
crease automatically must finally exceed a static or declining conditional guaranteefor every institution. I must assume, but cannot guarantee, that small colleges will
be eliminated from the NDSL Program first. Also, those colleges with the best loancollection record will be eliminated from the program fastest. Again, this seems
good reason to disapprove the August 2, 1982 Regulations and insist upon some revi-sion to the distribution formula that recognizes an increase in conditional guarantee
that is consistent with the required increase in institutional collections.

(3) Perhaps it is time to consider an alternative to the National Direct Student
Loan Program. Regardless of what happens with these regulations, it may well be
that the NDSL Program has outlived its usefulness. I ask the Sub-Committee to con-sider the following:

(a) Eliminate appropriations for NDSL thus saving 186 million dollars or so peryear.
(b) Give each college title to its current NDSL balance with the provision that itbe maintained as a revolving loan fund for students on a need basis.
(c) Allow each college with such a fund to lend under the Guaranteed StudentLoan Program in its state or under the Federally Insured Loan Program up to theamount available from its fund annually.
(d) While this will save annual NDSL appropriations, it will not increase the total

number of students borrowing under GSL. It will assure, however, that interest pay-
ments on loans made by colleges will become part of the college's revolving loan
fund and will be available to future students. It will also have the salutary effect of
concentrating and consolidating student indebtedness under one loan program. Be-
cause there is no satisfactory, long-term solution to the current apportionment prob-
lem in the National Direct Student Loan Program short of much, much larger ap-
propriations, this kint: of change would seem to be sensible.

Mr. SIMoN. Thank you very much.
If I may direct this question to the attorneys who share thepodium here, we have heard now two witnesses in this panel, we

have heard from others where they go through the appeals process,
but there is a feeling that the appeals process is meaningless.

Is this an accurate interpretation or am I drawing the conclusion
that is not an accurate conclusion here?

Mr. BLAKEY. I don't think, Mr. Chairman, that the conclusion is
entirely inaccurate. I think the problem arises this year because
people were told to appeal through a process which was not in
place.

In other words, we had a proposed reg that had been published
in the Federal Register, people were told to follow that process
when, in fact, that was neither the law nor were they bound by it,
and as I think Mr. Phillips indicated, they ignored appeals that
were filed under the regulation, which is what the institutions
were bound by.

It is the same situation we are in right now with respect to the
allocations institutions have been given, an allocation based on
what was a proposed reg and is now, as far as the department is
concerned, a final regulation.
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I think the confusion contributed to it because institutions
thought they were bound by the existing reg, not by a proposed
reg, which, in fact, from a legal point of view, is what they were
bound by.

Mr. DEAN. I concur with what Mr. Blakey said, I think it is a
good statement.

Mr. SIMON. OK
Then finally, Dr. treason, when you say maybe we ought to be

looking for an alternative to the NDSL program, one of the things
I hope can emerge when we reauthorize the Higher Education Act
is some simplification of the whole process, not simply NDSL's but
the whole ballgame. One of your suggestions in here may very well
be part of that. Any ideas you have and any of the witnesses have
when we come to reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, any
suggestions you have as to both simplification and how we guaran-
tee that schools continue into the future to have access to this kind
of assistance to students I think is an extremely important ques-
tion.

if the three of you do "not object, what we would like to do is to
ask you to be available for questions to Mr. Blakey and Mr. Dean
here for a short time.

My apologies for ducking out on you. Thank you very, very much
for being here.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Thank you.
Mr. GREASON. Thank you.
Mr. STANLEY. Thank you.
Mr. BLAKEY. Two questions for each of you, if you would. First,

President Greason, you have indicated that you did attempt at
least to pursue an appeal with respect to your failure because, as I
understand it from your testimony and prior conversations, the
elimination of what used to be the second part of section 674.6 of
the regulation is what prevented you from being able to receive a
Federal capital contribution.

In other words, there was a time when you had a choice between
greater than or lesser than and they only selected one, and that is
what eliminated you from the program.

If the current regulation was in effect then, you would have re-
ceived basically your same Federal capital contribution as last year
or about the same?

Mr. GREASON. Yes.
Mr. BLAKEY. OK. Is that problem related to any of your institu-

tions, Mr. Phillips, and what about UMES, Mr. Richardson?
First, Mr. Stanley.
Mr. STANLEY. No, I don't think that is really related to our situa-

tion. Our situation was that in order to protect ourselves legally,
we made our appeals on the basis of existing regulations and the
Department of Education just totally and completely ignored that
appeal.

We did prove due diligence in our appeal. However- -
Mr. BLAKEY. Diligence provided for in the- -
Mr. STANLEY. In the existing regulations. However, they felt like

that did not really matter.
Mr. BLAKEY. Did UMES file an appeal and you indicated that

you got some inside word, as it were, and were advised against it.
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Mr. STANLEY. Yes. As I stated in the testimony, the director of
financial aid at the University of Maryland, Eastern Shore, was
indeed a member of the national appeals panel.

And-4 was his informed opinion that given the mood prevailing
in the Department of Education and the ambiguity between the
proposed versus the existing regulation, that UMES would not
have survived an appeal.

Therefore, we did not appeal.
-Mr. BLAKEY. There is a reference,- president- Greason,- in -your

July 19 letter from Mr. Moulton to James Moore of the depart-
ment.

Was there a prior piece of correspondence before July 19 that
might provide some further clarification for the record which we
could have?

Mr. GREASON. I believe there is. Unfortunately, I do not have a
copy of it with me. I will be very glad to provide it.

Mr. BLAKEY. We would appreciate it if you could supply that for
the record.

Mr. GREASON. May I simply note, since we were talking about
the appeal a moment ago, that I do have a copy of the results of
our appeal, and it reads:

Denied, institution addressed a nonappealable item. Instead, institution should
have followed procedures in March 1982 appeal instructions.

So we are told, really, that it is nonappealable, but we should
have appealed it.

Mr. BLAKEY. I think it was appealable under the existing regula-
tions, but not under the letter, and the letter, which I think I have
a copy of here, gives instructions that tend to parallel the proposed
regulation at that time, as I understand it.

Maybe we ought to have, just so that the record is clear, we
ought to have that document--

Mr. GREASON. I will put that in the record, too.
Mr. BLAKEY [continuing). For the record and we would appreciate

your supplying that.
Mr. DEAN. I have a couple of questions that I would like to ad-

dress to the entire panel.
It has been stated by a number of persons that the new regula-

tions would discourage loan collection efforts. Could each of you de-
scribe what, if any, changes you intend to make in your collection
efforts if the new regulations go into effect as presently written.

Mr. RICHARDSON. Well, I don't think that any of the institutions
would be prepared to say that if the new regulations went into
effect that we would still not do the best that we could to collect on
the loans that we now have outstanding.

What it does say, I think that it can have a psychological impact
on the staff rr.k.mbers of financial aid directors and those staff
members who are involved day in and day out in the billing and
collection procedure.

It says to them, well, if we do well, we are not going to be able to
get any additional funds and if we don't do well; we are not going
to get any. So why bother?

I think it is more than that to say that the institution itself
would then give up on the collection of the outstanding loans.
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Mr. STANLEY. We have already made some changes in our prc-x-
dures for reducing defaults and collecting loans. We, in August
1981, went with a new collection agency. Certainly Phillips Col-
leges, Inc. would not be interested in not performing due-diligence
requirements.

One of the reasons is that we still need that money that we can
collect put back into the fund so we can help other students, and I
don't think it is a situation where you find any school that would
come right out and say- that -they are -not willing to collect loans
anymore, but I believe my colleague from Maryland stated very
clearly some of the problems that you would have with that.

Mr. DEAN. President Greason, do you want to respond to that
question.

Mr. GREASON. As to whether we would take other steps than weare taking--
Mr. DEAN. Would you modify your collection efforts if this regu-

lation was allowed to go into effect as presently drawn?
Mr. GREASON. I think not. I think it fairly effective. And the de-

faulting 6 percent, I have seen the names and know a number of
these former students who are not paying and know some of their
problems.

I think it is probably a realistic result and, as I stated, ultimately
we do have resort to the courts after we have been humane as long
as we reasonably can.

Mr. DEAN. One other previous witness, Dr. Miller, suggested that
Bennett College was withholding the transcript of any student in
default until payment was made.

Do your institutions do that now? And if so, how effective is
that?

Mr. RICHARDSON. Yes, in the case of the Eastern Shore campus,
that is indeed the policy. You cannot get a transcript until all out-
standing bills to the university are paid.

That is an effective mechanism, but what happens is that the
student finds some other way, if it is not directly for graduate
school admission, then there are other ways of satisfying the same
requirement. Oftentimes this student may have an unofficial tran-
script that he can present to an employer so the employer accepts
that, knowing that the reason he cannot get the official transcript
is because of an outstanding loan on NDSL.

I wish also to make one other comment in regards to future ef-
forts or the impact of such a decision on future efforts toward col-
lection.

I think right now that there are many borrowers out there now,
alumni of the university, who are saying that I do not wish to have
on my conscience that burden of not allowing students now to get.
loans to get a college education as I did.

And they are trying, with all the power they can, to try to ar-
range to pay some of this money back. But in fact, if they find out
that it is not going to be of any consequence in terms of the stu-
dent, then I would say that they will change their attitude in that
regard.

Mr. STANLEY. We also withhold transcripts. I don't believe that it
is effective, though, in our situation. As I stated, our students come
largely from economically disadvantaged .situations. Most of our
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students who do.have to drop out of school, that is where your larg-
est number of defaults come from, not graduates, but dropouts.

Dropout would cause some financial problems, and we found it
would be my guess, that those students are not trying to attend
other institutions and they are trying to gain employment, but the
situation is such in Mississippi that the outlook is just not very
[...f.od for them.

Mr rjr.EASON. I might say we, too, withhold transcripts. I think
for nio,.;t cr the people in that group, the -transcript-is -not *terribly
important t think for the few it is, they have already used it in a
sense when they were in good standing and have gained access to
graduate school or whatever position it was that that transcript
was relevant to.

It is worth doing and continuing to do. I think it is not as effec-
tive as some people think it is.

Mr. DEAN. Did Bowdoin ever have a problem with collections on
NDSL's in the past? Has the rate always been 6 percent?

Mr. GREASON. About that. No, we have always had it.
Mr. DEAN. Is there anything that your institution is doing that

you think could be applied more universally to other institutions to
improve their rates?

Mr. GREASON. No, I have described the process. I think we are
fortunate in that we are in the position of being a fairly selective
college, admitting about 400 students a year out of over 3,000 appli-
cations.

There is a great deal of concern about the general quality of the
student as a total person, as well as someone with some intellectu-
al ability. I think there has to be a correlation between that and
one's willingness to live through this responsibility that is accepted
in taking the loan.

I suspect if you looked at the group of students at Bowdoin who
are in default, they would not be terribly different from the groups
of students in default at a great variety of colleges and universities..

Mr. DEAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. BLAKEY. On behalf of the chairman and members of the com-

mittee, I would like to thank you for being with us today. There
have been several references during this morning's testimony to a
list of schools who are being denied an NDSL Federal contribution.

So that we are all operating off the same list, and the record is
clear, we have an August 17, 1982, list supplied by the department,
entitled "Department of Education, Office of Student Financial As-
sistance, Report of Institutions Denied NDSL Federal Capital Con-
tribution Because of Failure to Prove Due Diligence for Award
Period 1981-1982."

We will enter that in the record as "The Official List of Who is
and Who is Not Receiving a National Direct Student Loan Federal
Capital Contribution."

[The list referred to follows:]
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DEPARTMENT or EDUCATION

OFFIEk OF STOUT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

RUOIT OF INSTITUTIONS DENIED NDSL FCC

BECAUSE OF FAILURE'10 PROVE DUE DILIGENCE

TOR AWARD PERIOD 41142

sERIAL NAME

000006 ALABAHA STATE HAMM
honconiq AL000054 'OAKM000 COLLEGE
HUNTSvILLE AL

000070 SOUTHERN VocATION

000065 SELHLUNIVERSITT.

AL coLLtd
sELRA Al

TUSKEGEE AL000072 ,311LLHAN AWE
TUSCALOOSA ALown !ALLittoi,00pqt , ... .... ,TALLADOL, ,,AL

,,,.,,,,,,,,,,r,,,,,..,,...,............,,,...,-
,,...,. , .....0,...... ,`"'"-100077"--20TH`cENTURY Mar"

t-"`6.....'"'"'-' Wm

Doling
ADVANCED BEAUTY COLLEGE oar itIAS

000099 ARIZONA COL HEDIDENT A LEGAL CAREER , . ..

000134 CENTRAL ARIZONA COLLEOt .

000111' DURHAM COLLEGE

DOoliv EASTERN ARIZONA COLLEGE ... a

000115 PHOENIX 951 OF TECHNOLOGY
i 1

:J.
. 4`,."

000178 NORTH ARKANSAS old! COLLEGE .
': F :,;,:,

,

000101 OURHITA BAPTIST UNIVERSITY ', a :., '.1,1.1 ''

005M SOUTHERN ARK UNIViEL DoRADO IlANGH , f',,,,i,..,1,:1,

00094 sOUTHERN ARKANSAS Ughtlisitt ,1 , ,H. i '3' ,l'i!) ..

t ::...41.,,
..

lf,.:r: ..:
.,.1 ,... ,. ,

. , .

CORM ALAMEDA BEAUTY COLLEGE
,,

CA
004621 AMERICAN BEAUTY COLLEGE ,

sot
0'1 1

. ALAMEDA

CAOHM AMERICAN COL or MAO Alla i sel :.", .

SANTA ANA

BELLFLOMER

CA
00620 AMERICANA BEAUTY *CADENT 0
0046a ARTISTS BEAUTY COLLEGE ,

IAN LEANDRO

CA
004616 cALIFoRKIA COL OF DENTAL TRAININCI

- SACRAMENTO .

Los ANGELES ' CA,, 0011929 CARMICHAEL HAITI COLLEGE
cA

000327 COLLEGE OF ALANEDA
DARNICHAEL

CA
004922 COMPTON BEAUTY COLLEGE

', ALAHEDA

COHPTON CA
004914 cONIERFO SCHOOL or BEAM

INGLEKOD CA'
005011B cORDAY BEAUTY COLLEGE

SANTA CRUZ CA
000355 CRISS BUSINESS COLLEGE

. ANAHEIM CA
000359 DALENA,s coLLEOE OF BEAUTY .

FRESNO CA
004448 EATON COL MEDICAL ASST PROGRAM

'CAMUT FAIRFIELD BEAUTY ACADEMY

SAN DIEGO

CA
000380 FE0ERICO FAIR OAKS COL of HAIRSULI

, FAIRFIELD

CA
000383 FEDERICO KERN COUNTY COLLEGE OF BEAUTY

FAIRoAKS

A

CA
000384 FEDERIcol FRESNONORTH FREBEAUTY COLLEGE ;RTSFIELDo CA
000385 FEDERIcoS MARE COUNTY CA
004658 GAME ACADEMY OF CosHETOLoGI CA

VISALIA

REDWOOD CITY

TUCSON AZ

TUCSON - At

COOLIDGE AZ

PHOENIX AZ

. TRAINER Az .

. PHOENIX AZ

HAllIsoN

ARkAtELMA

,v..
EL DORADO

MAGNOLIA

AR

AR

AR .

00950 JOSEPHS SCHOOL OF HAIR DESIGN
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stRIAL Wit

004232 JOHNSON STAVE COLLEGE

00260

005162

004274

00316

004216

0011336

r DOWNER/ OP kbucAtioN

OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

REPORT OF lisiltpilon DENIED ND% FCC

twat OP MUIR TO PROVE DUE DILIOEWEE

tOR AWARD PERIOD 1981.82

MINTER LEARNING CtNtER

FOGCS TECHNICAL INSTITUTE,

HAMPION,INSTITUrt.
, ,1

SMITHDEAL.MASSET BUSINESS GOLLEOE

TEMPLE SCHOOL

VIRGINIAARIOi DRItitiltt
, t .±1, . .

11..Vi f' , 1..

. ;

KNAPP COLLEGE tlF lustNtst

CIT1

JOHNSON

ST

VI.

SPRINGFIELD VA

HANOVER VA

PARPTON VA

Plcukomp VA

BAILEv'S CROSSROAD VA

1110.0101m . . VA.....

004359 HR LEEIS BEItitY 'icHooL.SEIttLi::':- 1"1"4'''''..1,1'';'-: ' :: i'`1 '1 ':::t IttleAaTIILE

004316

004434 YAKImA VALLEY CONNUNITI..COLLEO!'.1::.:.'.;;;i'...;?;1.;;i:.if;',;:::: '....'%''..''''''l:YAICINI

.., .;i(1!.'6,p. '1'
'lii:1(..46:;..1.-, ., .,..'.0.;...1!.

...,..,,te,, /.,1,:,.:.0.1,:..,;,,..,:,,,...
..:.,:...

004139. EiLuErit0 9tot tqLitlit .,,...1,1.!...;it,o,.0.ifyiit.eit.,....0 ,.,.; ...ii,
Ac.OLUEFIELD

. '

004457 PARKER!8040 ,Clit! ,COL
,,,9'`wfii.4...;:ii:,c,:..:1:11',;.141'.:31iiipcil'r3i'l.'11;j:i'':;..';i'...!i..;01)),ELXIIIS0041144 DAVIri ELkINS Ot,LEGI

004461
vE3T.Lnittri $thit allot; ,,,,,,;,;.1.4.14,:t,;(1,;,4',..,.:,1,.......,1!),;.:m,iP11111(ERSBugl'

-,,.:!!1,,e,;%*1.10vii.f!,,,I$';41;e4q..gESt
LIBEATi

004467 last 119dIlla CARER COLLiallt1 .. ,,.,..11,1-4..., 1...,,Infli..,,I,,,i':::CHil1LESTON

00469 WEST MURIA to PP btAtItY,CUL101014:1..1r5
.v.,!.-;,,1 t c.0%"4:11:t.0 ,%''41ti:r,NARtiNSBUil0

! '1 1.k'i',A11011k.:I.V-!;;
':i'' .1,: ').:,;',$' 'ri:".':1. i'l0htilf1.1. TAKii.11;

004504 AMERICAN ItAtiti. tOLLiGE '.it.''.",'.17'.. i:Ti3Ot.,;::.).,6i..4:0
.143:1i;,: .c.' V4 1,'.1,11'.1:, MILWAUKEE

004080 AMERICAN BEAU?? COLLE0E" '''''''
004411 AmEIIICAN,BEAUtt coLLEoti6ittlt iii:: ''''''''itli.i.';!;'::: '''''''''''''''IACINE'
004484 DELOIT COLLEGE : ""('''-'''' !.:::.'1.GHBREIELLIIEONAII

MILWAUKEE004481 .CARDINAL sTRITC11 COLLEGE '.- i
....4',!,,..,;.f.

00118811 Cut COLLEGE OP C09NETOLOGi.11ILWA .. I., t-'..
'r. 4

MILWAUKEE

004885 CITT COLLEGE ,OF COSRETOLOOTHILIA

.
, .'1,. ,

004518 HILTON COLLEGE
..

.1,,,, .. ,

HILTON

004519 MILWAUKEE AREA TECHNICAL toLLYIt

,

MILWAUKEE

004521 NORTH CENTRAL TECHNICAL INSTITUTE. WAUSAU

004616 COLLEGE OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS

TOTAL NU MI or 11:5T11171On DENIM RYA ?CC

BIGAUSI or 'Attu TO PROV1 DUE DELIGECI 376

souRcp. FINAL AtIOCATIOSS DATA loLS! TOR AWARD ?!RIOD 1951.111.

SAINT THOHAS

WA

WA

WA

WV

WV

WV

wv

WI

WI

WI

W1

WI

WI

WI

WI

WI

WI

VI

PACE: i

?IMAM 1Tt

ARATSII SUTIot, CII

D??DlOSTA

AUGUST 171 1912
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SERIAL NAME

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'

0ICt OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

REPORT OP INSTITUTIONS DENIED NHL FCC

BECAUSE OF FAILURE TO PROVE DUE DILIGENCE

Fog AWARD PERIOD 1981.82

CITY ST

000430 KAY BROWN BEAUTY Walt. Los haus
004651 KAY HICHAEL SCHOOL OF HAIR DESIGN

c4

HUNTINGTON BEACH CA
000468 KENNETH'S CLG OF HAIRSTYLING INC

SACRAMENTO CA
005037 KENNETHS COL HAIRSTYLING

CA
-0050311.-LAKEW00)-BEAUTY-COLLEGE-- ---- -----,-

VALLEY

'LAKEW000-'--- ----- CA
000441 LIEHART PARK BEAUTY COLLEGE LOS ANGELES CA
000450 LOS ANGELES CITY COLLEGE

LOS ANGELES CA
000365 LOS ANGELES CHIT COL DIET EAST LOS ANGELES calla MONTEREY PARK
000453 LOS ANGELES PIERCE COLLEGE

WOODLAND HILLS

CA

CA
000455 LOS ANGELES SOUTHWEST COLLEGE LOS ANGELES CA
00056 LOS ANGELES TRADE TECHNICAL COLLEGE

LOS ANGELES CA
000414 MEDICAL TRAINING INST1tOrt . SAN FERNANDO CA
004668 MORO BEAUTY COLLEGE .

004968 MOUNTAIN VIEW BEAUTY COLLEGE ...,. .'.0
, ! i

GLENDALE

CA

1 CA

004669 MA DONINICIS SCH OF HAIR DESIGN . .,

. MOUNTAIN VIN

WHITTIER CA
004963 HID BUSINESS COLLEGE .

:.. 1,,
,,

000503 NEWBERRY. SCHOOL OF BEAUTY
'' VORTHITIOL6WOOD

CA

CA
000504 NEWBERRY SCHOOL OF BEAUTY

...; .

000505 NEWBERRY SCHOOL OF BEAUTY
.

t,.,:

BURBANK

ARK CA

0 ' . .0,

000507 NEWBERRY,SCHOOL OF MUTT,
, ',,' ',.:' HOLLYWOOD CA

000509 NEWBERRY SCHOOL OF BEAUTI.PANOAMA:
. .%,1'..;.. : '1.0 .,::*,' PANORAMA CITY

000510 NORTH ADRIAN'S BEAUTY COLLEGE ., . N 't, i 1...!; !' : HODESTO
.

CA

CA
000513 NORTHROP UNIVERSITY

.
1 : , : ''': '!:,;..,, . 1...',., ... " 4 INGLEWOOD CA

000524 PACIFIC COLLEGE OF MED i BERT AlStS
,::!''il'il, '': ". '', !;).' 44 DIEGO CA

004957 RAMS BEAUTY' COLLEGE .

CA
.004666 ROBERTO'S OILER OF BtAUff40 JOSE :,::Plilp::.;',, ,... :''.

'''''c;
SAN JOSE CA

004951 SALINAS BEAUTY COLLEGE SALINAS CA
004692 SALVATOPES COLLEGt OF HAil SttLINa

r SACRAMENTO CA
000577 SAN JOSE MI COLLEGE DISTAICT

1 0 ' SAN JOSE CA
004695 SANTA CLARA BEAUTY COLLEGE SANTA CLARA CA
000597 SCRIPPS COLLEGE CLAREMONT CA
000587 SIERRA COLLEGE OF oUstlits!

, LOS ANGELES CA
000616 SOUTHLAND COL OF WED-DENTLE0 CAREE LoS ANGELES CA
000617 SOUTHWESTERN fOLLEGE CHULA VISTA CA
005572 SUANNES BEAUTY COLLEGE.VEAHot LoS ANGELES CA
004953 TOUCH OF BEAUTY COLLEGE MISSION VIEJO CA
000635 UNIVERSAL COLLEGE OF BEAUTY LOS ANGELES CA
004985 VICTOR VALLEY BEAUTY COLLEGE VICTORVILLE CA

004986 HAYNES COLLEGE. OF BEAUTY.SANTAbUi 1 0 5 SANTA CRUZ CA

000666 VICTOR VALLEY COLLEGE VICTORVILLE CA

000534 wEBsTER CAREER COLLEGE LOS ANGELES CA
000676 WEST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE CULVER CITY CA
004701 WILLOW GLEN BEAUTY COLLEGE SAN JOSE CA

004712 CERTIFIED WELDING SCHOOL INC DENVER PO

PAGE:
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SERIAL NAME

000725

004714

004719

000720

000729

000742

000726

000750

00074]

DOWNER OF EDUarioN
OFFICE OF STOUT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

REMIT OF .INSTITUTIONS DENIED NDSL FCC

MAHE OP FAILURE TO PROVE DUE DILIGENCE

NA AWARD PtR10D 1981.32

1

CITY

I

COLORADO SPRINGS COLLEGE OF BUSINESS INC

LAvONNt'S ACAD OF BEAUTY.ARVADA

LAVONNE1S ACRD OF BEAUTMENVER

LAVONNE1S ACADEMY OF BEAUTY

NATIONAL CAMERA INC

SOUTHERN COLO UNIV OF COSHETOLOGI

SOUTHERN COLORADO MU% of BUSINESS

UNIVERSI71 OF EDWIN AT DENVER

UNIVERSITY OrsoUTHERN COWAN

004711 AMORE INSTITUTE OP HAIR RESIN INC
000760 BRIARWOOD COLLEGE !

000771 GREATER HARTFORD CONMONI7T.COLLEG(''

000175 HOUSATONIC cohohlti cOLLUE .1
000778 MIDDLESEX coMumtly COLLEGE
000780 MOHEGAN coBHUNITY coLLEGE.,

000783 NORTHWESTERN CONBEcTICUE Mt%
000795 SOUTH CENTRAL *MIT! COLLEGE
000800 711N113 colinWirt colltah

000819 vatti coittot 1 t.

000820 WILMINGTON COLLEGE

00998 BEACON COLLEGE

000129 GEORGETOWN SCH OF 9a(110E Ahi

000811 JIMIDINginid;40
000847 SOUTHEAST( 'AI

000153 WASHINGTON SCHOOL Fo8 stchtiAlitS

000858

000099

000867

000904

000873

000816

000819

'044999

000891

000893

RAMA FASHION COLLEOF

MilIAL2MALSALF.
CHARRON WILLIAMS COLLEGE

COLLEGE OF BOCA RAYON

DAYTONA BEACH cOMRUNIT! COLLEGE

EDWARD WATERS COLLEGE

UJ RIDL A H mm
FLORIDA CAREERINSTIuTUTE

.

GARCES coMmERICIAL COLLEGE

HILLSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE

coLDBIADo SPRINGS

ARVADA

DENVER

THORNTON

DENVER

PUEBLO

PUEBLO

DENVER

PUEBLO'

VEST HAVEN

SOUTHINGTON

HARTFORD

bsiDGEPolt

HIDDLLiowil

; NORWICH

listED

NEW NM

rAliltHaTot1

boghl
NEW CAStLE

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON

MIAMI

DAYTONA BEACH

MIAMI

BOCA BATON

DAYTONA BEACH

JACKSONVILLE

TALLAHASSEE

MIAMI

MIAMI

TAMPA

ST

co

00

CO

CO

Co

CO

CO

Co

CT

cl

CT

CT

CT

CT

CT

CT

CT

DE

OE

DC

DC

DC

DC

DC

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL

FL -

FL

FL

1

PAGE;
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SERIAL NAHE

000906 HIAMI-DADE cliTY COLLEGE

000917 PROSPECT HALL COLLEGE

000926 sick YE COHNUNITY cent
000937 'min TECHNICAL 188T1TOT8

000953 ALBANISIATt -COLLEGE
,

000962 ATLANTA COLLEGE HED butAL AUTS
000965 AIWINIk UNIVERSIIL

000976 BREwTONIARKER COLLEGE

001012 INTEMBOIRATIoNAL 7A0001ch tIl
001016 MACoN JR COLLEGE

001037 HEIDOWS COL or 8094toLURIO
007311 MEADOWS COLLEGE OF Bus

,

000733 MEADOWS CDLLEOE of 8USiNtSS',

001025 tg812.11OWN.COLLEGE

001040 RUTLEDGE COLLEGE

001039 Q,10111.30' eta .

001044 AN MLLE
;

4,

r

001089 NOUN !Dig COLLEGE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

REPORT OF INSTITUTIONS DENIED NDSL FCC

BECAUSE OF FAILURE To PROVE DUE DILIGENCE

FOR AWARD PERIOD 1981.82

001109 BLACKBURN cOLLEOE

001134 CONTROL DATA INSIIIUTE

O01179 IPPOLITO SCHOOL OF COSMETOLOGY

001206 LINCOLN TRAIL COLLEGE

001238 NATIONAL COLLEGE or tfAC4tAllifa

001273 SAINT xvilE8 COLLEGE

001283 SHINER COLLEGE

001285 SOUTHERN 1111801s 1111111.0illoNbatt

001298 TRI COUNT! BEAUTY ACADEMY

011120 UNIV OF HEALTH 801880E5/THE =Au NEDRA. SCHOOL
001308 UNIVERSITY OF` LLINOIS.MED CENTER

001310 WABASH VALLE! CHIT COLLEGE,

001097 WILFRED ACADEMY OF HAIR AND BEAUTY CULTURE

001098 WILFRED ACADEMY OF HAIR AND BEAUTY CULTURE

005319 TRANSPORT CAREERS INC

CITY

MIAMI

HOLLYWOOD

GAINESVILLE

TAMPA .6. --

ALBANY

ATLANTA

ATLANTA

MOUNT VERNON

ATLANTA

MACON

COLUMBUS

LAGRANGE

.:. ALBANY

ATLANTA

ATLANTA

+ ATLANTA

SAVANNAH

Pr .

b ZLLdE

CARLIN/Mt

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

OLNEY

EVANSTON

4 CHICAGO

WAUKEGAN

CARBONNLE

LITCHFIELD

CHICAGO

CHICAGO

OLNEY

OAK PARK

DES PLAINES

Si

FL

FL

FL

FL

GA

GA

GA

GA

CA

CA

CA

GA

GA

GA

GA

GA

ck

ID

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

IL

GARRETT IN

PAGE: 4



06117/12
DEPARTHENT OF EDUCATION

SERIAL

001446

001924

004155

cowl

004757

001577

001560

001563

0o1590

001632

001636

001641

001669

001615

oFFICE of STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

'REPORT OF INSTITUTIONS DENIED NOsL FCC

BECAUSE 0 Pima TO PROVE DUE DILIGENCE

FOR AWANO PERIOD 198142

NAME

IOUs

BRIAN

ELECT

FRIENDS

ACADtNl

FUCiat

KENTUCKY

WINER?
toUts

COLLEGE ,

INSTITUTE

COMPUTER PROGRAMING tkst

BIBLE COLLEGE

of BEAUTY the

BUSINESS toLL101:

BUSINESS CoLLEA., ",.

STATE NOE sITE.'

10100E- "ARE ,"

f ,
1

1!.

Ji;

X

.

:.?

N.:

,

';

CITY

DUBUQUE

WICHITA

TOPEKA

HAVILAID

; LEXINGTON

, .". LEXINGTON

'g,LEXINGTON

FRANKFrIT
0 1 AU

RCHO'd3E

i,.1

ST

IA

KS

KS

KS

KY

KY

KT

KY

KY

BANDON Wins coLitc1
..'""!'(;:;114EVEPoRt

CNANBLIN
outs ISi1111-COCLEd '1":

SPENcER MOH oE tOr11 401 !aft 0',"'

saw 0111L1.911, lL

:r 1

.

001691 SAINT IDSEPOI

001721 AWARD HIM sthott

001726 LIGN:i.SIAILCALEGE

001132 CHESAPEAKE coLLECE'

001734 COLUMBIA UNION COLLEGE

001737 coPPIN SIATE'coLLEGE

001140 DEL HAR BEANIE WW1
00175! NAGERSANN JR COLLEGE

00$161 HARELAND INSTITUTE COLLEGE OF

001766 MOUNT SAINT HAWS COLLEGE

001160 TAWIATE BEANIE AMEN

L

Li
i

BATON ROUGE LA

pott Li -a (BATON

C.'3.)` Off,..,
I 1

i;;tN
4:44; lit

VODAN NE,,01; pc

.

,1 .1 II
T''. 4

.

Nictkstowil
".

001615 BAT STATE JUNIOR COLLEGE

001820 BERKSHIRE COMMUNITY COLLEGE

001842 CENTRAL MEN ENGLAND COLLEGE OF TECH

001846 COLLEGE OF OUR LADY OF ELMS

! BOWIE

WYE NILLs

TAKOHA PARk

BALTIMORE

SALISBURY

HAGERSTOWN

'BALTIMORE

EMMITSBURG

CUMBERLAND

BOSTON

PITTSFIELD

WORCHESTER

CHICOPEE

HD

MD

MD

ND

MO

MO

MD

HD

ND

MD

MA

MA

HA

MA



08111182

SERIAL NAME

DEPARTHENT OF EDUcATIoN

OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

,REFoRT or,111sTITUTIoNs DENIED NOM, FCC

BECAUSE dP FAILURE TO PROVE DUE DILIGENCE

POR AWARD PERIN 1981.82

CITE ST

001850 cuRRT cOLLEcE HILTON HA

001818 HOLYOKE COMMUNITY COLLEGE HOLYOKE MA

001892 MASSACHUSETTS BIT COMMUNITY COLLESE WELLESLEY

BOSTON .

HA,

001911 NEWBURY JR COLLEGE
, HA

001528 RETSELEcTsoNic scHoott ". BOSTON HA

001931 ROIBURT cHTT CoLLECE :.. BOSTON HA

001933 SALEM STATE COLLEGE ' , SALEM HA

0015117 sTONEHILL COLLEGE NORTH EASTON

001889 UNIVERSITY or LOWELL .; : : :i'"::11:.:1

.,,. : .

.

LOWELL

Hi

HA

, , r f.1 -..e. .-.

!' ;':'..4t ;',.:"'..,11;trVI', ,.':, ':' , i
001993 DELTA COLLEGE ..1...1. . Noiro.irt':%. ,i, ,,, r;,-..1,,!ANIVERSITT CENTER HI
002011 GRAND RAPIDs.J1 cOLLtot ', . HI

002014 HENRI Mb calidNItt COLLEGE i..,.. .': 74 'I.;)/ ''':. Pl.;.; '1; ' : 411. GRAND RAMS
, HI .

002034 LEWIS COLLEGE Of BUSINESS .. '',.',1;.,":', :,..,'.4i":14)!...':A;:',.....11,i'V',..i.";;;:: DbEETARRIPITIIN, , HI
.

002036 MACOMB COUNTY CM COLLEGE COM' tiiiPuB;I:".W,1,:. ',. ,':i.., . .1.'i.i, HT CLEHEI1S HI

' 002051 HUSKEGON BUSINESS COLLEGE .i';;;;;;.C,',:'..1yYii1;,'1,EVP'.'4'YS:','.'1:,:pi HOUGH '
; HI

002051 NORTHWESTERN RICHMAN COLLEdE "..,TZ.:',*:':,,Iliftit,+:.T 11'° 1;''°R,t4';1,; TRAVERSE CITY :*. 1 HI

002069 SAGINAW VALLEY STATE CoLLEOE.:V1,0 ....''':.''''t. ;11';t:(;',,i;,.,;:i ,,.1,`,'d..,;14',Iii1JNIVERSITY CENTER HI

002077 soulatittith NIcillobt Catto14,44.11vo....i 44' :;:.,',%,:?,,A...:1.'bollialAc. iii Ht
tl' ,%ItIvo

'0:' .+', 1''..i,4 . .

.

i .... ,,i..w.r.t.,.. ,rt ,:!.....4.,.i.

, I '4,Tri.yrri,,T t. .!1',,i,l',,i.,L.141,1.. ,

.,.., 4. 4,i,,,, c; , 1 . ,

005033 GLAMOUR REAUti AcAbEH! ..V'sfiki,.::);.,..p:. .,,,Jili1;iti, :,..ii..,i14,,,,,4 HINNEAPolis MN

002161, ITASCA CRT COLLEGE,' i th(,...,.,.. ;.e.s:,L iil' ic,..'j.,, ' T'Il:):110,,ORAND RAPIDS 1111

002208 SOUTHWEST stelit UNIgthit!''''''''''''''''' '''''''Ir'31'..i'i' %r'r1.%-h'IliOsHALL . . A
1:.?1,040141."..t,*04**,.,,, ,,..,0,.0.3, ..

'.,1',-ir4.1.4..,:Ti.m.'44 '...4.,....i..i. ...6 iv.
...!ii;',.,, .,, 'i'.. ill' ./..i ' ;: , . 11.4 .Yj

. , h

i." "1'41 % '' '4'3 L

002231 CLARKE COLLEGE . .,..".:i.F.L.,...b. .i''' NEWTONc. ks

002235 DELTA STATE UNIVERSITY i ..ti. CLEVELAND NS

002236 DRAUcHoN BUSINESS coLLME .
,. .... JACKSON 4s

002245 )1,111t q1E1312., . i'
. JACKSON HS

00220 WEST POINT HS

002257 BISSIBUtPLVALLEv.iTITE.HM4itt .

ETTA BENA 0S

002255 MISSISSIPPI UNIVERSITY FOR WOMEN 1 I) j
002286 stAoLlICE,

COLUMBUS

11OLLY PRINS HS

HS

002269 Laiih0.211.al, Toucgoo Ns

004181 BRYAN INSTITUTE WEBSTER CRONES HO

004112 ELECT COMPUTER PROGRAMMING INST
0

KANSAS CITY

004183 KIRKWOOD BEAUTY COLLEGE KIRKWOOD

MMO O

002347 MINERAL AREA COLLEGE FLAT RIVER HO

002351 MISSOURI SCHOOL FOR DOCTORS ASSISTANTS SAINT LOUIS Ho

PAGE!



08/17/82
,

DEPAITHENT OF EDUCATION

OFFICE OF STUDENT Marla ASSISTANCE

. . REPORT OF INiITUTIoNs DENTED NDsL FCC

BECAUSE OP NI RE10 PROVE DOE 011,10MR

FOR HARD PERIOD 198142

SERIAL MARC
CITY

002312 SAINT LOUIS CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

005062 OtTEROTT AND SULLIVAN tbUc CENTERS

00821 Mitt COMITY COLLEGE

002445 DANA COLLEGE''

SAINT LOUIS

ST LOUIS

ATLE1 CITY

002485 CLARK c4ati toLLitit r, Lis vtoAs

(war FASHION NENCRANDISINO INST.DF Nv ! VEGAS

ooz495 TRUcRRE 4E4000 CONNIJNitttOLLEtg'

(,.: 'el

002526 WHITE P!Nti coLLEOt
,1Pdo

' ) if .4." ':!

'1041.

,

, Art lot' ,)40

002535 BRICK COHPUTEi scitgct illittfUft,Vcoe, ,

, )4,117 414 cALOWELL
002539 CALDWELL COLLEGE A ,4y

002556 ELEC coNPUTER PROD
PATERSON

002566 oLAssool0 STATE COLLEGE' 111i:11141i . F.,ty'. GLASSBORO

002573 JOSEPH PATENNo toL OF BEARtf
`rtili(.11% if 1."

002586 NoNTGLAIR STATE,toLLEGE
UPPER koNTCLAIR

CLIFToN
002602 . SAWYER SCHOOLCLIFTON

002008 sAwIER SCHOOL- ELI/A821
ELIzAsETR

002042 EASTERN NEW NEXICO UNIVRoSNELL

005078 VOTECH INSTITUTE INC

002662 ADELPHI BUSINESS SCHOOL-MINEOLA

002680 APEX IECHNICAL SCHOOL

005079 ATLAS scHooL.oF BEAUTY CULTURE INC

002722 CAZENOVIA COLLEGE

002781 EASTERN SCHOOL FOR PHYSICIANS AIDES

002181 ELIZABETH SETO COLLEGE

002191 FORDHAN UNIVERSITY

002801 FULTONHOHIGOMERT COMMUNITY COLLEGE

ROSWELL

ALBUQUERQUE

MINEOLA

NEW YORK CITY

NEW YORK

CAZENOVIA

NEW YORK CITY

YONKERS

BRONX

JOHNSTOWN,

ST

HO

HT

kt

RV

NY

NY

NJ

NJ

. NJ

NI

NJ

NJ

NJ

NH

NH

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

NY

PAGE: 1
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08/14/62

SERIAL NAME

002802
002808
002812
002826
002664
002906
002672
002880
0029153
004804
002903
002936
002949
002958
002961
003010
003016
003017
002677
003025
00303i
003036

1 003060
003063
003094
003064
003013
003117
003119
003123
003136
003140
003093
003172

GENESSEE CoHMUNITT COLUGE
HARRIMAN COLLEGE
HERKIHER COUNTY 'C010401171 COLLEGE
JEFFERSON MAURITS COLLEGE
MIDWAY HAUTE SCHOOL
miDwAypARIS BEAUTY SCHOOL
MoHROE BUSINESS !Wm=
NEW ToRK.BUsINES3 SCHOOL
MEV MAX IN3T OF DIETETICS
HIAGARA HAIR &MAE) & art,tULtUNE tN6
DAUM CoULly CoMMUHITTcoLLEat-,'
ROBERT FIANCE hEAtItt SCHOOL- 1.:M111,
SAINT MMus .cm&gat
SARAN LAWRENCE co&Ltat.,%
SCHENWADI .CoUNTT CONNONITT.
TOURO COLLEGE %

UNION coLLEGE,,,. .. !!'"!
UNION THEOLOGICAL 561111AT ;x
VEEB NASSAU MATT SCH orLe&AOTIcAu* NU RINCA
VILLA MARIA COLLECT or oUrmoie of
WILFM.ACADEMI
warmto Aciotkr.;*

btPARTHENT OF EDUCATION
°Ilia OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
*EMT OF INSTITUTIONS DENIED ADM FCC

BECAUSE OP FAILURE TO PROVE DUE DILIGENCE
ro& AWARD PERIOD 1981.82

CITY

HATAVIA
HARRIMAN
HERKIHER
HATERT0WH
FOREST HILLS
89092
BRONX
NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NIAGARA UNIVERSITY
MIDDLETOWN

1,, . NEW Toll(
MOWN

'10; BRONIVILLE
SCHENECTADY
NEW TORK,CITT
SCHENECTADY
NEW SOAK CITY
UNIONDALE
BUFFALO .

PATCHOOUE "
HAUPPAUOE

JOUNEXI =Ltd
uriAstfri CITY Stitt

amn.
co&ut abm

t

v. ix,

if0;7 .

HAMILTON COLLEGE 14i.

osomcmm-.d41lo c.

LAFAYETTE COLLEGE
laylvasioNs.00ll&OC
imasm_ara&ILLAIT.St&TE.N16,
NORTH CAROLINA SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
RALEIGH SCH of DATA pACICtSS/R0
SOUTMVESTERN TECHNICAL COLLEGE

003274 DEFIANCE COLLEGE
003301 KETTERING COLLEGE OF MEDICAL ART
003307 HALONE COLLEGE
003336 OHIO STATE SEAM &CADENT
003341 OHIO UNIVERsITT
003318 SOUTHWESTERN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

111.

.

CNC
10 oBoEEOHs8RDoR0

ELISABETH OTT
CHARLoryt

' CHARLOTTE
RALEIGH
PATETTEVILLt

. SALISBURY
GR EENSBORO
WINSTON SAW'
RALEIGH
SILVA

DEFIANCE
DAYTON
CANTON
LTHA
ATHENS
WEST CARROLLTON

ST

NT
HT'
NS
HT
NS
HT
HT
HT

HT
HT
N7
HT
HT

NT
NT
NS
NT

HT

NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC
HC
NC
NC
NC
NC
NC

OH
OH
OH
OH
OH
OH

PAGE 8



08/17/82 , 822AADIBA7 800calow
W070879087 FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
REPORT OF INSTITUTIONS DENIED NM FCC

. IlkcAuss 0 ?AIWA? 72 ?Am DUE DIL3GENCE
POA AVAAD 281,170 1981-82

SERIAL NAME CITY

TAHLEQUAH
TONKAWA

003428 NORTHEASTERN okLABOA stk.?? 6118
003430 NORTHERN OKLAHOMA COLLEGE

003469 BLUE MOUNTAIN CONNUNITY COLLEGE
003491 MOUNT HOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE,
008511 SOUTHWESTERN 0[GoN tOmmuNIT? Obb

004835 AMERICAN ACADEMY OP 1110Ab6Astihd
003550 CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE
003555 SMEYNET STATE COLLEGE ,,
003566 CONHUNITY-COLEEGE.OF,IskiAwAn',ec):,:.
003578 EAST STRoUDSSUAG STATE MUM
003612 .KEYSTONE JR COLLEGE
003614 KUTZTowN STATE.CoLLEdE
003617 LACKAWANNA JA COLLEGE -. *

003627 LIMCOL6 .

003655 NORTHEASTERN H ISTIAN JA,COLIOE,t
003664 PENNSYLVANIA Co 0.9001.17A1C

t11.7:
003672 PHYLA COLLEGE or Aht., -
003679 PINEBAooK JR COLLEGE.
009696 66167 FAANCIS CALLUM
00700 8A870 888001...117trshOd8
003707 swAh7H110118 COLLEGE

PEOLL708
ORMAN
Om BA?

...PHILADELPHIA
.t cALIF0ANIA

CHEYNEI
MEDIA

STROUDSBURCI
i LA PLUME

KUTZTOWN
ECAANTON

''. LINCOLN UNIVERSITY
1,VILLANoVA

PHILADELPHIA
, PHILADELPHIA

V COOPEASSUAO " .

6I776666611
SWAAMMOAA

004586
004558
005172
004594
004615

BAYAMON CENTRAL UNIVERSITY
CARIBBEAN
ELECTRONIC

UNIVEASITI
OATA PROCESSING

CoLLEOE
COLLEGE tit P A ihd

FUNDACION EDUCATIVA ANA 0 MENDEZ
WORLD UNIVERSITY II-A

003753 ROGER WILLIAMS COLLEGE
003755 SAWYER SCHOOL

003770
003603
003759
003804

LL6FLIN COLLEGE
RICEcol:LEGE
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE
RUTLEDGE COLLEGE

112

,' BAYAMON
'.6696moN

NATO AEY
AI° PIEDAAS
HATO AEY

BRISTOL
PROVIDENCE

ORANGEBURG
COLUMBIA
GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG

PAGE? 9

ST

OK
OK

OA
OR
OR

PA
PA
PA

PA
PA

PA
PA
PA
pA
pA

PA
PA

PA
PA
PA
PA

OA
PR
PR
PR
RA

RI
AI .



08/1T/82

SERIAL NAME

(1(1;805 SOUTH CAROLINA STATE'cOLLEGE
003806 SOUTHEASTEN BUSINESS COLLEGE
003808 SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE
003814 yOORNEEs COLLEGE

005129 STENOTYPE INST OF SOON bAKotA

DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION
OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
REPORT CF INSTITUTIONS DENIED NDSL FCC

bECAUSE OF ,FAILURE TO PROVE DUE DILIGENCE
FoR AWARD PERIOD 1981-82

CITY, ST

003849 AMERICAN BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL SEM ..

003862 .CLEVELAND STATE COMMUNIM,COLLEOE
003871 DRAUGHONS JR COLLEGE OF OUSINEss.-.'
003872 DYERSBURG STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
005131 EARN !CH OF Bit CULTUREPAESLE1A
003879 FISK.1,141YtRsITYL -
003914 MARSHALL COLLEGE 14,

003908 BORRISTO/N.coLLECE...
003929 TENNESSEE TENPLE-COLLEOE

ORANGEBURG Sc
CHARLESTON Sc
SPARTANBURG Sc
DENMARK Sc

... SIOUX PALLS sb

;': RAMILLE TN
:. CLEVELAND TN

I. 7,. NASHVILLE TN
DYERSBURG TN

.i%',% MEMPHIS TN
.,A NASHVILLE TN

..:i,..iv MEMPHIS TN 1-1
.,.; MORRIsTOWN.. TN C:S.
'CHATTANOOGA TN 00

; : .. .

)41nm+ Tx
x',Lobovint TX

.:. KILLEEN TX
!r: axowbwoob TX
V: REAUHONT TX

.. DALL TX
. PORT

As
WORTH TX

.". HOUSTON TX
' HOUSTON TX
DALLAS 7X
NACOGOOCHES TX
PARIS TX
HALO TX
PRAIRIE VIEW TX
SAN ANTONIO TX
wAXAHACIIIE TX
ALPI..E TX
DALLAS TX
HOUSTON TX
GALVESTON TX
HOUSTON TX
WICHITA FALLS TX

PAGE: 10

003950 ALLSTATE DIMNESS coLadf
003960 AUSTIN ENT! COL
003967 BisH MATHIS INSTITUTE
003976 CENTRAL TEXAS COLLEGE
003977 CENTRAL TEXAS COMMERCIAL tOLLEGE..'
003979 CHENIER BUSINESS COLLEGE
004669 DALLAS COURT REPORTING COLLEGE
003978 FORT WORTH COURT REPoRTIM COLLEGE
004029 GULF COAST BIBLE COLLEGE . .

004036 HOUSTON BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
004042 INDUSTRIAL TRADE SCHOOL OP DALLAS
004063 MASSEY BUSINESS COLLEGE
004093 PARIS JR COLLEGE
004096 BIULAUINN.COLLEgE
004098 PRAIRIE VIEW A 6 H UNIVERAITY.
004108 SAINT mARY.S'UNIVERSITY-
004123 SOUTHWESTERN ASSEMBLIES OF Cob COL
000130 SUL ROSS STATE UNIVERSITY
004143 TEXAS INSTITUTE, INC..
004145 TEXAS souTMERN.UNIYERSITY.
004177 THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS-MEDICAL BRANCH
004118 UNIVERSITY OF HOUSTON DOWNTOWN CAMP
004903 VOUGUE BEAUTY COLLEGES -1.2&3

113



DATE: May 10, 1982

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE
NOTIFICATION OF NATIONAL APPEAL PANEL ACTION
FOR FEDERAL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID PROGRAMS.

FOR THE AWARD PERIOD 1902-1903 (JULY 1, 1902 - JUNE 30.

FINANCIAL AID ADMINISTRATOR

Bowdoin
Brunswick, ME 04011

SERIAL 0

ENTITY 11

1003)

001683

1010215213A1

TYPE / CONTROL Private Other

!.=:=AL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN APPROVED PARTIALLY APPROVED DENIED

SUPPLEMEWL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRABS AP ?ROVEI$ PARTIALLY APPROVED ---- DENIED - - --
INITIAL YEAR

SUPPLEMENTAL aUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY GRANTS APPROVED ---- PARTIALLY APPROVED DENIED --
CONTINUING YEAR

COLLEGE WORK STUDY APPROVED -*-- PARTIALLY APPROVED DENIED

EXPLANATION OF PARTIAL APPROVAL / DENIAL:

Denied- Institution addressed a non-appealable item. Instead, institution should have followed
procedures in March 1982 Appeal instructions.



DEPARTMEV EDUCATION
OFFICE OF STUDENT

.1ANCIAL ASSISTANCE
NOTIFICATION OF TENTATIVE

FUNDING LEVELS
FOR THE CMS, NOSE AND /OR SEOG PROGRAMSFOR THE AWARD PERIOD JULY 1, 1982 THROUGH

JUNE'30, 1983

55 OF INSTITUTION
SERIAL NUMBER

ENTITY NUMBER

001683
1010215213A1

! 1'v

',q1.1DATE
in V

ME
01'

BRUNSWICK
04/01/82

04011 '1

C I 11

S

I

THE TENTATIVE
FUNDING LEVELS SHOWN BELOW WERE

CALCULATED IN ACCORDANCEWITH DATA
CONTAINED IN YOUR

INSTITUTION'S 1980.81
FISCALOPERATIONS REPORT/1982.83 APPLICATION

AND WITH PROCEDURES
CONTAINED IN THE 1) HIGHER EDUCATIONACT OF 1965, AS AMENDED, 2) FISCAL YEAR 1982 CONTINUING

RESOLUTION, AND 3)NOTICE Of PROPOSED
RULEMAKING OF JANUARY 7, 1982 AS AMENDED BY PUBLIC COMMENT.

PROGRAM
TENTATIVE

ALLOCATION

COLLEGE WORK S*
FEDERAL SHARE

$116137

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN - LEVEL OF EXPENDITua
$21

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY GRANTS - INITIAL YEAR

,793

SUPPLEMENTAL EDUCATIONAL
OPPORTUNITY GRANTS CONTINUING YEAR $88,758

THESE ARE
TENTATIVE FUNDING LEVELS ONLY. HOWEVER FINAL ALLOCATIONS,WHICH WILL BE SHOWN IN AN AUTHORIZATION LETTER LATER THIS SPRING, SHOULDCLOSELY RESEMBLE THESE AMOUNTS.



04/01'

57:41 ,ME :. MAINE

,(01) BOWDOIN COLLEGE

BRUNSWICK ME 04011

(02) 001683

103) 1010215213A1

(04) CWS REQUEST

(05) CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

(06) STATE PERCENTAGE; FUNDABLE

(01) ADJUSTED CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

(05) AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE TUITION 8 FEES

(09) AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE TIME IN ATTENDENCE

(10) AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE LIVING COST

'(1i) AVERAGE COST.PER UNDERGRADUATE

(121 AVERAGE GRADUATE TUITION 8 FEES

(131 AVERAGE GRADUATE TIME IN ATTENDENCE

INSTITUTION 'ORKSHEET

CWS TENTATIV, ,LADING 1982.83 PAGE NO,

1 (21) STATE HOLD HARMLESS LEVEL 15 282,167,0

$268,372

1133,372

$1,055,129.

0,1263317

$5,262,150

10

$0

$116,937

10

$116,937

(22) INSTITUTION STATE FAIR SHARE

$425,000
1 (23) STATE SHORTFALL OF CWS FUNDS

1135,000
1
(24) STATE TOTAL OF SHORTFALLS

86,6205000 1 (25) RELATIVE STATE SHORTFALL'OF CWS FUNDS..

$116,937 1 (26) STATE TOTAL OF CWS at!TIONAL GUARANTEES

15,684 1 (27) STATE TOTAL OF FUNDS .AVAILABLE FOR SHORTFALLS

0.00 1 (28) STATE INCREASE.TO CWS ANUS%) CONO GUAR

13,200 1 (29) .ADJUSTED CONDITIONAL GUAR AND STATE INCREASE

$8,884 1 (37) NATION TOT FUNDS AVAIL TO MEET CWS.SHORTFALLS

SO 1 (39) CWS FUNDING LEVEL

9.00

. (IA) AVERAGE GRADUATE LIVING COST $3,200

(15) AVERAGE COST PER GRADUATE 13,200

116) UNDERGRADUATES SELF HELP NEED $1,2280213.0

(17) GRADUATES SELF HELP NEED

'(1S) SELF HELP NEED

STATE TOTAL SELF HELP NEED

'120) RELATIVE SyATE NEED

10,0

$1,228,213.0

124,173,994,7

0,0508072

M-
M



04/0

STA IAME: MAINE

(011 IOWDDIN COLLEGE

BRUNSWICK
ME 04011

(02) 001663

(03) 1010215213A1

'041 LOE REQUEST

(05) FCC REQUEST

(061 CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE . LDE

(01) PROJECTED COLLECTIONS

(081 REIMBURSEMENT
CANCELLATION TEACHING/MIL

(00) TOTAL NEW CAPITAL
REQUIRED

(10) CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE FCC

(11) STATE. PERCENT FUNDABLE OF ITEM 10

(12) ADJUSTED
CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE . FCC

(13) DEFAULT RATE

(14) FCC WITHHELD
DUE TO HIGH DEFAULT RATE

(15) AVERAGE
UNDERGRADUATE TUITION AND FEES

(16) AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE
TIME IN ATTENDANCE

(11) AVERAGE'UNDERGRADATE LIVING COST

(18) AVERAGE COST PER UNDERGRADUATE

(19) AVERAGE GRADUATE
TUITION AND FEES

(20) AVERAGE GRADUATE TIME IN ATTENDANCE

(21) AVERAGE GRADUATE LIVING COST

(22) AVERAGEICOSI PER GRADUATE STUDENT

(231 UNDERGRADUATE SELF HELP NEED

(24) GRADUATE SELF HELP NEED

(25) SELF HELP NEED

INSTITUTIC WORKSHEET

NOSL TENTAT FUNDING 198243
PAGE

(26) STATE TOTAL SELF HELP.NEED
122,995 669.6

(27) RELATIVE STATE NEED . LOE
0.0534106

$1,236,151 i (28) STATE HOLD .HARMLESS LEVEL
11,662,606

$905,486 (29) STATE TOTAL OF FUNDS AVAILABLE - LOE
$5,521,485

$211,610 i (30) INSTITUTIONS STAT: FAIR SHARE . LOE
$295,226

$235,1176
(31) INSTITUTIONS STATE SHORTFALL LOE

$57,978

$1,312 i (321 STATE TOTAL OF SHORTFALLS LOE
$1,095,164

t.,

$0 i .(33) INSTITUTION RELATIVE STATE SHORTFALL
LOE

50 1 (34) STATE TOTAL' OF'ADJUSTED COM GUARANTEE.FCC

98.930000 1.(35) STATE TOTAL OF FED FUNDS AVAIL FOR SHORTFALL

$0.0 i (38) STATE,1NCREASE TO ADJUSTED ND GUAR FCC

6,02 1, (37) STATE' INCREASE TO CONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE i0E'

0.0529390

$1,662,631

SO

SO

SO (38) CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE; STATE INCREASELOE
$211.570

$5,684
(39) CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE I STATE INCREASE

-FCC $0

1.00 (41) NATION TOT' OF FED FUNDS FOR SHORTFALLS
.$0.0

53,200 (50) NOSL LEVEL OF EXPENDITURES
$211,570

$8,884
(59 NOSL FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION

50

SO

9,00

$3,200

33,43

$1,228,213.0

$0,0

11,226,213.0
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AME: MAINE

(01) BOWOQIN COLLEGE

INSTITUTIO! JORKSHEET

SEOG TENTAT, FLNDING 1982.83 PAGE Nt

BRUNSWICK ME 04011

(02) 001663

(03) 1010215213AI

(04) INITIAL YEAR REQUEST $0,660

(05) CONTINUING YEAR REQUEST $758,940

(06) SEOG CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE
$180,667

(07) STATE PERCENTAGE FUNDABLE
75,5824000

100 ADJUSTED SEOG CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE $136,552

(09) AVERAGE UNOERGRAD TUITION & FEES $5,684

(10) AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE TIME IN ATTENDANCE 9,00

(11) AVERAGE UNDERGRADUATE LIVING COST
$31200

(12) AVERAGE COST PER UNDERGRADUATE $8,884

(13) 15% OF GROSS COST
14,117,734

(14) GROSS EXPECTED FAMILY CONTRIBUTION
$2,043,535

(15) PELL AWARDS
$235,251

(16) DERIVED SSIGS
$38,813

Cu) 7 :SIG % 52,144700

(I8) INSTITUTION GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS (2%) $236,967

(19) SEOG NEED 11,563,368,0

(20) STATE TOTAL SEOG NEED
$22,994,215,0

(21) RELATIVE STATE NEED 0,0679895

I (22) STATE HOLD HARMLESS LEVEL
$3,818,116

1 (23) INSTITUTION STATE FAIR SHARE $259,455

1(24) INSTITUTION STATE SHORTFALL $78,786

1 (25) RELATIVE STATE SHORTFALL
: 0.0935125

1 (26) STATE, TOTAL OF CONDITIONAL GUARANTEES '$3;816,097

so

$0

1 (27) STATE TOTAL OF FONDS AVAILABLE FOR SHORTFALL

1 (18) STATE INCREASE TO CONDITIONAL, GUARANTEE,

1 (29) CONDITIONAL GUARANTEE '& STATE INCREASE $136,852

1 (37) NAT 10T FUNDS AVAIL FOR SHORTFALL $0.0

1 (39) SEOG FUNDING LEVEL IY

1 (40) SEOG FUNDING LEVEL CY

1 (41) TOTAL SEOG FUNDING LEVEL

110..

$136,551
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Mr. GREASON. May I just ask a question?
Mr. BLAKEY. Yes.
Mr. GREASON. Bowdoin, I don't believe, is on that list because we

don't have a high default rate.
Mr. BLAKEY. That is right.
Mr. GREASON. On the other hand, we are not getting the FCC

money.
Mr. BLAKEY. We are requesting from the department, in addition

to this list, which only includes those people, as you indicate, who
are being denied one because their default rate exceeds 25 percent,
or whatever due diligence means under their terminology now.

We will have to get another list to see whether or not there are
institutions other than Bowdoin College who are in the situation
that you are in.

Mr. STANLEY. Sir, I would be interested to find an understanding
of why they would title this paper "A List of Institutions Who Did
Not Follow Due Diligence," when, in fact, they took due diligence
out of the regulations.

Mr. BLAKEY. I was, as you are, struck by the reference and we
will.pursue that with the department as well.

If there are no further questions, and I guess I have the authori-
ty to do it, we will recess this hearing.

[Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee was adjourned.]
[Additional information for the record follows:]

11D
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Governors State University Park Forest South, Illinois 60466312/534 -5000

The President's Office

leo Goodrnan-Malamuth II

NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT LOAN REGULATIONS
FISCAL YEAR 1983

TESTIMONY OF OR. LEO GOODMANMALAMUTH, PRESIDENT, GOVER

NORS STATE UNIVERSITY, PARK FOREST, ILLINOIS. SUBMITTED TO

THE HOUSL SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION AUGUST 18,

1983

MR. CHAIRMAN, AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

I AM WRITING TO EXPRESS THE CONCERNS OF MY UNIVERSITY AND

ITS STUDENTS IN REGARDS TO THE PROPOSED NATIONAL DIRECT STUDENT

LOAN REGULATIONS.

I BELIEVE THE CENTRAL ISSUE FACING THE SUBCOMMITTEE IS,

SCAN THE CURRENT AND PROPOSED NDSL REGULATIONS BE APPLIED

FAIFLY AND EQUITABLY TO ALL HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS SO.

THAT STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES!TO ENROLL IN HIGHER EDUCATION ARE

NOT LIMITED ON THE BASIS OF INSTIYUTIONAL ACCESSIBILITY OR

COST" FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF MY INSTITUTION, THE NDSL CAN

NOT BE APPLIED EQUITABLY NOR IS IT A COSTEFFECTIVE PROGRAM

FOR THE GOVERNMENT OR STUDENTS.

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY, AN UPPERDIVISION UNIVERSITY,

IS LOCATED 35 MILES SOUTH OF DOWNTOWN CHICAGO ENROLLING 5,000

STUDENTS. THE UNIVERSITY SHARES MANY COMMON CHARACTERISTICS

OF INSTITUTIONS WITH HIGH NDSL DEFAULT RATES. OUR STUDENTS

ARE OLDER; AVERAGE AGE IS 37 A QUARTER TO A THIRD OF OUR

a3
"'" "A Decade of Service" 1969.1979

An Affirmative Action University
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STUDENTS ARE MINORITIES. NEARLY ALL OF OUR STUDENTS COMMUTE TO

THE CAMPUS FROM COMMUNITIES IN THE METROPOLITAN AREA. THESE

CHARACTERISTICS ARE :1-1MED BY OTHER CHICAGO AREA INSTITW:IONS

THAT ARE INELIGIBLE FOR NUSL FUNDING IN 1982-83 IN FACT THE

COST OF HIGHER EDUCATION ATTENDANCE WILL INCREASE .SIGNIFICANTLY

FOR FINANCIALLY NEEDY STUDENTS BY VIRTUE OF EXCLUDING THE CHICAGO

CITY COLLEGES AND THE ONLY TWO STATE UNIVERSITIES SOUTH OF DOWN-

TOWN CHICAGO, CHICAGO STATE UNIVERSITY AND GOVERNORS STATE

UNIVERSITY, FROM THE NDSL PROGRAM. MINORITY STUDENTS WILL BE

PARTICULARLY AFFECTED BY THE CUTOFF OF NDSL LOANS TO THESE INSTI-

TUTIONS IT IS LIKELY THAT THE EFFECT OF CURTAILING THE NUMPER

OF INSTITUTIONS ELIGIBLE TO AWARD NUSL LOANS WILL EITHER DISEN-

FRANCHISE QUALIFIED STUDENTS IN THE CHICAGO AREA WHO MUST COMMUTE

TO A HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTION OR RELOCATE OUTSIDE OF THEIR

REGION TO ATTEND AN INSTITUTION THAT CAN AWARD NDSL LOANS. IHE

LATTER, HOWEVER REASONABLE, SEEMS LIKE AN UNNECESSARILY EXPENSIVE

MEANS TO FACILITATE HIGHER EDUCATION ATTENDANCE.

SINCE THE INCEPTION OF GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY IN '1972,

NEARLY 1,500 GSU STUDENTS HAVE BORROWED OVER $3,000,000 FROM

THE NUSL PROGRAM. FOR THE FIRST TIME IN THE UNIVERSITY'S SHORT

HISTORY IT FACES A CUTOFF OF FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS TO

THE NUSL PROGRAM; OUR DEFAULT RATE CALCULATION FOR 1980-1981

IS 29 PERCENT. INDEED, WE ARE CONCERNED ABOUT THE EFFECT THE

CUTOFF WILL HAVE ON OUR CURRENT STUDENTS. FURTHERMORE, WE ARE

CONCERNED ABOUT THE EFFECT A CUTOFF IN FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBU-

TIONS WILL HAVE ON THE UNIVERSITY'S ABILITY TO SERVE THE ECONC.

CALLY DEPRIVED SOUTHERN HALF OF THE CHICAGO METROPOLITAN AREA,
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vor""

WHICH IS TROUBLED BY RISING UNEMPLOYMENT AND POVERTY. IT IS A

GOAL OF MY ADMINISTRATION THAT GSU REMAIN ELIGIBLE FOR NUSL

FUNDING, INCLUDING INCREASING THE FUNDS AVAILABLE FROM LOAN

COLLECTIONS. HOWEVER, WITHOUT SOME ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION

TO THE REASONS FOR HIGH DEFAULT RATES REFLECTED IN NUSL FUNDING

POLICIES, I AM AFRAID GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY WILL BE UNABLE

TO EVER REENTER THE PROGRAM. THEREFORE, LET ME PROPOSE SOME

POLICIES FOR. YOUR CONSIDERATION THAT COULD IMPROVE THE EQUITY

OF THE EXISTING GUIDELINES AND REDUCE THE HIGH DEFAULT 'RATE IN

THE NUSL PROGRAM.

FIRST, THERE OUGHT TO BE AN APPEALS PROCESS FOR INSTITU-

TIONS SERVING A HIGH PERCENTAGE OF URBAN COMMUTER AND MINORITY

STUDENTS. THESE VARIABLES NOT ONLY CORRELATE HIGHLY WITH HIGH

DEFAULT RATES BUT ALSO WITH HIGH NEED. THIS APPEALS ROUTE.

SHOULD BE BASED UPON AN INSTITUTION SUCCESSFULLY DEMONSTRATING

IMPLEMENTATION OF A STRONG COLLECTIONS EFFORT AS MEASURED

AGAINST DUE DILIGENCE GUIDELINES.

SECOND, THE CONCEPT OF DUE. DILIGENCE_ NEEDS_ TO BE, BROADENED

BECAUSE IT DOESN'T GO FAR ENOUGH IN INSURING THE,SUCCESS OF

THE NMS_ PROGRAM. THERE IS NOT A LENDING INSTITUTION IN MY

REGION THAT WOULD LOAN THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS WITHOUT A CREDIT

CHECK. WHILE I AM SENSITIVE TO THE PLIGHT OF DEPENDENT STUDENTS

IN THIS REGARD, THE AVEaGE AGE OF STUDENTS AT GSU IS 37 AND

OUR STUDENTS BY AND LARGE HAVE AN ESTABLISHED. CREDIT RECORD

WHICH SHOULD BE REVIEWED IF THE GOVERNMENT'S CONCERN IS THE

COLLECTION OF BORROWED FUNDS.
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THE CONCEPT OF DUE DILIGENCE IN FEDERAL LENDING PROGRAMS

SHOULD RECOGNIZE THAT A GOOD COLLECTIONS PROGRAM STARTS BEFORE

YOU MAKE THE LOAN. AT GSU WE HAVE GONE BEYOND THE DUE DILI-

GENCE GUIDELINES BY HOLDING FACE TO FACE PRE-LOAN CONFERENCES.

ANNUALLY WITH ALL BORROWERS. AND PRIOR TO RECEIVING FUNDS, WE

REQUIRE ALL LOAN RECIPIENTS TO SIGN THE "RIGHT AND RESPONSIBIL-

ITIES" STATEMENT THAT THE GUIDELINES REQUIRE ONLY AT THE EXIT

INTERVIEW.

ONCE A LOAN MOVES TO REPAYMENT STATUS THE DUE DILIGENCE

GUIDELINES REQUIRE THAT SPECIFIC COLLECTION PROCEDURES BE

FOLLOWED:

1) THAT 15 DAY REMINDER NOTICES BE SENT 45, 60, AND 75

DAYS AFTER A LOAN IS IA REPAYMENT STATUS; AND

2) THAT THE OTHER PROCEDURES MAY BE SHORTCUT WHENEVER

IT BECOMES APPARENT THAT THE BORROWER IS NOT GOING

TO REPAY THE LOAN.

HOWEVER, ONCE APPARENT THAT THE LOAN IS NOT GOING TO BE RE-

PAID, THE REGULATIONS REQUIRE WE HANG ONTO THE WORTHLESS PAPER

UNTIL THE LOAN BECOMES TWO YEARS PAST DUE. WE CAN AND HAVE

TAKEN LEGAL ACTION AGAINST STUDENTS IN DEFAULT WHICH CAN BRING

SOME RELIEF DURING THIS PERIOD. BUT IN ORDER FOR THIS COLLECTION

EFFORT TO BE EFFECTIVE EITHER THE INSTITUTION SHOULD BE ABLE TO

SHARE LOAN INFORMATION WITH CREDIT BUREAUS OR THE INSTITUTION

SHOULD ASSIGN THE LOAN TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS SOON AS DE-

FAULT IS APPARENT. OTHERWISE YEARS MAY PASS, DEBTS MAY ACCUMULATE

AND COLLECTION IN FULL OF MONEY DUE BECOMES MORE UNLIKELY.
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THE PROBLEM OF NOT PROMPTLY ASSIGNING BAD DEBTS TO THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS MOST APPARENT AS IT APPLIES TO LOAN

DEFAULTS BY CITIZENS OF A FOREIGN COUNTRY. IN THIS REGARD,

COLLECTING ON LOANS TO °PERMANENT RESIDENTS°, GOVERNORS STATE

UNIVERSITY HAS SOUGHT THE ASSISTANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION, THE US CONGRESS, AND THE GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE.

CURRENTLY, IN OUR DEFAULT RATE CALCULATIONS ARE 58 LOANS

IN REPAYMENT STATUS TO PERMANENT RESIDENTS OR RESIDENT ALIENS.

OF THOSE 58, 55 ARE DELINQUENT. THESE LOANS TOTAL $244,519 OF

WHICH $234,048 AT THIS POINT APPEAR UNCOLLECTABLE IT IS NOT

THAT WE HAVE NOT TAKEN STEPS TO COLLECT FROM THESE STUDENTS;

WE HAVE. WITH 95 PERCENT OF NUSL LOANS TO PERMANENT RESIDENTS

IN REPAYMENT STATUS BEING DELINQUENT, WE CAN ILLAFFORD TO BE

LACKADAISICAL IN COLLECTING ON THESE LOANS IF WE AIM TO REDUCE

OUR DEFAULT RATE. HOWEVER, MANY PERMANENT RESIDENTS RETURN'TO

THEIR FOREIGN COUNTRIES AFTER COMPLETING THEIR DEGREES OR THEY

ARE NOT PERMITTED TO WITHDRAW US CURRENCY FROM THEIR HOMELAND

IF THEY ARE NO LONGER A FULL-TIME STUDENTS QUITE FRANKLY,

GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY AND OTHER UNIVERSITIES NEED SOME

RELIEF IN THE FORM OF BEING ABLE TO ASSIGN DELINQUENT LOANS TO

PERMANENT RESIDENTS TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AS SOON AS IHEY

ARE DELINQUENT, NOT TWO YEARS LATER-

PERMIT ME TO ILLUSTRATE THE PROBLEM. A NIGERIAN STUDENT

WHO WAS A PERMANENT RESIDENT, RECEIVED $9,b7U IN NUSL FUNDS

WHILE ENROLLED AT GOVERNORS STATE UNIVERSITY- WE FOLLOWED DUE

DILIGENCE PROCEDURES IN NOTIFYING THE STUDENT THAT HE MUST

BEGIN REPAYMENT AS HE WAS NO LONGER ENROLLED IN SCHOOL. THE

124
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STUDENT FORWARDED THE CORRESPONDENCE TO THE CONSULATE GENERAL

OF NIGERIA SEEKING THE CONSULATE'S ENDORSEMENT OF FOREIGN

EXCHANGE TO PAY OFF THE LOAN. THE CONSULATE GENERAL RESPONDED

THAT FOREIGN EXCHANGE APPROVAL WOULD BE GRANTED ONLY IF THE

STUDENT WAS A CURRENTLY ENROLLED FULLTIME STUDENT. WELL, IF

HE WAS A FULL-TIME STUDENT, HE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN IN REPAYMENT

STATUS. ANOTHER PERMANENT RESIDENT ENROLLED AT GOVERNORS

STATE UNIVERSITY RECEIVED A $1,48L NUSL LOAN AND RETURNED TO

NIGERIA WITHIN THE SIX-MONTH GRACE PERIOD- THE LOAN IS NOW

DELIQUENT, AND WE HAVE LITTLE HOPE OF OBTAINING REPAYMENT. WE

HAVE CONTACTED SENATOR PERCY'S OFFICE AND OBTAINED A RESPONSE

TO THESE COLLECTION PROBLEMS FROM THE US DEPARTMENT OF

EDUCATION'S OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE. THE UFFICE

RECOGNIZES THE "OBSTACLES IN TRYING TO COLLECT FROM NON-CITIZEN

BORROWERS" AND SUGGESTED "THAT AFTER FOLLOWING THE DUE DILIGENCE

PROCEDURES THAT ARE IN THE NUSL REGULATIONS, INSTITUTIONS MAY

WANT TO ASSIGN LOANS TO THE US GOVERNMENT FOR COLLECTION"

BUT THIS MEANS WE MUST HOLD THESE DEFAULTED LOANS FOR TWO YEARS)

AND FRANKLY, WE ARE NOT EQUIPPED TO OBTAIN REPAYMENT- 1N,THE

MEANTIME THESE DELINQUENT LOANS REMAIN IN OUR DEFAULT RATE CAL-

CULATION WHICH HURTS NOT ONLY THE INSTITUTION BUT THE STUDENTS
. t

IN OUR REGION WHO NEED FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE TO ATTEND OUR

UNIVERSITY.

IN SUMMARY LET ME REITERATE MY SUPPORT FOR THE NUSL PROGRAM.

IT IS AN EXTREMELY NECESSARY PROGRAM, AND I HOPE GOVERNORS

STATE UNIVERSITY AND ITS STUDENTS WILL BE ENTITLED TO CONTINUE

IN THE PROGRAM. HOWEVER, WITHOUT SOME NECESSARY CHANGES IN
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PROGRAM REGULATIONS, WE WILL BE PROHIBITED FROM RECEIVING

FEDERAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTIONS BY APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED

ACROSS THE .OARD DEFAULT RATE MINIMUM CRITRIA SPECIFICALLY,

THIS COMMITTEE AND THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION SHOULD CONSIDER:

1) THE EFFECT THAT THE ACROSS THE BOARD DEFAULT RATE

WILL HAVE ON URBAN UNIVERSITIES AND THE MINORITY

OR COMMUTER POPULATIONS THEY SERVE;

2) CREATING APPEALS PROCESS FOR INSTITUTIONS SERVING A

HIGH PERCENTAGE OF MINORITY AND COMMUTER STUDENTS

THAT IS BASED UPON SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF A

STRONG COLLECTIONS EFFORT AS MEASURED AGAINST DUE

-

DILIGENCE GUIDELINES;

3) EXPANDING THE CONCEPT OF DUE DILIGENCE TO INCLUDE

PRE-AWARD GUIDELINES TO BE FOLLOWED THAT WILL IN-

CREASE THE LIKELIHOOD OF LOAN REPAYMENT;

4) ENACTING NEW REGULATIONS THAT EITHER ALLOW AN INSTI-

TUTION TO SHARE INFORMATION WITH CREDIT BUREAUS OR

ASSIGN LOANS TO THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ONCE IT IS

APPARENT THE LOAN IS IN DEFAULT-

5) ENACTING NEW REGULATIONS THAT A) RESTRICT NUSL LOANS

TO PERMENANT RESIDENTS, B) ALLOW THE UNIVERSITY TO

ASSIGN PERMANENT RESIDENT LOAN REPAYMENTS TO THE

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IMMEDIATELY AFTER THEY BECOME

DELINQUENT, NOT TWO YEARS AFTER THE FACT; AND C) IN

THE MEANTIME, ALLOW INSTITUTIONS TO EXCLUDE DELINQUENT

PERMANENT RESIDENT LOANS FROM THEIR DEFAULT RATE

126
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CALCULATIONS SIMILAR TO THE MANNER IN WHICH ASSIGNED

LOANS ARE EXCLUDED FROM THE CALCULATION.

6) FINALLY, UNTIL THESm INEQUITIES ARE ADDRESSED IN THE

NOSL REGULATIONS, I SUGGEST THE COMMITTEE SHOULD REC-

OMMEND POSTPONING THE PROPOSED NOSL REGULATIONS!

I URGENTLY REQUEST YOUR CAREFUL CONSIDERATION OF THE IS-

SUES I HAVE RAISED. THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME, PATIENCE, AND

GOOD WILL.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED

---)

LEO GOODMAN-MALAMUTH
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Ulag5trtuton, 20315
August 18, 1982

The Honorable Paul Simon
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
House Committee on Education and Labor
320 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Paul:

I would very much apppreciate it if you would make the attached
remarks of Chancellor Nicks, Tennessee State University in Nashville,
a part, of the official record. While I believe that student default
rates must be reduced, I feel that the n.ochanism devised by the Department
of Education in the final ruleg published earlier this month are counter-
productive. They penalize current and future students for the loan
default of past recipients. The rules do not take into account an
institution's progress in cutting default rates and provide no io..ntive
for continued collection efforts.

Further, once you have had an opportunity to review the attached
letter, I believe a unique case can be made on behalf of Tennessee State
University. Their operating report was submitted in December, 1981 and
the edit check and cottecticas report was filed with DOEd in March of
this year. 'Secretary Pell notified TSU of.thitir grant'award of $500,000
in National pefunse Student Loans by letter in April. Then,.just three
weeks prior to the beginning of this academic year, the Univorsity finds
that the grant award will not be tenured. Ho doubt this will create a
severe hardship for the institution as well as for the students who had
been notified of giant awards. -7, :

I appreciate your consideration and any assistance which may be
provided in this matter.

Sf.ce,roly,

Bill Goner
Member of Coogross

Att.
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.August 16, 1982

Honorable Paul Simon, Chairman
Subcommittee on Post-Secondary Education
House Education and Labor Committee
227 Cal.non House Office Building
wasnington, U. c. 20315

Dear Chairman Simon:

Congressman Boner has brought to my attention your plans
for scheduling a special hearing on Wednesday, August 18
concerning the withdrawal of National Defense Student Loans
for 1982-83 from colleges having default rates of 25% or more.

I would like to bring to your attention a very serious
situation at Tennessee State University located in Nashville.
Tennessee State, one of the historically Black Colleges and
Universities, is a state supported institution under the
jurisdiction of the State Board of Regents. Dr. Fred Himphries,
President of Tennessee State, was notified in the spring of
1052 by Secretary Bell that Tennessee State would receive
$500,000 in National Defense Student Leans and had been
operating on that premise notifying eligible students of
grant a-:arils. Fowever, only three weeks before the opening
of !,c;001 for the 1952 '53 academic year, we learned through
the media that the grant award to TSU would not be honored
with no prior warning from the U. S. Department of Education.
In fact Tennessee State's operating report was submitted to
the Department on December 18, 1951, and its Edit Check and
Corrections Report ,aii:litted on t!arch IS,. 1982. The
.otifieation of grant award letter-teem Secretary Dell was
received-on April 12, 1982.

You can imagine the confusion surrounding such a decision
particularly with the economy being as it is today. I want to
assure you that I share the concern of Congress over high
default rates and we have been pursuing collections in our
state syAtematially. I do, however, feel that Tennessee
.State has been treated_ unfairly in this matter having been
given an award letter in April, properly processing appli-
cations for the 1082-83 academic year, only to have the
entire structure collapse three weeks prior to the opening
of school. Any relief that you and.your committee can give
us would certainly be appreciated.

11SN/pm

cc Congressman Boner
. Dr. Howell Todd

Dr. Fred Humphries

Sincerely,

(:;;T7iy' . Nicks
ncellor
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BY HAND

September 2, 1982

Honorable Paul M. Simon
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary

Education
320 Cannon HOB
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington,.DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

As president of the Association of Independent Colleges and-
Schools (AICS), I respectfully submit for AICS written testi-.
mony to be included in the hearing record of August 18, 1982,
regarding.the proposed final regulations in the.NDS1, program.

If can assist you in this or any other matter, ple6secoptact
me at your convenience.

S(ocerely,

B. Friedbeim, CAE
Pro,t(dant

kk
Enclosure
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STATEMENT

BY

STEPHEN B. FRIEDHEIM, CAE, PRESIDENT

ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS (AICS)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

My name is Stephen B. Friedheim, President of the

Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS). On

behalf of the 550 member institutions of AICS, a national

organization, I wish to express our appreciation for the

opportunity to submit written testimony to your Subcommittee

on the proposed final rules submitted by the Department of

Education for review by Congress on the National Direct

Student Loan program.

The Association it deeply concerned with the

impact of the proposed final rules on not only their member

educational institutions, but for the ifuture of the NDSL

program. before proceeding to the specifics of our concerns,

I would like to describe for backgroUnd purposes the area

of pstr:noondary ,education in which AJCS and its m...,mber

institutions .re involved.

ICS

The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools

(A1CS) ; :as fou,ssd in 1912. Its present ;,embership jnclbdes

some 550 iw,titutions, enrolling approximately 400,000. All

the,insUtations are postsecondary, with appcoximately25

percent of the institutions being degree .granting. The

pr:.Jrams of education offered in these institutions are

lir.:,:lcminantly career -- oriented, with such areas, for .,xample,

:;ocret.arial science, business Administratjon, accr.onting,
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and data processing. All AICS institutions are non-public

institutions. Predominantly the institutions, by form or

governance, are proprietary, although a significant number

are organized as tax-exempt institutions. In common with

all non-public institutions, they are either entirely or

primarily tuition dependent for operating revenues.

Because there is no "typical" AICS institution, as

there is no "average" business school, it is perhaps a

little more difficult to prcmise my remarks in the institu-

tional framework. In contrast with the more conventional

associations normally associated with the umbrella of the

American Council on Education (ACE), such as the lz-,nd-grant

colleges(NASULGC), the junior colleges (AACJC), the great

research universities (AAU), the state colleges (AASCU), or

the more conventionally organized independent colleges,

largely four-year institutions (NAICU), there is a tremendous

diversity AICS institutions. Often well known, for

example, is the ;7aterine Gibbs School which has been known

for the quality of its sacr:-.tarial gr.-Anates. With the

-Lission of the Comittee, :Ind for the co,ipleteness of the

record, I would like to file a copy of the current directory

of institutions publi,:hod by the Accrediting Commission of

,ICS. It might he helpful to the members of the Committee

Lea have .1vailable the names of mmber AICS institutions in

h of the repartive states or districts.

i'1132
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OVERVIEW OF CONCERNS

I would like to state at the outset that the

AICS members do not support high default rates in the

NDSL program and that they encourage affirmative steps to

decrease the default rates and increase collections in that

program. We fully support the original intent of the NDSL

legislation, wherein collection of NDSLs would provide a

revolving fund for future loans to other ncedy students. At

the same time, we cannot support any legislative or regula-

tory actions which tend to indermine the original intent of

the NDST, program or which 6o not ,:on ly encour

the collection of NDST,s. It is our position that the

proposed final regulations submitted by the Department of

Edoca;-iou (w.D) to Congress Cor their 45day review a0 'Ally

crc,ate disincentives for participating institutions to

inctao.3e their oollnction activities.

Our ,.oac,..as with the plopod r.inal rules are

hoth procedural and su,4.:Iti.ve. if coav,!nsional action is

not taken to holt the Ci.laliation of th...se p,o,.oscA final

legulations or, at a minimum, defer them Tor one ycac for

further study, I am concetned that the NDST, program will no

ly!gar he a program for ncedy students. Tnsta;ad, i.Istitutions

will :.ct :.)re like traditional financial institutions ;Ind

try to minimize their risks, thus ,'., :Hying the.benafi::s of the

1- 13 3
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loan program to those students for whom the benefits

were first intended.

Those policymakers responsible for legislating and

administering the loan programs for needy students must

always remember that, while increased collections and lower

defaults should always be an objective of the program, they

should never expect that the default rates will equal those

rates in the traditional, commercial loan markets or even in the

Guaranteed Student Loan program. The Congress must, therefore,

ba 'lance the well-intended need to reduce loan defaults with

the concommitant objective of providing low-interest loans to

financially-needy students through the NDSL program. I

believe that to eliminate the Federal capital contribution

(FCC) to many institutions which serve low-incoMe students,

tips the balance in the wrong direction and unduly discrimi-

nates against those students the NDSL program is to serve.

The !71,r):ent rgulations, that is, those which are

legally final and have been in effect during fiscal year

1981, ;properly preserve the requisite balance. They provide

an incentive to execeflie.due diligence in loan collections

and to decrease an institution's default rate. Most impor-

tantly, they do not cut off the FCC to institutions which

have been successful in reducing their defaul.t rates.

.urge the continuation of these balanced and.effective

regulations.
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PROCEDURAL PROBLEMS

While it is arguable that the publication of

the proposed regulations in January 1982 would give adequate

time for public comment, submission of final regulations,

and 45 days for Congress to review the final regulations,

the forwarding of the proposed final regulations in July

1982 makes a folly of the comment period and subverts the

Congressional review process. At the risk of telling you

something you already know, the Department of Education has

transmitted proposed final regulations to you after the

start of the fiscal year in which the regulations are to be

effective. Prior to reviewing the proposed final regulations,

one could assux,e that the reason for the delay between the

original publication of the proposed rules and the submission

of the final rules to Congress for review wits that there

-would he substantial changes between the proposed and final

rules. The fact that there is very little difference

bein Ll)o rules .o;,17es one wonder why it took so long

for ihem to be finalized.

;ie Ass:),7iation of ild-,1a.,3 nt Colleges and Schools

contends. that not only is it confusing Lo process the

appaals under the proposed regulations, as it was done

during the spring of this year, but it is also illegal. The

integrity of the rulemaking process 1.111st be maintained at

all ,;.ost. To undermine the process is to alsosundermiSe the

progrm uvon :'rich the r.gulations are bed

s,

135
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The timing of the proposed final regulations

is particularly onerous because it comes so close to the

beginning of the new ',.chool year. Most institutions who are

on the semester or quarter system will have already begun

their classes prior to the allocation of the NDSL FCC. This

creates student aid packaging problems for the very students

who, are in greatest need of financial support.

In a broader sense, the timing is also burdensome

because it comes at a time when unemployment is at its

postDepression peak. During times of high unemployment,
. _

many individuals who would otherwise. be employed decide to

go back to aool in order to obtain new skills to .meet the

dc.mands of the marketplace. Therefore; the eliMination of

hhe ecC to r.,::ny institutions who Provide this skills

lc:lining will preclude :,ome needy students from reoaiving

the'ne:cessarY training to .reenter the Work force.

:.LEASTANTIVEPROEMS

7+1thoAh the p).oc,Aural.i?robloMs of these .proposed

final.xc,gulasions ace many, the regulations haVe great_

substantive problems also'. These. proposed'final.rules:

ignore improved collections and the lowering of default'

oVos during the past year at many in,ititutions.

'"final" regulations actually penalizemany institutions 1.:ho.
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have evidenced a tremendous improvement in their record of

collection. To set an arbitrary level of 20 percent as the

cut-off between receiving some. FCC and no FCC completely

ignores those institutions which have reduced their default

rate significantly. It is theoretically possible that an

institution whose default rate has increased from 10% to 24%

will still receive an FCC, while an institution whose default

rate went from 60% to 26% during the previous year will

receive no FCC.

To encourage instituions to submit their defaulted

loans to the Department of Education for collection does not

solve the problem, it only shifts the problems to another

locale. Many institutions who now have a default rate at

25% or below in actuality have a much higher default rate

the rooks were cleaned when they transferred their

uncollected loans to Y.D. No matter how successful the

Calir,no ..proach to loan collection ha3.hen, we should not

of the fact that the original NOSE, legislation

encoo,ad a nivolving'fund at the institution which would

be 1.ted.by the institution for 1.:.oviding loans to low-income

students.

The pcoposed final regulations also ignore the

fact that there are different types of institutions. vhich

serve different clientele. For example, many of the tradiH
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tionally black institutions and many of the institutions

which are members of the AICS have traditionally served

large populations of needy students. To remove needed

capital from these institutions at a time when unemployment

is high and job skills training is one of our national

problems, only exacerbates the unemployment problem. Some

consideration should be given to those institutions which

serve the financially needy student.

IMPACT ON STUDENTS AND INSTITUTIONS

In general, low-income students are less likely

to r: pay their r,tudent loans than thbse from middle-and

upper-income families. Therefore, those institutions which

have larger numbers of low-income- students also. tend to have

11.;%or 3e%,ult rates. The result of those proposed final

L..2gulations would be, in cutting off additional FCC to the

i.:oti;:utioor;, to shift NDSL appropriations from Lhose-

institutions with large nu,7,!Jacs of low-incOme students to

imtituions :rich traditionally have larger 11:::bers of

1:1,,r-inoome st;3.1:,nts. I robmi.t that this is

inconsistent with Lhe purposes of the NDSL program. Many of

these institutions already lack an adequate resource base

fowl which to c.I:ate and to provide education to needy

students at a low cost.

138
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The association is extremely concerned that

the methodsused 'in- the propoed final'regulations will have

unintended repercussions in the Guaranteed Student Loan

program throughout the United States. For example, we have

evidence that some lenders are unwilling to make GSLs to

students attending institutions with high default rates in

the NDSL program. It has also come to our attention that at

least one state is considering the establishment of a ten

percent default cut-off rate for allowing Guaranteed Student'

Loans to be made to students who attend that institution.

It is amazing to me how an institution, whiCh has no primary

responsibility for making or collecting Guaranteed Student

Loans, could be held accountable for repayment of those

Guaranteed Student Loans and thereby jeopardize the future

possibility of other students at that institution receiving

GSLs.

CONCyl:3!ON::::1)

The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools

1.,s both procedural and sub,;tantive 1,)oblitas with the

pi:o;osad final regulations that are now under consideration

by this Subcommittee. we firmly believe that these regula-

tions crf,ate a disinc,antive for many institutions to contimue..

lo r,d!ice their default rates and to increase loan collet:0On

of outsling NDSL. current regulations have had
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fair and demonstrable effect on reducing the default at most

institutions throughout the country during the past year. We
submit that these regulations ought to be continued for the

school year 1982-83 and that, in so doing, the final regula-

tions proposed by ED be vetoed by the Congress.

We also believe that, if the current regulations

are not continued, any new regulations ought to recognize'

those institutions which have had a substantial decrease

in, the default rate in prior periods. Any new regulations

also ought to recognize the number of low- income students

aLtcnding each institution and the divergent purposes of the

:.any institutions throughout the country.

The Association is willing -and eager to work with

Lhis Miwomittee and.with the secretary of Education in

new regulations which will include the above

:1:e concerned that the Department:of:Education
,Ty ;-;(1 "joug.tiog at windmills," and t1,at, in so doing, the

jc.0 ing strikG at the htlart of the very individuals
1.he r ws intr:.z1dod to .irsist -- the student.

Respectfully submitted,

mow;/U/1-....0 710_1....C\

Sophr.tn B. Friedheim, Pret.3;,;ent
Ar.:sociation of Independent Coil:: es

and schools
Suite 600
1730 M Stroet,
MIshiritilon, D.C. 20036
(202) 659-2460
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MAIN CAMPUS

f,t4 i el se
DOWNTOWN CAMPUS

Plus Park'at Pavilion Blvd. Nashville, TN 37217 131 8th Ave. North Nashville. TN 37203
Tele.16751361.7555 Tele.161512424674

August 2, 1982

Congressman Albert Gore, Jr.
c/a U. S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

. Dear Congressman Gore:

Several days ago Secretary Terrell H. Bell, of the Department of Ed-
ucation, published a final rule that would eliminate some five hund-
red institutions from eligibility under the National Direct Student
Loan program. His reason was high default rates, regardless of the
fact that an institution had net the criteria set.down by law in the
collection of loans. The law states that institutions must demon-
strate due diligence in the collection of NDSL loans to remain eligible.

Cur particular institution became involved in the_NDSL program in
1969/70, and the majority of loans we made in the early 70's were
made to minority students without co-signers, and without credit
checks which were not required. The Office of Education had no reg-
ulations for the collection of these loans, and it wasn't until
1976 that collection regulations were published. Prior to 1976,
the Office of Education was reluctant to let any institution turn
delinquent loans over to collection agencies or file suit for collec-

tion. In meny cases, students were moving or changing jobs so often

that we were unable to locate a student after he or she had been out
of school for any length of time.

Jeans made after 1976 have been much easier to collect, and I am sure

all institutions are doing a better job in collecting loans made

after rules were finally published on collections.

I think it is unjust for an appointed governmental official to ig-

nore the intent of Congress. Secretary Bell is disregarding the
demonstration of due diligence by institutions as the law requires.
It certainly imposes hardships on many students that had planned to

use these loansnto attend school and in many cases will be the de-

ciding factor on whether a student from the low and middle income

gronps will be able to attend college or not.

I urge you to vote to veto this proposed rule before it becomes

final. I would also like to hear from you as to your feelings

on this proposed rule.

Yours V

z(72-r,
. .

C. W. Davidson
Chairman/Chief Exec. Officer

Accred4rd by
THE ACCREDITING COMMISSION OF THE ASSOCIATION OF INDEPENDENT COLLEGES
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